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PREPACE

In the future of the Inte.raountain West liu a g_reat industrial
mcw-nt; we now staucl on the threshold of that new industrial
frontier.

Here in the Weet we are proud of our

ia only a beginnin&; for aa

B~~

achiave~~eDts,

but it

Young foresaw his Deaeret Empire,

ao the builders of today foresee an industrial expanaioo of the Weat

of tc:.orrow.
In relation to thie induatrial expansion, we have here a case
atudy of an iuduetry that ia now .are than ten y. .ra old; a study of
a county that baa prospered and grown under a great induatry, and
that will continue to

&row. A•

the title states, it is a study of

Utah County, on Utah Lake, as it is affected socially and econo.i-

eally by the &reat Geneva Works of the United Statea Steal
Corporation.
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FIGURE 1

INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE -GENEVA STEEL COMPANY PLANT
NESTLED AMONG THE PRODUCTIVE FARMS OF UTAH VALLEY
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I
INTRODUCTIOtT

A Brief Economic Survey of Utah
"The Par West is the Golden West.

Of all the regions, i t boasts

the largest wartime gain in population and income.
brigbteat prospects." 1

It looks to t he

Th is prophecy, made in the i.mnediate pos t-war

period by Business Week, has indeed become manifest in the economy of
Utah .
Ten years have elapsed since the termination of World War II, and
it was only in those ten years that Utah has awakened and atretched to
besin her day of comparative economic growth .

Her basic indus tri es of

mining, conatruction, and manufacturing are at an all-time peak of
prosperity.

This rise of prosperity, of course, is true of the nat i on

in general, but percentage-wise the rise in growth of the Utah economy
is greater than that for t he average of t he nation.
In conjunction with this rise in prosperity, Uta h's population has
increased 25. 2 per cent, whereas the populat i on for the United States
has increased 14.5 per cent in the ten-year period 1940-1950. 2

Utah

ranke twelfth among the 48 states as to mineral production, wi th th e
value of minerals computed at $230,000,000 in 1950 .

1.
2.
3.

3

Principal minerals

nusinesa Week, April 12, 1947.
U.S. Bureau of the Census , Jnited Stat es Departmen t of Commerce.
Census of Population : 1950, l o l. 1; and Current Popula t ion Repor ts,
Seriea P25, No. 47.
u.s. Bureau of Mines, United 3tatea Depart•ent of In t erior . Minerals
Yearbook: 1950, Table No. 4. p. 40.

3
included copper, coal, and iron ore.

Utah produces more iron ore and

bituminous and lignite coal than any other state wes t of the Mississippi.
}~nufacturing

haa doubled in the number of employed workers from

the period 1940 to 1950.
than quadrupled.

The wages and salaries for that period more

Census figures for 1939 show $18,368,000 for wages and

salaries and $89,800,000 in 1950.

The value added by manufacturing in

1939 was $42,411,000 and $183,000,000 (estimated) in 1950.

1

These

particular figures also more than quadrupled in the period 1940-1950.

In an economy such a s that of Utah farming plays a predominant
part, yet the farm population and farm labor supply has dropped, while
the basic industry population and labor supply has increased.

Statistics

from the Census bear this out as the percentage increase between 1940
and 1950 in urban population vas 33.J per cent; whereas, the rural farm
population

sh~NS

a net decrease of -14.2 per cent.

2

From 1940 to 1950,

manufacturing employment in the nation increased by 37.9 per cent, in
Utah by almost 72 per cent.

From 1950 to 1952 manufacturing

in the nation increased by 7 per cent, in Utah by 9 per cent.

emplo~ent

However,

ln the nation one-fourth of all employment is in manufacturing; in Utah

one-eighth of all employment is in manufacturing.3
The drop in farming population, of course, is due to vastly
increased mechanization, intensive and modern farming methods, and
modern, chemically compounded fertilizers.

Of note, however, is the

fact that although there has been a population drop in this segment of
our economy , there haa been an increase in the productivity of food and

1.
2.
3.

University of Utah, 3ureau of Economic and Business Research . Utah's
&cODomi c Pattern : December 1953 (Salt Lake City, Utah). Man~facturing
Table No. 1.
U.S. Bureau of the Cenaua, Census of Population: 1950. Vol. II,
Characteristics of Population, Part 44, Utah, Chapter B.
Q£ cit., Utah 1s Econooic Pattern.
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farm products.

The conclusion

tl~t

must be drawn from this, then, is

that the population of Utah is migrating to other areas

~

employed in our rising basic and secondary industries.

Statistics will

b.ar out that the latter is

~ecoming

the

~reat er

is being re-

factor.

Food processing is the largest classif:ca tion of manufacturing
industries.

Of Utah's 900 plus manufacturing plants, more than 300, or

more than one-third, are in the field of food and kindred products.
These employ roughly 30 per cent of the state's f.&ctory workers.
No. 2

sbo~o~s

Table

an average of 9 ,454 enployees out of an average of 32,585 or

29.01 per cent ecrloyed in this classificati on.
3econd in

i~portance,

and of primary importance in this particular

study, is the manufacture of iron and steel and their products.

About

30 per cent of J tah's factory workers are employed in the primary
metals industly, of which, iron and steel comprised the largest group.
Tab le No.2 shows an average of 9 ,001 Cl:lployees of an average of 32,585
or 27.62 per cent.

...he steel plant at Geneva has brought this industry

into a new position of prominence.

The demand of Ltan manufacturers

for steel for fabrication haD increased

six-~old

over that of the pre-

war years.
TABLE tJO . :

CL.\SS IFIC.'\TIOtJ AND NUHBEll OF
Clau i fica tion

EHPLOY~E:),

STATg OF UT.\H

October

November

Decuaber

Average

' lanufacturing

33,976

32,347

31,432

32,585

Food and Kin. Product•

11,000

9,093

8,269

9,454

Primary Metals Indust.

8 ,625

9,188

9,189

9,001

Source: The Industrial Commission of Utah, Labor
Market Quarterly (4th Quarter 1954). p. 13.
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The importance of the Geneva mills near Provo, utilizing iron ore,
coal, limestone and dolomite, the basic raw materials for iron and
steel production, and which are all mined in the state of Utah, is well
knGWD in the state.
The Geneva plant is the basis for many of the prospects for
increasing industria l importance in Utah.

Recent expanaion of the

fac ilitie. and production at Geneva is proof that the ''wartime baby" can
more than hold its own in peacetime; that it can contribute much to the
industrial strength and prosperity of the State, the Intermountain West,
and Pacific Coast.
turn.

It is a hub around which intermountain industry can

It is of tramendous importance in expandina the operations of our

well establis hed
manufacturers.

machinery~

boiler, tank, fabricated steel and equipment

Furthermore, Geneva is becoming a magnet for additional

metal products plants -- eatellite enterprises which in a space of time
will be drawn to locations near this great basic producer to make
products not now a part of our manufacturing activities.
Other new, diverse and widely distributed manufacturing enterprises
are adding significantly to Utah 's industrial economy.

The new gypsum

plant at Sigurd, the rubber fabric products plant at .'ephi, and the new
clothing fac tories at Provo are among the largest employers.
~ny

There are

others; a nuaber of them small operations, but in the aggregate

they constitute an impressive total of new production, new employment
opportunities, a nd additional payrolls.

6
Tt\DLf:: NO. 3
POPULATIOt' OF CITIES

OV~

10,000

Per

~

increase

Population

1940 - 1950

Logan

16,832

41.8

Provo

28,937

60.1

Ogden

57,112

30.7

182,121

21.5

City

Salt Lake City
Source:

u.S. ; ureau of the Census.
Population: 1950.

Such new industries take up the eoploymcnt sLlck in Utah's
predominantly small communities.
Logan are the

Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo,

~nd

onl~r

:Jtah cities with a population of more than 10,000

(see Table .:o. 3).

nut there are almost three dozen to\ms ,lth from

2,000 to 6,500 residents.

Generally there is a substantial additional

population in the ncar vicinity.
the str..aller touns

~..-ill

,, man ... facturer's payroll in more of

mean l'!uch in Utah's industriz.l developmen t and

·;ill distribute the gains more

~-Jidc:y

tl roughout the state, an important

factoT in attaining economic stability.

Year after year oanuf1cturing

employment payrolls \:ill be steadily c;·:panded in Utah and intermountain
products reach in ever greater proportion the growing ma.rl;.ets of the
sre~t

new and golden West.
Manufacturing is the Y..ey \·1hich ic unlocking the storehouse of our

abundant natural resources and promoting
dynamic, ryrosperous state.

I:ost things

th~
ar~

development of a stronger,
here for growth:

An increasing population.
People of outstanding industry and civic pride.
A goorl and stable labor force-- low turnover, high
production efficiency.
1ligh educational standards -- good schooln with
well-trained teachers.
Cood living condition~ --a c~onwealtb of home o~n£rs.
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An abundance of ro1u materials.
A treasury of still undeveloped natural resources.
E:ccellent transportation facilities.
Adequate fuel and power with a tremendous additional
potential.
Remarkable climate with low humidity and abundant sunshine .
•\ fair and sound labor L1w -- forming a basis for good
industrial relations.
Favorable public sentiment t~•ard industry.
Outstanding technical research program in Utah colleges.

The Purpose nnd Method of Investigation
The purpose of this study is not to examine an area of such
magnitude as that of the Intertnountain west or even the State of Utah,
but to investigate and examine the social and economic aspects of an
area the size of a county as lt is
industry.

relate~

to a large, dynamLc

L~sic

It will endeavor to show the relationships and correlations

of employment, labor and payro::.ls; to show farming as it v1as before the
inceptlo:1 of the Geneva plant and as it is after the inception of the
plant; and also to show the business growth in the
l t will show how each of these
with the Geneva plant

s~~ents

s~c

manner as farming.

have increased in direct alignment

gr~~th.

The meth0d of investigation has been of st3odard variety and much
the same as any standard 1.1ork of this type.
mental and

priv~te

Reports of Vdrious govern·

agencies have been screened, and, of course, use has

been made of hlstorical as well

~a

contemporary

st~tistics.

Field and

research trips, among others, were conducted to banking institutions,
employment service offices, vnion headquarters, Prigh..\m Young University
library, count y '!.ihrar ... cs, a nd several other sources of information.
The many and various a.eencies involved uere solicited for help,
which came forth generously as a rule, and which was most generally
accomplished by personal contact and interview .

Finally, and of

8

particular accomplishment to the WTiter, Yas the invest igation of the
great

~eneva

plant itself.

Unfortunately, however, r esearch at the

Geneva plant itself was rather negligible in that

comp~ny

policy prohibits

absolutely the releasing of any information pertaining to the plant and
company.

Superintendent Frank S. Dain of the Industrial Relations

DeparbDent pledged his full support on the project, but upon further
chocking it was revealed that Mr.

Ja~es

E. Butler, Comptroller of the

Columbia-Geneva Steel Division at the San Francisco office vetoed the
measure completely.
The writer, having been employed by this company for many years,
realized the reasons involved and re-routed what inforQ&tion was needed
through the Public Relations Office in Salt Lake City and found that
office to be co-operative in many respects.

Again, however, many items

could not be released because of company security regulations.

Much of

the basic investigation was done while the wri ter was still employed at
the Ceneva plant.
The literature involved and reviewed cage, to a larBe extent, from
the governmental agencies; i.e., the

u.s.

Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department

of Co.aerca, U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Covernment Printing Office,
and the Utah State Department of Employment Security.

Some theses on

related are.ta of research llere read at the University of Utah and Erigham
Young University.

M~nti on

must be made of the printed materials released

by the United States Steel Corporation through the Public Relations and
Iuduetrial Relations Departments at Salt Lake City and Geneva.

Several

daye were spent in the "morgue" reviewing newspapers and newspaper
clippings pertaining to the development of Geneva and related aociological
feature• and iteas of interest.

9

The Organization of the Study
The organization of this study is predicated on the assumption of
established relationships of growth between Utah County and the Geneva
Steel Company over a fixed nuaber of years.

A base period prior to the

establi1hment of Geneva has been used for base statistics; these have
been developed as to growth and relationship over the years up to the
pretent.

Generally, whenever poseible, statistics for 1940 and 1950

aave been used to show relationships.
In organizing this study the writer has tried not to overburden
the text material with statistical tables and analysis, although this
ie often the case with a thesis in order to £ive it a very erudite
expres1ion.

Where a nd when these tables and analyses are necessary,

they are set forth.

It is hoped that the \rriter's thoughts and con -

clusions drawn from the various statist i ca l tables mi g:1t be more
palatable and easier to digest than t he raw statistics so often inserted.
In any event, this study hae been set up so as to set forth the
sometime~

stmple, sometiaea complex, economic and social relationships

which have been and are

~tually

advantageous to Utah County and the

Coluabia-Geneva Steel Division of the United States

St ~el

Corporation .

)
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CHAPTER II
ESTASLISHMENT OF TilE GENEVA PLANT
His tory and Background of Valley
Utah County is located in the centra l part of northern Utah, its
county boundariea extending on the north to a point about twen ty·eight
milea south of Salt Lake City.

The county is sixteenth in size of

Utah '• twenty·nine, with an area of 1,998 square

.

m~les .

1

Outstanding

in its rugged topography is the \-lasatch range of the Rockies, traversing
the county north and south, with }.t. Timpa nor.as, famed for ita legendary
I ndian lore and snow-capped beauty, rising to a height of 12,008 feet
above aea level.

Betwean its towering peaks and freah·water Uta h Lake

to the wett, lie rich alluvial deposits left by the

s t ~eams

which f low

from the canyons, a fertile soil which suppor t s the grea ter part of the
third-largest county population in the state of Utah . 2

Geography
General Description
Utah Va lley is approximately 38 miles long, averaging 15 miles
wide.

With an approx ima te land area of 1,278,720 acres or 1,998 squa re

miles, it asaumes a size approximstely double or twice the size of the
state of Rhode Island.

1.
2.

The valley has an altitude of around 4,500 feet

Rand McNally, C011111ercial Atlaa and Marketing Guide . Eighty-fourth
edition . (~ew York : 1953). p. 4~3.
U.S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censue. Population. 1950
The aecond largeat county (~eber ) has a margLn of 2,000 (1950) population over Utah County, but at the t~e of this writing may be closer
due to the cur tailment of some government inst~llations in Weber County
Iince 1950.
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and lies between 111 and 112 degrees west longitude, and 40 degrees
north latitude.

The county is bounded on the west by the Cedar Mountains,

which with the Lake Mountaine and intervening Cedar Valley lie to the
weat of Utah Lake.

Traverse Mountains in the northweat, East Tintic

Mountains in the aoutbwest, Lana Ridge in the south of the county, and
Weat Mountain south of the lake add to the rugged nature of the terrain.
The principal towns and cities of the county are located in Utah
.Valley, a half-moon ahaped valley between the Wasatch range and Utah

Lake.

The arteria l highway running south from Salt Lake City to southern

California takes the motorist through a chain of Utah County towns
beginning with Lehi at the north, and with only abort distances intervening, continues through American Fork, Pleasant Grove, Orem, Provo,
Springville, Spanish Fork and Payson. 1 Small villages may be found in
the Cedar Va lley weat of the lake and a few resorts or railroad points
eaat of the main Wasatch peaks.

In all there are thirteen incorporated

c ities in the county.
PTovo City, the county seat and third city of the state in population,
liea at the base of the Wasatch peaks, centered geoyraphically between the
north and south boundaries of the county.

One of the great unique and picturesque geographical features of
Utah Valley is Utah Lake.

One of the largest

~odies

of fresh water in

the West, it occupies an area of more than 11 square miles, or a
1.

maxi~

Smaller towns and villages intervene between these larger cities with
frequent regularity and fora a continuous chain southward through the
county.

12

area of 9,400 acres.

Thia il Utah's Sea of Galilee, which is emptied by

the Jordan river into \merica's Dead Sea, the Great S£1t Lake.
Utah Lake is a tiny remnant of prehistoric Lake Bonneville, whose
water• once filled the entire Great Basin.

Por thousands of years Lake

Bonneville receded becauee of evaporation and drainase; each receseion
is marked by wave-cut benches.

Today one can see theee shoreline

terraces along the mountain sidea surrounding the Utah Valley.

The

hiaheat or 3onncville bench ie about 1,000 feet above the present level
of Utah Lake; the Provo shoreline is about 375 feet lower.
indicated by the Provo bench.

The level is

The site of the Upper campus of the

Briaham Young Univeraity, which through a curiout coincidence, is on the
eaae geological level as the ea1t bench site of the University of Utah
in Salt Lake City, and the campus of the Utah State Asricultural College
at Loaan.

The next halt made by this ancient lake is known as the

Stanabury level which extends into Provo City.
couree, is the Utah Lake level.

The present level, of

In the meantime, while Lake Bonneville

retreated, the streams reachins back into the snow-capped mountains have
fad countlaae tone of virgin soil to these lake levele, creating soil
well adapted to diversified aaricultural pursuits. 1
Utah Lake water now furnishes irrigation for about 60,000 acres of
land, and tupplemental water• for several flour milling and power
coapaniee, for condenser purpoaea at the Jordan stream plant of the Utah
Power and Light Company, for smelting at Midvale and for the operation
of ore concentrating planta at Maana and Garfield.

Heavy uae of the lake for irrigation purpoees has made it difficult
to develop adequate recreational facilities, but the rise of the lake
l.

Ray c. Colton. A 'listorical Study of the !xploration of Utah Valley
and the Story of-Port Utah. ( Unpublished Masters Thesis, 1righam
Young University: 1946) paeeia.
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level since 1935 has permit ted some progress to be made in restoring
it• iaportance to fishermen, while Provo Clty and American Fork haa

taken considerable interest in developing boating facilities, a boat
harbor at the mouth of the Provo River being of particular utility for
recreationiats.
Climate

The state of Utah baa a mountainoua, inland, arid climate, with a
conaiderable difference between day and night, and summer and winter
temperaturea.

Extremes of weather are generally lacking, however, and

interruption to traneportation and other servicea are rare.
Rela tive humidity is low and constant, reducing oppressiveness of
lual:ler heat and penetration of winter cold.

Low humidity also has its

economic importance in that it slows oxidation of motals, rotting of
woods, formation of mildews in fabrics and corrosive processes in
general.

The mean annual temperature at Provo Airport, for instance,

i1 49.2 degrees.

(See climatic summary Table No. I in Appendix.)

The average precipitation for the state is 12.96 inches per year,
varying from 5.6 inches at the driest stations to 22.71 inches at some
mountain pointe.

The northern part of the state gets its snows and

rain1 mainly between January and May.

Froat-free days are as numerous

as 227 days in the year in some sheltered placea, 182 days in the Salt

Lake area.

1

Utah Valley enjoys a slishtly heavier precipitation than Box Elder,
cache, or Salt Lake Counties, but not so grea t as is recorded at Ogden
1.

Utah State Planning noard.
April 15, 1935.) p. 11.

~

State Plan for Utah.

(Salt Lake City;

14
in Weber County.

Climatic data for selected Utah County points and

for stations i n thes e four other counties are presented i n Table No . 4.

Hiator'y
The early evente accompanying the sett l ement of the Utah Valley help
to explain the cloae-knit and aelf-reliant nature of the communitiee of
wbich Utah County is compriaed.
Utah Valley was first vieited by white men when, in 1776, a party
of Spanish explorera aeakina a shorter route from Santa Pe to Monterey
entered and explored the region surrounding Utah Lake.

The leaders of

this expedition, Fathers Silvestre Velez de Escalente and Atanaaio
Dominguez, were anxious that a mission be established in the l ocality,
but their plans never JDaterialized .

The contact, however , "'hich they

made with the Ute Indians paved the way for trading expeditions between
the Utah valley and New Mexico, which soon followed.
By the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth century, other
white men, chiefly English and Amer i can trapper•, had entered the
Valley.

Father Escalante and subeequent explorers and visitors commented

in their writings on the fertility of the regi en, and its adaptability
for colenization.
Early Settlement
The hiatory of the settlement of t he area which is now Utah County
begin. with the arr ival, in 1847, of the Mormon pioneers.

Almoat

i ...di&tely after their entrance i nto the Salt Lake Valley, they discovered the lake to the aouth, and sent partiee to explore the lake and
the region.
led by John

In 1849, the first colonists, thirty men and their families

s.

Higbee, came south from Salt Lake Valley to found a

TABLE 4
CLIMATIC DATA FOR SELECTED CITIES IN trrAH

Tt."MP.
PLACE

COUNTY

ELEVATION

F
MAX.

MIN.

AVERAGE
ANNUAL
PRECIPITATION

AVERAGE DATE
LAST KILLUTG FROST
IN SPRING

AVERAGE DATE
FIRST KILLING
FROST IN FALL

TOTAL NUMBER
FROST-FREE
D'\YS

Elberta

Utah

4,650

109

-28

10.66

May 19th

Sept. 30th

134

Lehi

Utah

4,550

106

-28

12.68

May 13th

Sept. 25th

135

Provo

Utah

4,650

110

-35

15 . 33

May 24th

Sept . 25th

124

Spanish Fork

Utah

4,620

108

-19

17.61

April 28th

Oct.

13th

168

Brigham City

Box Elder

108

-27

17.33

May 2nd

Oct.

2nd

162

St. George

\olaahington

116

-11

8.73

April lOth

Oct.

23rd

196

Ogden

:eber

4,310

105

-23

17.92

May 6th

Oct.

8th

155

Salt Lake

Salt Lake

4,408

105

-20

15.79

April 13th

Oct.

22nd

192

Source:

United States Department of Agriculture.
Climate and Man. 1941.

,
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aettleaent on the Timpanoaos River (now Provo River), which they called
Port Utah.

They broke the first ground and planted the first crops

after Dtmick B. Huntington, an Indian interpreter, solemnly took the
oath required by the Indians thereabouts, that the new Mormon settlers
would not drive the Indians from the rich fishing waters.

In October of

1849 they moved a little farther east and established Provo City.

1

Beginnings of Government
On

January 28, 1850, the General Assembly of the State of Deseret

created Utah County, its boundaries to include that portion of the country
known

a1

the Utah Valley.

Extension of these boundaries by the first

legislature of the Territory of Utah, and later periodic changes resulted,
in 1684, in the boundaries being set as they are at present.

2

Prior to the creation of the county, government in the Utah Valley
waa veated in and administered by the

~ormon

Church and its leaders.

Thie practice did not end with the organization of the county, since the
1ame officer• continued to 1erve under changed titles.

Organization and

hiatory of Utah County's government prior to 1852 are socewhat obscure.
During that time the county was organized functionally, and officers
were appointed by the court.

3

The last serious Indian upriains came in 1853 and was followed by
further trouble• for the Utah County settler• in the form of famine,
re1ulting from the gra11hopper peetilence, and the coming to Utah of the
expedition of Federal troopa with its accompanying disorganizing influence
1.

2.
3.

J , Cecil Alter. Utah the Storied Domain. Vol. 1, The ~erican
Hiatorical Society:--(Chicaao and New York; 1932.) p. 101.
Henry R. Pearaon and John W. Ingram, Adainietration of Public Affairs
in Utah County (Unpublished M&aters Thesis, University of Denver,
1941), p. 6.
Ibid. , p. 7.
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on the county.

"Johnston's Arwy" of this era was quartered on the far

western boundary of Utah County and is considered by some historians as
a mixed blessing.

1

These troops, sent to quell a supposed rebellion

against the United Statea Government, were withdrawn in 1861, leaving
the many small coloniea, which by this time dotted the county, to a
period of uninterrupted development.
CoaRUnity Growth
Irrigation of farm lands bad been one of the firtt projects of the
settlers, and development of irrigation on a larse scale throughout the
valley has resulted in thia region becoming one of the rich, agricultural
producers of the \vest.
Several em&ll manufacturing enterprises had been established in
Provo, Payson and other of Utah County's towns prior to 1873, but the
coaapletion of the railroad connection Hith Utah County, making it
poeeible to ship machinery from the East by rail, marked the beginning
of industrial development in the area.
Accompanying the agricultural and industrial progress of the latter
part of the nineteenth century was a marked rise in the cultural level
of the county.

Thie cultural grovth centered about Brigham Young

University, which, located in Provo, was established in 1876.
Utah Valley has undergone striking change since the days of the
first pioneer settlers.

Today, replacing the log forts of the early

coleniea are modern towns and cities.
1.

Rich agricultural areas, made

Johnaton'e Army wae quarterod on the border of Utah County at the
amall town of Fairfield. During that period it srew to be third
Largeat city in Utah; now it is a very small town with only a handful of farm families. At Fairfield today there still remains eome
remnants of that era-- the old hotel, the sovernment cemetery, etc.
Incidentally, that cemetery ia aupposedly the only U.S. Army cemetery
remaining today that ie completely neglected. Hiatoriane consider it
a mixed blessing as it gave an economic thruat to the county to supply
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posaible through ever·increasing irrigation facilities, are croseed by
railroada, wide hi&hways and communication linet.

The fertile valley

not only aupports agriculture, but also has become the location for a
nuaber of diversified industries, including the manufacture of steel,
iron products, machinery, clay products, and clothing.

the needs of the Army, and vast amounts of material were sacrificed
aa surplus when the Aray moved out. On t he other hand, the riffraff and camp-follower• bad a somewhat disorganizing sociological
influence on the county.
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FACTORS DETERMINING LOCATION OF THE GENEVA PLANT

Historical
Development of I ron and 3teel in Utah 1
Historically speaking, the i ron and steel industry of Utah is not
a development of these recent times, but a

develop~ent

that began eome

two and a half years after the first Mormon pioneers arrived in the Great
Salt Lake Valley.

At that time, an exploring expedition led by

Parley P. Pratt discovered significant deposits of iron and coal in the
area which now aurrounds Cedar City, Iron County, Utah.
Because the early pioneers were anxious to become self-suffic ient
as quickly as posaible, plans were laid immediately for an iron industry.
Within twelve months a colonizing company of 118 men -- 30 of them
accompanied by their families -- were enroute to Southern Utah to build
what they hoped would one day be an important industrial center.
Under the leadership of George A. Smith they left Provo , Utah, on
December 16, 1850, and journeyed by ox team to the area near Cedar City
where they established the amall community of Coal Creek.
Here they built a crude blaet furnace, their nearest neighbors
being two hundred miles to the north and f i ve hundred miles to the south.
I n the su=mer of 1852, the first pig iron made west of the Mis souri
River was produced in thi1 furnace.

A blacksmith, Burr Frost, made

na ils enou&h to ahoe a horae fram the first iron.
In the meantime, the Deaeret Iron Company vas organized in April ,

1.

Material for much of thie historical section was taken from Growth
of the Iron and St eel I ndustry in ~~ a publication released by
the Public Relations office of the United State• Steel Corporation.
(Salt Lake City, Utah. pp. 10.) pass im .
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1852, in Liverpool,

~ngland,

at the insistence of Brigham Young,

provide capital for the venture as
colliers.

w~l l

t~

as s killed iron wor kers and

Converts to the Church of Jesus Chriet of Latter-Day Saints

were then en route to Utah.
Brigham Young declared in his '' iron sermon" that "Iron we need,
and iron we must have. •·

Tie felt i t so important that he divided many

of the people in the Cedar City area into two groupe -- one devoted to
tha agricultural needs of the community and the other to the iron worka.
He declared all the grain tithing in the Parawon area to go to the
brethren going into the iron business.

1

The Deseret Iron Company purchased the small blast furnace and
began to enlarge facilitiee.

Despite their urgent efforte and stubborn

tenacity, thia venture was not a financial success.
The task of iron manufacturing on the western frontier had been
started with high hopes.
was available nearby.

The iron ore was of excellent quality , and coal

The coal, however, proved to be inferior for

converting into coke, and although depolits were not far from the iron
ore bede, they were high in the mountains and difficult to reach.
The pioneers had hoped for a banner output in 1853.

They had put

every available dollar into the venture and t he territorial government
had provided a substantial subsidy.
Just as things were the most encouraging, the nearby Indians took
to the war•path and all energiea had to be direct ed toward the prescrvation of life.

The 1853 catastrophe was complete when a cloud burst in

the canyons and a destructive flood svept away
l.

da~s.

bridges , and the

Brigham Young. Title of sermon ''Dependence on the Lord -- Coal and
Iron .~orks --Family Excursions. " Journal Discourses (26 Vols ••
Liverpool, 1852-1886). 11 :282.
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road to the coal mine, brought debris to the depth of three feet to the
site of the Iron tlorks, and carr ied a\o1ay hundreds of bushels of charcoal,
wood, and other valuable material.
During 1854 the pioneers prepared for the third try at t ron production and on April 19, 1855 , 17CO pounds of good iron were produced and
the technique of iron manufacturing, whi ch had caus ed so much difficulty,
aeemed to be solved.
Other elementa necessary to the success of the enterpriae were
lacking.

!-tore workers and te.ams were needed to keep the furnace go i ng

constantly.

(Within

want of fuel.)

t\to

weeks the furnace had "blown out" simply for

Then, too, for three months during the winter of 1855-56,

Coal Creek, which provided the water power relied upon for supplying the
blast to the furnace, was frozen and during the same interval coal was
inacc essible.

Two 30-horsepower engines wer e installed in an effort to

free the iron works from dependence upon water power, but the engines
proved unequal to the emergency, and the disheartened workers began
moving from the settlement in 1857.

The furnace finally closed in 1858.

With the advent of Johnston's Army in 1857, iron was brought into
the region in large quantities, and lolith the arrival of the railroad in
the 60'e the price of pig iron dropped considerably.
Ten years after this first iron making venture had failed financially,
the aecond attempt to begin a successful pig iron induatry in the area
was undertaken by the Creat \/estern Iron Manllfacturing Company at Irontown,
just a few milea southweet of Iron Mountain, near Cedar City, Utah.
Th is company, organized in 1868, began the manufacture of iron
during 1873.
pig iron.

The b last furnace had a daily capacity of 2400 pounds of

It continued in production for ten yeara and the pig iron was

ueed to make etovee, grates, iron pots, frying pana, flat irons, buckets
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and other cast ings.

This operation, 1 ike its predecessor,

~1as

not a

financial succes s and in 1883 ceas ed operations .
In 1915 the produc t i on needs of

~orld

tion of the Utah T.ron and Steel Company,
the Utah Steel Corporation.

Wa r I prompt ed the organiza-

subsequ~ntly

incorporated as

Ttis was t he next step in the development

of Utah's iron and steel industry.

The plant was located at Midvale,

Utah, just south of Salt Lake City and originally had a single open
hearth furnace with a daily capacity of 150 tone of steel.

A second

furnace was added later.
Cancellation of government contracts at the close of World t.Ja r I
brought financial ruin to the enterprise which had expanded on the
strength of the government's need for steel.

An attempt was made to

aalvage the project in 1923 by reorganizing the corporation as the
Western Steel Company, but this proved unsuccessful and the effort was
abandoned in 1926.
The efforts of the Utah Steel Corporation, however, attracted the
interest of the old Co lumbia Steel

C~pany

i n California.

The Columbia

Steel Company, a Pacific Coast ent erprise , was organized in November,
1921, with a capitalization of $15,000,000 for the purpose of manufacturing pig iron from Utah ore .

1

In December 1922, the company was

reorganized and named Columbia Steel Corporation, at which time coal
deposita in Carbon County , Utah, and iron ore deposits near Cedar City,
Utah, were purchas ed.
Columbia Steel Corporation also erected a battery of 33 by-product
coke ovens and a 45 0 ton hlast furnace at I ronton near Provo, Utah, and
began producing ;>ig iron on .\pril 30, 1924.
T~e

operations of Columbia Steel Corporation in Utah successfully

u1ed for the first time coke made from Utah coals, and amelted southern

1.

Anna Viola Lewis, The Development of Minins in Utah (Unpublished
Masters Thesis, University of Utah-,-1941), p-.-1~
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Utah's iron
It

~as

or~s ~ith

the aid of limestone quarried from nearby deposits.

the first financially successful venture in iron oaking in the

Beehive State.
Pig iro"l produced at the : ronton furnace uas intended primarily for
coneumption in Columbia Steel
California, and at

T~rrance,

~erpor&tion's

California.

steel planta at Pittsburgh,

The balanc e of the output was

sold to the Pacific States Cast Iron Pipe Company at Ironton and to
foundries throushout the Western states.
Thil arrangement remained substantially unchanged following t he
purchase of Columbia Steel Corporation by the United States Steel
Corporation in 1930.

The Geneva Plant
The next major development of the iron and steol industry in Utah
occurred in

1941-4~

when the Defenoc Plants Corporation of the federal

government decided to build additional steel production facilities i n
the West.
At the r equest of the government, United States Steel Corporation
designed the new steel plant to meet the government's requirem6nts.
was built for the government on a coat basis by U.
Steel Company without charge or fee.

s.

It

Steel'• Columbia

The new mill, known firat as the

Geneva Plant, was named for a little summer resort of Geneva on Utah
Lake.

The site in Utah County -- about six miles northwest of Provo

was chosen because it posae1aed adequate transportation facilities and
wa1 a minimum distance from sources of iron ore, coal, limestone and
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dolomite.
important

The accessibility of sufficLcnt fresh water \-las An11ther
consLderatio~.

U;>on its cornrletion, the plant .vas opero..1ted for the goverru:1ent by
Geneva Steel Company, a new United States Steel subs idLary organized in
1943.
other

The sl<illed personnel c.!me t o a large extent from Col.lT:tbla ann

u. s.

Steel suusidiarles.

The majority of t he worlr. lng force '1as

recruited from native Utahna, 75 per cent of whgc had never seen the
inside of a steel mill.
rlinety per ce'lt of those employed fat Cenav~./ have been
recruited locally, that i s, in utah, eit~'lcr f roo the construction force of Colut~~' ia ) teel Gompany's Defense Plant
Division or from the surrounding communities. I t is expected
that this ratio will i.>e maintained as the plant moves into
plate production. Originally it had been variously estimated
thMt from forty to fifty per cent of the employe'3s l.rould be
brought in from outside Utah. (1)
Construction on the plant began with the breaking of tit"Ound in
Farch, 19'•2, an.l the major part of the construction was fi.nishcd by the
end of 1943.
\la s made.

Production atc1rted in December 1943, when the fir9t coke

The flrst pit; iron '•las snelted in Janu.1ry, 194!., foll )Wed by

the first open hearth steel in Februory, 1944 .

Experiruenta l steel

plates were rolled the following month.
Buil t in record time, the Geneva plant included when it was finished
252 by-product c oke ovens, three 1100-ton blast furnaces, n i ne 225-ton
open hearth furnac es , a 45-inch

slabbin~

..md blocrning mill, a 132-inch

semicontinuous plate mill, a 26-inch structural mill

~nd

the nunerous

complementary facilities required to operate a large steel wud·s of th!.s
character.
l.

The scheduled capacity of the Ceneva plant dt t hat time was

Utah Va lley News (Provo, Utah),

X&)·

10, 1944.
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1,130,000 net ton s o f iron, 1,283,4 00 net tons of steel ingots, 70 ),000

!Ju-::- i. ~g !:' .Ls s Jmc

tim.: a nc\.'

at _;,rsl.! C.my:m, ...'t:ah ,

~ron

s ~rv!

t:::>.t

1 m~nc •:.1s o,)Pn ed for the government

•'li: ·s sv •Ll,east •) f tl.e "enev

t3")

<:>rt .Cor L' .e ne\.' stee: •"'lll.

l

;>lant.

l t \.) \8 nec.-ssuy to ,,rovtd e Fa~ lltl~s

':olu:1h i..l 3tccl :;tmp.Jny ne-.1 r "?..l}OOn, 'Jta} , abol!t 35 rnlles from t

1~

steel

:;:ant.

_lli.nnis, at t!'e request of the

gou:!::"'~"'lcnt

t o wh.1t

Steel Somj)any's pl 1nt 1t i ronton, ''t11h, in order to
annua 1 pig lron c.1pac tty

of 1d.':-tlme

c .y1tr~ cts

to an end t h e er:Lr..,ency
3t~ ct

capacity.

while

?DSt~~r

shtpbu~U~ng

ne·~d

pla~3

'ct,

en~ct~d

\~est's

and other

t,..'<H'

pro jects trought

slow~d t~

stand-by

o9e~ati~ns

~cr ~ neg0t~ated.

DlsposltLcn of Cene" l waa
~roperty

1.crease the

for Ccn\.!V·l's vaq': !'1 te c1n1 structural

1he 1 t..1~t graduJlly

d:spos al

1

dnothcr 3('0 ,·no net tons.

~>y

f1r

s then Columbia

y,1

~overne ...~ ~.;

the pr-ovistons of the Surplus

ly :onercss in 1944 , setting f0rtb the rules for

the dl3?0Sal of all the government ' s 3urplus plant3, e quipmcr.t and
l .
nupp.tea.

ln Mid-January, 1945, Benjamin F. F•1irless, then prestclent o! and
now retired, adtiressed a letter to the Defense Plant Corporat Lon in
uhich 1c declared that IJ.

lease of the

1.

nc~

Q£. cit. • L3 .

~

. .Heal was ::•~ady to Jl.scuss the purch&st•. 0r

steel m:ll at Ceneva

3tr,~l (:orpur.1tion.

wh~n

p. 6.

lt

\~S

~o

lonBcr needed f r
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Oppostttnn
0

~o

sa:e 0 £ the plant to U.

~-

Steel developed

overnmcnta l '1uart er s, particularly the Anti -t :;:us t Di'Tiston of

J11stic ..! Dep.1rtncnt.

some

t~e

There was iilso some doubt .1 bout the successful

peacetitte oper.1ti. :m of
its facilttit!S and

~n

t: e

mill in

th~ d!.stanc~

t.1nt consuming mar h• ts

i.~

the

vi~....,

of

t~~st.

th~

of tt>e si.ze and d.aracter o :
'Jtal plant f r om the moot impor-

Therefore, in July, 1945, t!-e

noard of Directors of D. ). Steel decided to take no f urther action
toward acquisition of the Ut ah steel plant.

U.

s.

Steel's wi. t ldrawal

from the biddlng for the Geneva plant res ulted in a spontaneous movement
among certain indlvtd Jals and agencies i.n TJtah and elsewhere in the West
to have the Geneva plant otmed and operatP-d by U. S. Steel, t.lhich had
designed, built and opcr.ited this toi 11 during the 'tlar yaars.
In view of this strong current o f
fram

g ovArn~ent

o~inio-'1

1

in the Hea t and requests

officials that U. S. Stael reconsider lt3 decision, U.

s.

3tcel entered a sealed bid for t he purchase of the p lant and its inventories.

n tds or proposals to lease

~ere

also entered by other corpora-

tions, 1nc 1.uding the Colorado Fuel and I ron Corporation, J. S.
of

Net-~

~Jarshaw

York City, the Riley Steel Company o f Los Angeles, P&ci fie

American Steel- Iron

Corpor~tion

tion Corp. Lim i ted of Los
adjudged U.

Ltd. o f Seattle, and Asse ts Rcconstruc-

Angel~s .

The War Assets \ dmi.nistration

s. Steel's cash bid of $47,500,000 for plant and inventories

with a pledge to spend $18,600,000 on reconversion to be the bost bid,
and on Xay 23, 1946, accepted this bid.

The original cost to the govern-

ment is reported to have been in the neighhorhood of $190,000,000.
On June 17, 1946, Attorney
the sale as required
1.

~y

~eneral

Tom C. Clark - -

law-- approved t he sale tor.

~ho

s.

had reviewed

Steel.

Cl ar k

The tremendous play of forces r esulting from t his particular action
is an interesting ~c onomic anJ polittcal story in itself. .\ lthough
most of the opposition developed in governmental qu1rter~, there 101as
also a coalition factor of Utah residents operating.
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said that, in hio opini on, the oale was not Ln
laws.

U. S. Steel

t ~ok

v~ol~tion

a1 t~-trus t

over private operation of t he new utah steel

f acilities on June 19, 1946, and on that date the
U. S. St eel's family .

of

Steps

~er~

begun

'en~va

imm~dia~~ly

to

plant joined

g~t

the plant

back into production.
Commenting on the sale , Senator Arthur V. Watldns. of Utah, said
t hat "the entire West has hf'nefit t!d and l.·ill continue to

be11~fi.t

by

reason of the purchase o f t he Geneva Steel pla nt by t he United States
Steel Corporation .

For tl-.t. first time in hit,tocy, the lntermoun ca il!
~>aei s

a nd Pac ific Coas t States Here placed on "' compe:: i.tive
r e s t of the United States ...•

u'.tl-. the

The sale of the Geneva plant t o the

Un i t ed 5ta tes St eel Cor poration is making it possible for the establishment of numerous fabrica ting enterprises in tte
of these industries shou 11

c0111e

..•

-Jes t~r n ~tat~:~s

Ot• t

Cl'llployment for hundreds of t"'touoands of

Amet:ican citizens ancl an iocreas od product •.,·m of nccesso1ry c('tomodities ." 1
In the fall of 1946 , all
coneolidated undet: the

t ~e ~ tah

mar~gemcnt

of

operations of

u.

S. Steel were

Coro?any with

:c~eva Ste~l

t~e

exception of the iron mines whi ch are still 0perated by Columbia Iron
Mining Compa ny, a

s epara:: ~

U. S.

Company, until this ti111e, had
Ironton and Columbla
On J anuary 1,

r ~ t a~nt!d

sut.s·.~· ,.ary.

Col•r·!·fa .. teel

r::'.an-ifH'fi'ent nf such operc:ttiona as

Co~l lin~.

l~l 52,

wer e merged into the

£t~el

Gcn.:va Stee: Compan:· <lnd Coluubta Steel Company

Colu"nbia-Gen~va

..)tee l Division o f

~~n(t !!d

Steel Compa ny, a newly organized operating unit of U. S.

5tat ea

~teel.

A year

follm-Ting this move, on Janu.ary 1, 1953, Joitcd States Steel Company
1.

Douglas A. Fisher, Steel Serves the Na tion.
States 3teel Corpora tion, 1951), p. 44.

( New York.

United
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was dissolved and Columbia -Geneva Steel
States Steel

~ecaae

a division of

nited

~orporation.

Facilities and Production
Facilities at the Geneva

~orks

(19S5) include five blast furnaces,

two of which are at the I ronton plant , six batter ies of coke ovens, two
of vhich are at Ironton; ten open hearth furnaces , rollin& mills and
auxiliary equipment.

These facilities of the Geneva plant are located

on a 1501 acre tract of fertile farm land 40 miles south of Salt
City

La~e

six miles northwest of Provo and are located on the shores of Utah

Lake, eight miles from the Ironton plant.
The Geneva plant has three blast furnaces with 1100 net tons daily
capacity each, making a combined yearly total of 1,200 000 net tons of
pig iron.

~hese

furnaces are 95 feet high with a bosh of 29 feet diameter

and a hearth of 26 feet.

Thia represents a considerable departure from

the typical blast furnace design . but is in harmony with the general
trend in the industry with some special modifications to fit the
pecul i arities of the Utah raw materials.
The Coke plant has 252 by - product ovens in four batteries

wit~

an

annual capacity of 1 094 ,000 tons of coke uhich will require 1 ,595,000
tons of coal.

The expertence gained in the coking of Utah coal at the

by-product plant at I ronton furnished the basis for an adaptation in
deaign to fit the special character istics of Utah coal.

The coling

plant is supplemented by the appropriate by-product facilities to recover
and handle the coke oven gas
fuel

coal tar, toluol

zylol, benzol, motor

light oils, solvent naphtha , naphthalene and sulphate of ammonia.

Ex tenaive uae ia made of these by-products to generate steam and to
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provide the heat for the npen llc.arth furnaces) soaking rtts and the
varto·1s reheat tng furnaces.
There are ten open hearth furnaces with a combined annual capacity
of 1,879,000 net tons of steel ingots .
The rolling mills at Ceneva are the largest in the West and include
the Slab Mill, Platt! and Strip t1ill, 3tructural l-1111 and a comparatively
new Sheet Mill.

The Rolling lUlls and the Coke Plant are the principal

sGurces of revenue to the Corporation -- the other areas merely serving
as a means to an end.
Currently the 45 -inch mill is turning out slabs (the primary
process of plates, strip and sheets) at the rate of 1,618,400 net tons
a year.

The samL! mill is alio

turnin ·~

out blooms and billets (the

primary process of structural shapes) at the rate of 160,000 net tons a
year.
The Plate and Strip Mill utilized tl.e slabs to run out plate and
strip.

The Geneva 132-inch plate mi l l is one of the widest mills in

the country and in the industry.
fied as a

semi-conttn~ous

mill.

This plate mill ts officially classiPlate production stands at 523,000 net

tons a year, with the strip mill producing hot rolled coils at the rate
of 1 ,280,000 net t ons per year.

i!ot rolled sheets of light gauge are

produced at the rate of 281,700 net tons.
Structural shapes produced at the Geneva plant are running at
404,700 net tons a year.

llowever, this mill is the first to feel any

contraction in the industry and in

no~l

duction for a number of months each year.

periods may be out of proRecently, in the peak year

of 1955, a paradox i cal economic phenooenotl developed in that due to
thia boom the Structural Mill was removed from product ion for 30 days
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TABLE NO . 5

COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL DIVISION
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

GENEVA, UTAH

ESTIMATED ANNUAL CAPACITIES
GENEVA PLANT
PLANT AREA ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1502 Acres
COKE PLANT-252 OVENS
Blast Furnace Coke -------------------------------------------------------Domestic Coke ---------------------------------------------------------------Pea Coke -------------------------------------------------------------------------Breeze ________ . _____ . ____ --------- .------------------------- __________ ____ __________

1,012,300
8,300
12,500
62,100

N.
N.
N.
N.

T.
T.
T.
T.

BLAST FURNACES-3................
Pig Iron .. --------------------------------------------------------------------------

1,200, 000 N. T.

OPEN HEARTH-10 FURNACES
Steel Ingots ----------------------------------------------------------------------

1,879,000 N. T.

ROLLING MILLS
(a) Slabbing and Blooming Mill
Slabs ---------------------------------------------------------------Blooms and Billets -------------------------------------------------(b) Plate -

1,618,400 N. T.
160,000 N. T.

Strip Mill

P lates ---------------------------------------------------------------Strip - Hot Rolled (Coiled) ---------------------------Sheet s - Hot Ro1led (Black) --------------------------

523,200 N. T.
1,280,900 N. T.
281,700 N. T.

(c) Structural Mill
Shapes, etc. ------------------------------------------------------

404,700 N. T.

RAW MATERIALS RE[JUIRED

n.
0

t

Coal ____________________________________________ ____ __________ ______________________________ __
1,595,700 N. T.
Pitch ________ . _________ _______________________________________ ______ _____ ___ ________________ _
24,300 N. T.
Iron Ore ___ .___ _____ .____ ..___ .____ .. ___ .. ____ . _______________________ _____________________ _ 2,397,300 N. T.
Limestone and Dolomite -------------------------------------------------------444,000 N. T.

•
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in June in order to shunt steel into pla te and strip production.
resulted in about 150 men being laid off for t hio period.

This

Table IV in

the Appendix showa the products and customer uses of the structural
shapes produced.
The simple a rithmetical computat ions resulting from the sale of
the previously mentioned tonnages multiplied at well over one hundred
dollars a ton runs into multi-millions each year.

Through accounting

experience at the Geneva plant the author has he•rd the fact mentioned
that the products of the Geneva Coke pla nt cover the cost of operation
for the plant and

t~~t

the revenue derived from the plate, strip, sheet

and structural mills are over and above the costs involved. 1
Remoteness from the industries customarily servicing the steel
mills has required the installation of unusually complete repair
facilities at Geneva.
have been provided.

Foundries for the making of ingot molds and rolls
All of the necessary equipment to produce and

maintain the rolls and other facilities has been installed.
The maintenance shop ls unique in that all repairs and maintenance
will be centered in it, thus eliminating the necessity of smaller shops
around the plant site.

It is probably the l argest building of its kind

in Wes tern America purposely constructed to serve one industrial plant.

Vital Factors
In the establishment of any industrial plant, and especially of
one the magnitude of Geneva, certain vital factors mu•t be taken into
1.

2.

Of course this could never be verified due to the close security
regulations imposed by the United States Steel Corporation. Ho\.1•
ever, and in any event, much revenue le derived from the coke oven
by-products enumerated on page 28.
The Herald (Provo, Utah) • July 19 , 1943.

2
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consideration.

Obviously, the relationship of land, labor, and capital

was very important.

~•

nut, vhy was Utah Valley chosen

this particular pl•nt?

the site for

I t wae chosen because it presented the certain

basic combination of dynanic factors that was necessary to a plant of
thia type.

Following are the maio characteristics the government and

steel technicians felt were of prime importance.

Several of these

characteristics are basic to many of our intermountain industries, but
some are peculiar to the time element or the particular industry.
Decentralization
The choice of Utah Valley in its western location was part of a
plan to decentralize the new war plants.

The greater

co~parat ive

safety

from bogbing or posaible invasion made an inland location desirab le.

It

waa alao a precaution against a poseible closing of the Panama Canal by
enemy attacks, which \Jould have severely affected the steel supplies of
Pacific Coast shipbuilders.
Before the origin of the Geneva plant, political agitation had
been underway to decentralize heavy industry into the intermountain
region.

This agitation continued throughout the 40's and is also

continuing on through the 1950 'a.

The lat e Senator

~

cCarr6tn ( 0- rev)

was a staunch advocate of this decentralization factor -- not so much
for decentralization per se -· but to establish industry in the West.
The following Associated Press dispatch was typical of his never ending
quest to deploy industry to the Uea t.
,JASHINGTON - (AP) - Senator ~ cCarran, often referred to
as the leader of thE: 3enate's so called "silver bloc,"
proposed today the fonution of a new ''bloc ' to promote
"decentralization of iron and ateel production."
In letters to 55 other senators, Mccarran wrote:
"It is my hope that you will consider active
participation in a coalition, or bloc, non-partisan in
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nature embracing as many as posaible of the senators
from states whic~, like yours and mine, have not now their
fair share of iron and steel production and the heavy
industry which follows auch production. •·
Objectives of the group, he declared, would be to
foster new and expanded facilities for productiqn of iron
and steel in area& outside the few ac~nowledged 'steel
centers" which he said now account for a bout 90 per cent
of the country's iron and steel output. (1)
In the light of world tension, decentralization of the industries
of the United States

l.ras

considered by government and industri.1l

experts to be a desirable, even necessary objective.

The establishment

of operations in Utah Valley seemed to meet the objectives of this
consideration, yet would not sacrifice any of the advantages in transportation, raw materials, labor supply, and of the other necessary
factor• in doing so.
Thia decentralization factor is as prevalent in 1956 as in 1943.
With the present, and very probable future international tension of
the "cold war" continuing, this decentralization f.1ctor will continue
in importance.

Utah County and the Intermountain West in genaral

offer this particular factor which is now considered an essential and
vital factor to our national security.
Under the general industrial mobilization program planned for the
United States, special emphasis is placed by military
the idea of dispersion.

authoriti~s

on

Small, inland towns 4re to be given special

conaideration in this mattor of decentralization.
Tranaportation
Vital to every plant the magnitude of Geneva is transportation.
One of the prime factors in locating the Geneva pl•nt Ln Utah Valley

1.

De1eret News (Salt Lake City, Utah), July 3, 1943.
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uas that major raih1ay lines of the area convereed at a point adjacent
to the proposed site, or more specifically, the site was proposed
because this was one of the several major factors involved.
Utah Valley is directly served by two major railroads, the Denver
and Rio Grande
.1s

~Jestern

and the Union Pacific, both from cast to west

well as from north to south.

Th~se

almost the entire length of the valley.

tracks parallel e.1ch other for
The small l!tah Railway

o~crates

between certait1 Carbon County coal fields and Utah Valley.
The Union Pacific system serves all the west from this area,
running to all points in the Northwest, \Jashington and Oregon, as well

as eouthwest into Los Angeles and other Southern California points,
north into Idaho and Montana, and east to Omaha.
The Rio

rande serves Utah Valley

fr~

the east with its connec-

tions with the Burlington, Rock Island, and Santa Fe at Denver, and the
Misaouri Pacific and Colorado Southern at Pueblo.

Westbound the R1o

Grande and the Union Pacific both have direct connections with the
Western

Pacif~c

at Salt Lake City and Southern Pacific at Ogden,
1
serving California, Oregon, Washington and the Northvest.
All lines have a reciprocal switching agreement in the area.

Provo is a Utah com:non point for all rate making purposes, tlJereby
making Utah Valley competitive on all rates into this area.

2

An interesting observation is that since the valley is about 38
milea l ong and there are two

1.
2.

r~ilroads

running side by side, there should

Utah County Planning ~o=mission, ~tah Committee on Industrial and
Employment Plannln6. Greater Utah Valley, &nc., Your Plar.t Location
Opportunities in Greater Utah Valley, Utah, p. 7-.--Ibid. , p. 7.
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theoretically be about 7£ miles cf railroad through the valley .
road mileage within the plant site will be 65.

1

Rail-

In the many years

since this original figure was released m&ny miles of track have heen
laid in the plant area for ne\1 buildings and larger slag dumps, with the
track mileage

~ithin

the plant, at least theoretically, as being greater

than that for the entire valley.
Utah Valley is a lso served by four major federal highways in
addition to a network of improved state and local

high~~ays.

United

States hightvays r o' s. 6, SO, 89 and 91 converge \lith in Utah Valley,
provitiing convenient highway connections \¥ith any point in the United
Sta tes.

Three national interstate bus lines dispatch 34 buses from the

valley daily to al l points in the Lnited States.

Utah Valley is served

by five major truck linea with motor transport service.
with their

intercl~nge

The truck lines

and trailers serve all points in the United States,

alae.
Air lines r adiat e in seven directions from Salt Lake City, located

40 miles tc the nort h .
valley itself.

In addition, there are two airports in the

The Provo airport has a Department of Commerce rating of

ro . 4, three-surfaced runways 7,000 feet, 6,800 feet and 5,800 feet long.
lt has no scheduled flights but provides charter service to all points.

The Springville-Spanish Fork airport has a 4,000 foot rum-1ay and is
uted by private and charter planes.
Labor
In analyzing the labor force cf Utah Valley before the inception
of Geneva we find it is much the same as any typical community of Utah's

1.

Salt Lake Tri bune (Salt Lake City, Utah), August 22, 1942.

TABLE NO. 6

RAILROADS
SERVING UTAH
VALLEY
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Mormon society with perhape the exception that somewlat more industry
being located there.

1

Largely due to this

~tormon

sociological influence

the population patterns. and cansequent labor patterns. for Utah and Ut ah
Valley are somewhat different from those of other areas in the nation.
A characteristic in Utah Valley is the small percentage of population
actually in the labor force.

This is due to:

(1) the large percentage

of pBpulation under working age; (2) large percentage of population
attending college; (3) small percentage of women employed.
Nationally. up to 41 per cent of the total population is in the
labor force. while in Utah Valley it more nearly approachea 31 per cent.
Nationally. from 50 to 55 per cent of the population over 14 years of
age is in the labor force. while in Utah Valley less than 47 per cent
of the same age group is in the labor force. 2
The presence of all these factors tend to produc e a l a bor force
which is high in productivity, low in turnover and absentee i sc . h ighly
vereatile. easily trained and amiable in its induatrial relations with
management.

These points are sub s tantiated by t he f ol l ow ing unsolic i t ed

comments made by industrial leaders of national firma now located in t he
valley.
Mr. Ben G. Weiss, executive vice-president of t he Barbizon Corporation. New York, said in January 1948, aft er operating a plant in Utah

1.

2.

Until the past decade Utah Valley was predominantly a farming area,
ranking as Utah's nUDber one agricultural county. There was onl y a
amall amount of industrial activity . Beyond this, business activit y
wa1 pretty largely repreaeoted by merchandisins and servic ing
eetablishment1.
In 1922 the Columbia Steel Corporation of the Pacific Coast erected
a bleat furnace and by-product coke ovens as previous l y cnuaer•ted i n
tha text. In the eame year the Republic Cre&oting Company er ected a
plant to take the coal tar from the cpke oven operations. I n 1926 t he
Pacific States Caat Iron Pipe Company erected a plant a d jacen t t o t he
blaet furnace. Other nationally prominent corporat i ons opera t i ng i n
thia area are Con&olidatod Weatern Steel , Del Monte Foods, ~ cnera l
American Traneportation Company and the I llinois P ~Jd er Company.
U. s. Bureau of the Census . Population : 1950 .
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Valley for one year and a half, that:

" 1..1e find Utah workers competent,

induatrioua, intelligent, apt, interested in their work, highly adaptable.
They are in every way, the most desirable type of labor ....

We will

build a n.w and much larger plant and make this point t he headquarters
for all our wettern operation. ••l
Mr.

~alter

Matheaius, former President o f Geneva Steel Company,

said of Utah Valley labor:

"The labor force of Geneva, Utah, 75 per cent

of whom had never seen the inside of a

plant before going to work

stee~

for thia company, have learned their jobs in record tLme and sett led
down quietly and effectively to set a series of e:tcellent production
records to which U.

s.

Steel proucly points.

2

These factors indicate the somewhat unique structura l nature of
labor in Utah Valley.
Water
Since much of our lntercountain West has not been richly , or even
moderately endowed with water, industry can only migrate to those places
where adequate water supplies exiet.

Water has been a problem here in

Utah for countless ages, yet it was only a problem of agr icul t ure until
these Latter days; now it is an acute problem of industry.

Stee l

inatallationa the magnitude of Geneva require tremendous amounts of
water, and this particularly vital factor was one of the primary reasons
Utah Valley was

c~osen

as the plant site.

To show the extensive use of water at Geneva we find the statistics
on it relate that water circulates at the rate of 200 , 000 gallons per

1.
2.

Utah County Planning Co=mission. p. 5.
Ibid., p. 5.

~cit.,
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mi nute through the pl a n t s ys t em.

Of th i s , tC,vOO ga llons per minute is

consumed and 2 .225 ga !lons per min~te is lost due to evaporatlon. 1

~

total of 204,000 ,000 gallons of treated water i s circulated daily and
22 000,000 ballons of untreated water is used daily . 2 The ent:i.re Salt
take

~ity

municipal water system Ln 1950 distributed a daily average of

ItS. 3 million c;allons , which was about one fifth the amount pumped daily

at Geneva and only twice as much as i s actually consumed by Geneva i n a
day.

3

Geneva has three main sources of water supply :

( 1)

irrigat i on

rights to 15.000 gallons per minute; (2 ) artesian wells producing 5,000
gallona per minute; and ( 3) the Oeer Creek reservo i r, furnishing 5,000
gallons per minute. 4
The Geneva plant impounds the necessary water needed for operation
in a 312 acre reservoir averaging eight feet in depth, vhich i s located on
the west side of the plant next to Utah Lake.
2 ,274 acre feet or 745 ,000 ,000 gallons.

I t has a capacity of

The water store in the 312 acre

Geneva reaervolr is treated with approx imately 100 ton• of metaphosphate
annually, in order to inhibit corrosion and scale, and with 112 ,000
gallon• of s ulphuric acid to reduce scaling. 5
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Salt Lake Tribune (Salt Lake City, Utah) , July 16 1950.
The term-of treated and untreated water may be confusing to those
readers not int imately aasociated with the steel industry. ~
" treated" water figure may be misleading also as i t is the s ame
water recirculated many times through screens and filters which
remove the '' acale' and impurit ... ea from the water. .\n 'untreated"
water figure is simply that water run into the system from the
ordinary source of water supply .
L.V. Ric hes , "'he Steel Us ing Industries of Utah ( .;npublished ~ .asters
Thesis, University of J tah, 1951) p. 29.
Q£ cit., Utah County Planning Commission, p. 12.
¥yron c . Strate, Electrical ~gineer , Geneva ~ tce l ~ompany, Conversion
of the Facilitiea of r eneva Steel Company to Peacetime Operations.
( ·.uguat 20 , 1951) p. 9.
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In Utah Valley culinary \o7ater ratea are among the lowest in the
nation.

E~ch

of fifteen incorporated cities and tovns has its own water

aystem and almost all culinary water comes from natural sprinas located
in the canyona to the eaat of t he valley.
required in order to meet

u. s.

Little or no treatment is

Public Health Standards, and, since

elevatiena of the springs are considerably higher than the valley,
pumpin& costs are almost nil.
Water for irrigation and other purpoaes comes principally from
anow-fed streams, reservoirs, and natural uprinJI not used for culinary
purpoaes.
In addition to the mountains as a source of water eupply, the entire
floor of Utah Val ley ia underlaid with several water -bearing atrata from
which water li obtained by drilling welle.
from 60 feet to over 1,200 feet.

Depth of the strata varie1

Well• yielding up to 1,000 gallona per

minute have been in operation in the valley for a number of years without
adverae effect on the water table. 1
Exiating reclamation projects, including transaountain divereion
from the Colorado River waterehed, now augment the valley's water supply;
and 1t 1e expected that water

fnr~

this source will continue to increaee

aa need arises.
Raw Materials
The literature, writing, and material dealing with those raw material•
affecting iron and ateel is tremendoua, both in quantity and quality.
Intermountain ileat has been richly endowed with the mineral reeourcea
neceseary to operate a plant the type we are here concerned with.
l.

Q£ cit., Utah County Planning Commiaaion.

p . 12.

Over

The
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200 different minerals and the world ' s largest open pit copper mine
are locat ed in the immediate vicinity of Utah Valley.
Utah Valley has acceae to coal reserves, moat of which are within
75 miles, totaling over 92 billion tons.

Recoverable reserves, based

on 50 per cent recoverabillty, total over 46 billion tons or enough to
aupply the entire United States need ( 611 million tons per ye&r) for 76
years.l

These coal reserves are largely of a bituminoua and semi-

bituminou1 character.
The mineral production figures for Utah rele&sed by the Bureau of
Hines report ahowa coal production waa by far the tlOGt important of the
mineral fuels, and the value ($27,985,000) in 1954 was 11 per cent of
the state total mineral output. 2
This readily available supply of coal together with low transport&tion costs make the delivered price of coal to Utah Valley compare
favorably with any other section of the United States.

The typical rate

for dry sleek coal, delivered in Utah Valley as of December 1, 1954, was
$6.90 per ton.
for freight.

3

This includes a charge of $4.65 for the coal and $2.25
This compares very favorably with the price of eaatern

coal (f.o.b. mines), but the comparative economic advantage to Geneva
comes in the fact that transportation coats per ton of coal is much lese
than the per ton coat to the Southern Lake Michigan plants.

4

Coal for the Geneva plant is drawn primarily from the Columbia Coal
Mine and the Geneva Coal Mine.
1.

2.
3.

4.

The Geneva mine, when it was open@d, was

Q2 cit., Utah County Planning Commiuion.

p. 11.
United States Department of I nterior, bureau of Mines. Mineral
Industry Surveys. \ rea Report D-38 (Preliminary). Mineral Industry
Division, Re&ion IV , December 23, 1954.
~cit., Utah County Pl&nnin1 COUDission, p. 11.
Bureau of Economic and Busineaa Research , Utah ! conomic and Business
Review. The ~estern Steel Industry ( University of Utah, June, 1944),
Vol. 3, No. 1, p. 11.
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the

l~rgcst

in the state.

These mines, located 130 miles from Geneva

in the Carbon area now supply all the coal for coking.

The Columbia

Coal mine is in Carbon County, Utah and the Geneva Coal mine is located
at Horse Canyon in Carbon and Emery Counties.

The coal required for the

Geneva plant ia estimated at 1,595,700 net tons per year.

1

Utah is particularly well cndoved wi th iron ore and in particular
tho fact that it ia of superior Quality.

It is difficult to arrive at

a cempletely satisfactory estimate of ore reserves in Utah as exploration
ia a now continuous procese, but it has been estimated that there is a
75-year reserve of iron ore in Utah.

Much latitude must be expressed

with this estimate as most exploration has not been carried out to the
point of revealing the nature and extent of a considerable portion of the
depoeits about which some information is already available.

There has

been relatively little underground exploration, and this has bften confined
to only a few of the deposita l-ihere surface exposures of promise have
been provided by nature.
Shipments of iron ore have been estimated at 2,930,000 tons in
1954.

2

This was a drop of 36.5 per cent

fr~

1953, 3 due to the decrease

in demand for Utah's pig iron on the West Coast, which caused the

Ironton pig iron plant to be idle most of the y..r, and from lese iron
ore needed at the Geneva plant.

In addition, the Geneva plant was

closed during part of October, owing to a strike (Deer season).

All of

the 1954 iron ore output was magnetite ore, avera&ing 56.7 per cent
iron, that came from 1 minas in Iron County, Utah.
1.

2.
3.
4.

4

See statistical table No. 5 of the Estimated Annual Capacities of
Geneva plant. p. 30.
Qp cit., Mineral Induetry Surveys. p. 3.
lbid., p . 3.
Ibid., p. 3.
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The broad economic aspects of both mining and transportation costa
to the Utah steel producer are extremely favorable.

The high grades of

ore and comparatively low transportation cost give a lower aggregate
~oat

per ton than in the other steel producing areas .

The cost per long
112
ton of iron ore in Utah in 1953 was $5.738 and $5.750 in 1954.
Perhaps the greatest difference in the cost of iron ore in Utah as

compared with Minnesota ie accounted for by tho difference in the rate
of taxation.

In Utah, taxes will averaac 4 cents per ton as compared

with a ten year average of 71 cents a ton for Minnesota iron ore.

3

Iron ore for the bla•t furnaces and open hearths is shipped to the
Geneva plant from Iron Mountain and Desert Mount near Cedar City about
252 aile& by rail and is mined by the Columbia Iron Mining Company, a
separate United States Steel subsidiary.
Another significant factor in the cost of transportation is that
Iince the Geneva plant is some 2,000 feet lower in elevation than the
Utah iron ore mines, and the route is through open territory vith no
intervening mountain barriera, the transportation problem is essentially
an easy one.

The emphaais upon the cheap water transportation furnished

by the Great Lakes for the

mov~ent

of the iron ore from Minneaota to

the blaet furnace centers at or between the southern lake port• and
Pittsburgh ia often emphasized to the extent of miniaizing the actual
tranaportation costs involved.

Before this effective water tranaporta-

tion ean be uaed, the Mesabi ore must be hauled by rail 77 rail miles
1.
2.

3.

Ibid .• p. 9.
It mu~t be noted that Utah ores occur in fairly large deposits
expo1ed at the surface under conditions that are highly favorable
to open pit power shovel mining, whereas, ore mined from the Birmingham
diatrict ia taken from 3,000 to 5,000 feet down and approximately four
tons of water must be pumped for each ton of iron ore produced. Furthermore, according to our analysis table, the Alabama ores averase 37 per
cent iron compared with 56 per cent for Utah which necesaitatea the
mining and shipping of approximetely one and one-half times aa much
iron ore for Alabama as for Utah.
QE cit., The Western Steel Industry. p. 16.
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TABLE NO. 8
AN\LYSIS OF IRON ORas
( PercentaBes)

COMP~RATIVE

Birmingham
ore
Iron

0

0

Silica

•

Aluaina
Lime

0

..

0

...

Mesabi 8
ore

Utah
ore

36.64

52.07

56

15.05

7.64

7

3.15

1

15.09

4

Manaaneae

0.17

0.64

0.196

Phoaphorue

0.33

0.06

0.2

Water

2.07

11.45

a

Include• 22.5 per cent concentrated ore.

Source: Utah Economic and Buainess Review,
The Weatern Steel Industry. Bureau of
Economic and Business Research, University
of Utah: June, 1944. Vol. 3, No. l, p. 18.

3
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to the loading docks.

When thia is added to the railroad haul from

the lower lake port1 to Pittsburgh, there is involved • total rail
distance of 200 milea compared to 252 miles from the southern Utah iron
ore mines to Geneva, but, in addition, Pittsburgh has a t.,ater distance
of 876 miles , all of which involves three loading• and unloadings, aa
compared with one in each case for the Utah iron ore.

1

This r esults in more than double the coat of tranaporting the iron
ore for Pitt sburgh than is incurred for Utah.

The cost of assecbling

iron ore for ;&ry in 1943 was approximately 20 per cent greater than
for Ceneva. 2

As a further offset, both the minin8 and transporta t ion

activities in Utah can continue without interruption during the winter
while the transportation and, to some extent, the mining, are blocked
for nearly five months each year for the Lake Superior ore.
The estimated annual iron ore requirement for the Geneva plant is
2,397,300 net tone.

3

The two a dditional minor, but nevertheless important, raw
materials of iron and 1teel production are dolomite and limestone.
These are drawn from the Keigley Quarry, which is wholly owned by
Geneva, and is located near Payson (35 miles from the Geneva plant) in
southern Utah County.

Production of liMestone and do loaite in Utah

County f or 1954 was estimated at 579,000 ahort tons,

4

the majority of

which was used for fluxing purpose• at the Geneva plant.
Market a
Today in our ever expanding economy, markets are constantly
en larging and becoming a more specific study in and of themselves.
1.
2.

3.

4.

p. 16.
p. 16.
See 1tatiatical table No. 5 of the Estimated .\nnual C&pacitics of
Geneva plant. p. 30 .
~ cit., Mineral Industrz Surve~s. p. ').

~··
Ibid.,
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Marketa, aa we aee them from our steel firm in Utah Va lley, radiat e in
all directions, but primarily to the West.

The following location map

gives an excellent graphic survey of markets and distancee.
In setting up thie particular plant, the government and steel
manaseaent noted the factor of strategic position in regard to the equidietance to &hip yards in Los Anaelcs, San Franc is co, Portland and
Seattle who were to get the majority of production for ship building
repairing.

~nd

The Geneva plant in Utah Valley is often likened to the hub

of a wheel with the ' 'spokes" going out to each 11l4jor market.

This has

alao held true for the post-war market as they are exactly the same
markets.
Aside from the West Coast Market there is the developing area of
the Intermountain Weat (the reston between the Rockies and the Sierras)
of which Utah is the center.

"The West" is defined as the eight states

of Meu tana, I daho, .Jyoming, Colorado, New
Nevada which constitute the
cenaua.

1

~ountain

~

exico, Arizona, Ut a h and

States division of the United Stat ea

The conatant influx of small fabricators and manufacturers int o

the area ia ever increasing and holds a vast potential.
Economicall y speaking, since all revenue received by this plant is
accu.ulated through the sale of its products, the markets determine the
siae ot operation• and the extent to which it can operate.

Thia fact

will bold true as lons as Geneva is in the business of producing ateel.
The aarket, of course, ultimately depends primarily upon the comparative
costs in the minin& and transportation of t he raw caterials, on the
appropriateness of the equipment to satisfy the epecial needs of the
Weet and on the comparative freisht ratea for finished products from

1.

Morri1 E. Garnaoy, America's New Frontier, The Mountain West.
(Alfred A. Knopf, New York: 1950) p. 11 .
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western steel mills and the mills of competitors in other parts of the
country.
Due to the extent of competit i on, marketing and sales data is a
closely guarded area and one that the

u. s.

Steel Corporation rather

reluctantly, if at all, releases information on.

Due to this fact,

information and data pertaining t o Geneva's particular markets is
rather limited.
Miscellaneous Factors
In this area of vital factors there are certain elements involved,
which, while not of a vast n.ture, are important to the Geneva plant
and the future economic growth of Utah Va lley.
power.

Among these is electric

While the power output of the Geneva plant per se is not par-

ticularly relevant to this study, the standby service arrangement
existing between Geneva and the Utah Power a nd Light Company is of
e conomic significance to the Valley.

Under this arrangement if the

Geneva plant power is interrupted Geneva can draw power from the Utah
Power and Light Company lines, but more significant is the fact that
by reciprocal agreement U. P. and L. can draw power from Geneva if an
excess exists.

Now while U. P. and L. has a steam electric generating

1tation and six hydro- electric generating stations, with a combined
capacity of 82,380 KW
has a 50,000 KW

2

1

to serve Utah Valley residents, the Geneva plant

&team electric unit capable in itself of generating

power for a city the size of Salt Lake.
Another more or leas important factor, but one coming into
increasing prriminence is that of industrial eites.
l.
2.

Q£ cit., Utah County Planning Commi ssion. p. 9 .
QE cit., The Western Steel I ndustry. p. 35 .

Prom early pioneer
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ti~e,

the people of Utah Valley have recognized the need for planning,

nGt enly for industry but for city growth and development.

Consequently,

nearly all citiea in the valley, aa wall a1 unincorporated areas, are
covered by Uniform Building Code and Zoning Ordiaancaa.

Induatry ia

protected in the zonea in which industry ia peraitted.

Residences are

protected in the zones in which residences are peraitted.
A zoning ordinance affecting Utah County baa been
under preparation for the paat several montha, it waa
officially adopted Tueaday by the Utah County com.iaaion.
The ordinance, the first of ita kind in the State,
providea for appointment of a county building inspector and
aeta up restrictions for land uses throuaheut the ceunty. (1)
Utah Valley has an abundance of available industrial
aitea. Large areas throu&hout the Valley have been
daaianated for future in4ustrial expanaion. All aitea are
located on well drained, sradad aoil, which will aupport
larae atructures, and are adjacent to railroada, hiahways,
water, sewer and power linea. The followina map ehowa the
areaa zoned for industrial uae and their location with
raapect to railroads, higbwaya, etc. (2)
With the increasing i•portance of tmall fabricatins plants coming
into the orbit of Geneva, thia factor of zoned aites 11 coming more and
more into the fore.

The Utah County Planning Coaaieaion has been

working on thia factor for many years.

1.
2.

Payton Chronicle. November 20, 1942.
cit., Utah County Plannins Commilaion.

~

p. 14.

TABLE NO. 10
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CHAPTER III
FARMING IN UTAH VALLEY
Agricultural Economics

In the very beginning of economic endeavors in Utah, when Brigham
Young led the Mormon people into the Great Salt Lake Valley, agriculture
was of primary importance in supplying sustenance for that group.

As

the population increased, agriculture became more and more firmly
eatabliahed as the principal meane of income, over and above its role
as the supplier of necesaities for physical exiatence.
Over the years agriculture increased steadily in importance until
the inception of the Great Depression during the 1930's.

During this

period prior to the 1940's, employment opportunitiea in agriculture,
mining, industry and commerce failed to keep pace with population and
reeulted in pressure upon the land and migration of Utah people,
particularly youth, to areas outside Utah where employment opportunities
were more favorable.

Between 1930 and 1940 Utah-born people increased

in every state of the union except Vermont, Iowa, South Dakota, Oklahoma,
Idaho and Arizona.

1

During this same period the farm population of Utah

waa declining, while the rural nonfarm and the urban population was
increaeing.

A study dealing with net migration from farmM between 1930

and 1940 ahowa that Utah's net was -26.6 per cent.

Stated aa a percen-

tage without regard to numbers, this shows a rate exceeded only by the
atatea of North and South Dakota. 2

1.
2.

The total out-migration for Utah,

Joseph A. Geddes, Migration,! Problem of Youth in Utah. Utah State
Agricultural College Bxpertment Station, Bulletin 323, Logan, Utah.
May, 1946. p. 3.
Ibid., p. 5.
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on the other hand, for the period
in-migration of 30,826. 1

1935~1940

was 43,218, as against an

Thousands of young men and women who had

graduated from Utah's high sehoola and colleges were forced by sheer
economic necessity to laave the state and to seek more promising
opportunities for a decent living elsewhere.
While this forced misration continued and agriculture in t he state
rea.ined the predominantly important provider of sustenance, payrolls,
and taxae, this particularly disturbing element began to be felt in t he
atate'a economy.

Families and population of individual farms were

shrinking. and consequently the value of farm property \Jas also shrinking.
Par.. were not maintaining their position as profitably productive
anterpriles.
The total out-migration from Utah farms betueen 1935 and 1940 was
8,257 and the in-migrants 6,902.

Thus, while the net out-migration of

rural farm people between 1935 and 1940 was only 1,355, the tot al number
of farm people in the state fell from 106,667 in 1930 to 94,352 in 1940.
In the meantime the rural nonfarm population increased from 134,916 in
1930 to 150,465 in 1940. 2 Aa this trend continued, many of those who
lived on marginal farma became financially burdened by debts and mortgages
and sousbt relief by securing employment in the fields of
induatry.

busines~

and

Many of these farmers sought only to supplement their farm

income in order to keep their heads above liater and their families fed
and clothed during what they hoped would be only a temporary economic
etrinsency.
l.

2.

Others, though, gave up their farming for good and sought

Ibid., p. 5.
Ibid. • p. 6.
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entirely new ceans of livelihood in business and industry.

Thi1

\~as

prior to the 194U's.
Since the 1940's, lar&ely due to the war effort and inception of
in~o

the Geneva plant
a new complexion.

the valley,

agrlc~lture

and farming has taken on

and often vhat appeared to be sub-marginal

.~rginal,

land, was brought into cultivation on a rather e;';tansive scale.

Irrigated

farm land doubled and tripled in value, and dry farming was brought into
more extensive use than ever before.
During this same period since the 1940's, indu.stry and commerce were
also taking on a new look.

Manufacturing waa also flourishing alongside

thi1 agricultural prosperity.

(See Table No. 30).

Employed workers in

non-agricultural activities in Utah increased froc 127,000 in 1940 to
193,000 in 194.3.

1

!:'he level in 1949 was some 3 i

p·~r

cent above that

for 1940.
Statistical recorJs of tho State Department of EDployment Securi ty
for the State of Utah

sho~s

that the number employed in agricultural

pursuits in 1940 in Utah County was 3,142 persons, but in 1950 the
figure jumped to about 5,200.

Thus in Utah County the level of agri-

cultural employment in 1950 was 1•0 per cent above that of 1940.
Similarly, the influence of industrial growth on Utah County's
agricultural activity is indicated by the statiatics of the United
States Department of Agriculture.

According to these records, in 1940

approximately 30 per cent of the total 1,278,720 acres of land in Utah
County was being used for all of the various types of agricultural
purposes.
1.

In 1945 the amount of land used for these same agricultural

These data do not include private agricultural workers, proprietors,
firm members, self-employed personD, casual workers, domestic
workers and employees of religious and non-profit organizations.
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purpose• jumped to 54 per cent.

Also, in 1940, only 255,793 acres of

land which were being utilized in the production of
moditie3 were owned by farmcr-oparatora.

~gricultural

com-

In 1945, the acreage of farm-

land owned by farmer-operators had jumped to 427,884 acrea.

During the

same period from 1940 to 1945, the number of farmer•operatora in Utah
County under 35 years of age increased by 23 per cent, and the

n~ber

between the ages of 35 and 54, by 41 per cent. 1
It ia recoanized that not all of this substantial improvement in
the farm economy of Utah County can be directly attributed to the growth
of ioductrial and manufacturing plants, such as that at Geneva.

It is

fully recognized that World War II and the generally good demand for
farm products led to much of the increase.
In spite of increases in industry and commerce, agriculture remains
one of the mainstays in the economic life of the atate and one of the
principal occupations.

In 1949, some 17 per cent of all employed

peraens were engaged in agriculture.

This may be co•pared with 18 per

cent in wholesale and retail trade; 12 per cent in manufacturing; 10 per
cent Ln government service and schools; 9 per cent in tranaportation,
communications, and utilities; 8 per cent in finance, aorvice, and
miccellaneous; 8 per cent self-employed; 6 per cent in civilian employment
in military establishments; 5 per cent in minina; 4.5 per cent in
eenatruction; and 2 per cent in non-profit and relisious organizations.
1.

2.

2

Walther Mathesius . "Remarks by Dr. Walther Matheeius, President,
Geneva Steel Company, Before the Payson Chamber of Commerce and
Other Service Clubs at Payson. Utah ." January 25. 1951. Typed
copy in posaession of the writer.
L.A. Reuse and G.T. hlanch . Utah'• Land Resourcea . Utah State
Agricultural College Experiment Station, Special Report No. 4, Logan,
Utah. June 1951. p. 3.
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Growth of A!riculture
Although Utah County ranka sixteenth in the atate in point of
total land area, it ranka first in number of farms and acres of irriga ted
cropland.

It led the state as to the highest value of farm products sold

in 1949, followed second only to Cache County in value of dairy producta,
and had the highest number of farms with both electricity and telephones.
Statistics further show that tbia county bad the most automobiles on
far.s, .oat motor trucka and the most tractors.

It contracted for more

hired labor and ranked second only to Box Elder County in the number of
cattle and calves of all ages.

Finally, of interest and economic

significance is the fact that Utah County ranked firat in the number of
farm operators reporting 100 or more days of off-farm work in 1949.

1

Table No. 11 and 12 gives the relative comparieon of the preceding
factors for the selected

co~ntiea

of Box Elder County, Cache County,

Utah County, Weber County and the State for the yean 1940-1950.
Land U18

Of the total land area of 1,278,720 acres in Utah County, approximately 388,693 acres or 30.4 per cent were recorded in farmland in 1940,
but, according to the 1950 Cen1ue of Agriculture, the farmland area had
increased to 571,000 acrea or 44.7 per cent.

Although it is a fact that

large areas of marginal lands have been brousht into production in the
county in the last decade, largely due to the war effort, we find that

1.

Thie apecific factor is dealt with more fully in a succeeding
aaction on the effect of Geneva on agriculture in the county.

TABLE NO. 11

SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL ITEMS FOR SELECTED COUNTIES
(1950)
Utah

Box Elder

Cache

Weber

State of Utah

Number of farms

3,191

1,693

2,085

1,552

24,176

Irrigated farms (acres)

2,912

1,432

1,764

1,422

21 , 126

424,300

768.707

278,327

440,117

8 ,150,554

3,980,112

7,120,551

3,776,949

2,256,441

37,343,827

1,660,333

l ,271 ,871

2,882 ,905

1,511,319

16,373,071

3,018

1,604

2,033

1,564

21,602

No . farms with telephones

1,845

1,013

1,499

1 , 158

12,515

Automobiles on farms

2,748

1,731

2,271

1,906

20,773

Motor trucks on farms

2,135

1,536

1,142

940

15,352

Tractors on farms

1,992

1,833

1,502

1,108

15,997

833

813

484

520

7,432

42,117

44,406

35,749

23 ,819

561,566

1,439

396

601

719

8,838

Acres of irrigated cropland
Value of fara pToducte sold in
1949 (dollars)
Value of dairy products aold in
1949 (do llara)
No . farms with electricity

Hired labor
No. of cattle and calves
No . of farm operator• reporting
100 or more daye of off-farm
work in 1949
Source:

United States Bureau of the Census. United States Census of Agriculture, 1950.
Counties and State Economic Areas, Vol. I, Part 31. (Washington, 1952).

1.1\
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TABLE NO . 12
COMPARATIVE AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS BY SELECTED COUNTIES
(1940--1950)

Land area, 1950, approximate acres

fa~.

Cache
---

1,278. 720

3,580,160

752,000

341,360*

52.701,440

571,588
388,693

1,245,896
688,877

388,784
329,962

490,000*
414,282*

10,856,497
7,302,007

per cent, 1950

44.7

Total number of farms, 1950
Average value per farm, 1950 (dollara)
Average value per farm, 1940 (dollars )
Average value per acre, 1950
Average value per acre, 1940

State of Utah

Box Elder

All land in far.&, acres, 1950
All land in faras, acres, 1940
Proportion in

Weber

Utah

34.8

51.7

139.4

20.6

3,191

., 1 ,693

2,085

1,552

24 ,176

17 ,071
5,254

30,361
9,966

20 ,834
8,076

18,513
7,949

19,146
6,074

109.24
41.29

44.68
26.11

107.08
55.14

54.63
32.48

47.67
21.14

Value of crops, 1950 (dollars)

3,980,000

7,121,000

3. 777 ,000

2,256,000

37,344,000

Value of dairy producta, 1950
(dollars)

1,660,000

1,272,000

2 ,883 ,000

1,511,000

16,373,000

Value of livestock other than
dairy or poultry (dollars)

3,922,000

3,638,000

2,432,000

2,085 . 000

51,961,000

(Continued)
*The excess of farm acreage over approxLroate land area is due to the fact that the entire acreage of a
farm is tabulated in the county in which the headquarters is located, even though a part of the farm
may be situated in an adjoining county.
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TABLE NO. 12 (CONTINUED)
COMPARATIVE AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS BY SELECTED COUNTIES
(1940--1950)

Value of poultry and poultry
product• - 1950
Area irrigated, acree, 1950
Farm and operator family level-ofliving index, 1950
Farm and operator family level-ofliving index, 1940

Utah

Box Elder

3,492,000

1,192,000

424,300

768,707

cache

Weber

State of Utah

2 ,071,000

665,000

24,568,000

278,327

440,117

8,150,554

145%

165'1

168%

163%

1334

101%

1151.

122"4

130t

907.

Source:

U. s. Bureau of the Ccneua.
Agriculture. 1940 and 1950.

Vl

'
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in spite of the fact that the war has been over for ten years, the
number of acres in production is still impressive.
Three areas of the county once extensively farmed through the 1920's
and early 1930's, then abandoned during the depreaaion period along in
the latter 30's

and then once again brought into extensive cultivation

during the war were the Mosida and Cedar Valley d i atrlcta , west of Utah

Lake

and t he Elberta area i n the southeast corner of the county.

The

latter district waa brought into extensive use with the inception of the
Deer Creek reservoir, a Federal pro j ect , which brought much -needed water
to lands in the northern part of the county adjoining Salt Lake County.
Size and Number of Farma
Similarly, the census figures for the average size of

far~

(179.1

in 1950 . 172 . 1 i n 1945 and 127.2 in 1940) must be qual i fied in the light
of commitment of marginal and submarginal land i nto production in these
latter years .

A better picture of farm unit size would be had by

excluding the dry farm and grazing acreage

and the resulting average

si&e would likely be less than 150 acres per farm for the irrigated
areas.
Intenaive rather than extensive cultivation is the rule , with over
80 per cent of the farms containing leaa than fifty acrea per farm (See
Table No. 13).

The number of farm units has lncreaaed steadily since

1900, reaching 4,004 in 1935 and standing at 3,191 in 1950 (See Table
No. 14).
Irrigated farms in Utah County in 1950 numbered 2,912 or 91.3 per
cent proportion of all

fa~.

Land l n irrigated farms was 424,300,

giving an average of 145.8 acres per irrigated fara.
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TABLE NO. 13
NUMBER AND SIZE OF FARMS, UTAH COUNTY

1920--1950

Acres
1 acre to 9 acree
10 act'es to 19 acre•
20 acres to 49 acres
50 acres to 99 acres
Over 99 acres

1920

1930

1935

1940

1945

1950

428
529
1,145

761
549
1,135
571
545

956

*
*
*
*
*

1,439
589
462
418
137

954
519
423
397

552
907

719

1,232
597
500

*Not available for any county in the State
Source:

United States Bureau of Census.
Aar icu lture . 1930, 1940 and 1950.

TABLE NO. 14

NUMBER OP FARMS, UTAH COUNTY
1900--1950

Source:

Year

Number

1900
1910
1920
1925
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950

2,760
2,873
3,237
3,354
3,561
4,004
3,055
3,987
3,191

United States Bureau of Censua.
A&ricu1ture. 1930, 1940 and 1'50.
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Farm Products Income
Farm income in Utah Cetmty is derived in the main from livestock
and liv.. tock products.

AI a tource of

c~ah

farm income in Utah

County, livettock products comprise from 60 to 70 per cent of the
total.
income.

Income from crops account for about 30 per cent of the farm
This may be slightly misleading in that a major portion of

the cropa, such as hay, and a considerable quantity of grain, are not
~rketed

as such, but fed to the livestock.

(Live1tock in this case

beins used as a generic term including cattle, dairying and poultry.)
The farm product

inc~e

for the major farm products between 1940

and 1950 may be found in Table No. 15.

The gross farm income for 1950

amounted to $13,056,768 and $4,830,105 for 1940 respectively, or an
increase of 170 per cent in the ten-year period .

The increased volume

of cattle in the country was the largest single item of increase percentagewise.

While this item was 30 per cent of the total gross farm

income, it was an aggregate income increase of some 337 per cent over
1940.

In rate of increase, dairy products follows that of livestock
production.

While not in the area of largest gross income, it is in

the area of an ever enlarging increased proportion to the total.

That

ia, an increase of 330 per cent places it in the area of livestock as

to increaee.
Utah County leads the atate in Grade A milk production.
haa the highest dairy herd average in the state.

There are 8,994 dairy

cove on 2,004 farms, 350 of theee are commercial dairy farms. 1
1.

U.S . Bureau of the Census.

Agriculture.

It also

1950.
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Sixty-five per cent of milk produc ed is used for Grade A bottle
milk.

The other 35 per cent is used for

cheese and ice cream.

c~tt~ge

chee1e, American

The annual income to dairymen in Utah County is

$2,724,000 for milk production and $696,000 on cows sold for beef,
makin& an annual groas income to dairyaen of $3,424,000.

1

Utah County's poultry industry today is third among the county's
agricultural industries as a seurce of cash farm income.

The Agri-

cultural Cen1us of 1950 ahowa an income of $3,4,1,945 from poultry
products sold and traded in Utah County.
c~netantly

The poultry industry is

forging ahead, and as an industry is far different from

that of tome 30 or even 20 yoars ago in that major eastern and weatern
. .rkets have developed for Utah County and Utah's poultry and eggs.
The development of these eastern and western markets has meant a
creat deal to the poultry raisers of Utah Valley, but generally speaking,
Utah's market is rapidly shifting from the East to the West.
followa the marketing pattern of many other Utah products.

This
Factors

which have influenced this shift include increased freight rates,
coapetition with producers who are closer to the eastern markets, and
the increased population on the West Coast.

~estern

market& for the

state's poultry producta include Los Anaeles, San Francisco, Denver,
Phoenix, Portland, Seattle, Alaska and the llawaii.an Islands.

quantitiet are also aold to the araed forcat.

Large

The Los Angeles area is

by far the largest contumer.

The largest ainsle item of farm income in Utah Valley in 1950 was
field crop1.

The cath income from the sale of crops in this valley

waa $3,980,112, which is approximately 25 to 30 per cent of the total
1.

Ibid.

~-

-- -----------~
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caah income.

Field crops are of p•rticular significance be caus e of

their relationship to Utah Valley's livest ock industry.

This is

eapecially true of hay, but it is a lso true of much of the wheat , and
almost all of t he field corn , oats, and barley produced in the· county.
These are feeds and do not appear as ccsh farm income.
A major portion of the field crops i n Utah County is of the eocalled '' truck crops' variety.

These crops provide a quick cash crop

each fall and the major portion of the production ia used in the
vegetable canning iniustry.

The major commercial truck crops inc lude

celery , onions, corn, peas, beans, tomat oes, cabbage and pumpkins.
Moat of tl.ese crops are processed in the county at the Pleasant Gr ove
canning factory.
Another mainstay of Utah County agriculture is fruit production,
which, while a reliable income-producer, bas incr eased less than any
of the farm products involved in our table (98 per cent increase).
Perhaps this is true t o a large extent because of the l arge number of
faraera working at Geneva, for fruit orchards do not take the constant
attention and clos e supervision that row crops entail.

In fact, Utah

County is the largest fruit produclng county in t he state, accounting
for 35 to 40 per cent of the total value and total income from the
sale of fruit.

Utah County produces more apples, peara, prunes and

raapberriea than all of tho rest of the state combined .

The value of

fruit sold in 1950 amounted to $1,051,136, as compared to $531,312 in
1940.
I n analyzing farming in t he county it must be noted that a
heterogeneous type of as r icultur e character izes Utah Count}.

There

ia a contlderable variety of crop and livestock enterpris e, not only

TABLE NO. 15
FARM PRODUCTS INCOME
1940-1950
1940

1950

Per cent
Increase

$ 4,830,105

$ 13,056,768

1707.

Livestock sold and traded

897,720

3,921,874

3371.

Dairy products sold and traded

386,408

1,660,333

330%

Poultry products sold and traded

966,021

3,491,945

2614

1,081,944

3, 980,112

2681.

Vegetablea harvested for sale

289,806

881 ,505

2047.

Fruits and nuts sold and traded

531,312

1,051,136

987.

Approximate Gra.a Farm Inca.e
Major aourcu in percentage of total
groaa income:

Field crops sold and traded

Source:

United States Bureau of the Census.
Agriculture. 1940 and 1950.

a-

U\
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in the county as a whole, but also on individual

The more

fa~.

succesaful farm units coobine the raising of general crops with the
raiaing of livestock.
It ia a basic economic fact that agriculture is stimulated by
industry, and agriculture in Utah Valley is no exception.
and industry have prospered side by side.

Agriculture

In agriculture Utah County

ranks first in the state; it ranks among the top one hundred agricultural
counties of the 3,070 in the United Sta tes, and also ranks near the top
in the entir e Rocky Mountain region.
Effect of Geneva
It has been interestiog to note the reflections of the Utah Valley
residents as to the effect Geneva has had on the agricultural economy
of the valley.

Naturally, it was difficult for the older residents to

break with almost 100 years of tradition and accept heavy industry into
the area; but, on the other hand, the younger people were generally
rather willing, able and eager for the opportunity to work at the plant
and to follow the tTend of the times and shift from agriculture to
industry .

H~1ever,

with the passage of years, the shift has not

developed to the point that agriculture has suffered in the least from
Geneva entering the valley.

Neither the loss of the productive land

involved in building the facilities, nor the shift of population from
farming to industry ha1 had an adverse affect on agriculture.

While steel production has increased,

a~riculture,

too, has

increased; steelmaking baa not been at the expanse of agriculture.
The far.er-plant employee has developed to the point where farmers
can work on the farm and at the plant, too.

By referring to a previous
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point that ia of interest and of economic significance ia the fact that
Utah County ranked first in the number of farm operator• reporting 100
or more days of off-farm work in 1949.

The significance of this factor

being that 45 per cent of the farm operators are working at some occupation other than their farm for 100 or more days of each year.

These

operators are, of course, the farmer-steel company employeea referred
to by former President Walter Matheeius of the Geneva Steel Company.

1

It would seem that when a county can have al.ost one-half of its
far.era away from the farm for 100 or more days a year and atill continue
to be the number one agricultural county in the state, farming must be
at a rather low ebb in the other countiea of the state, or that there
ia more

mechani~tion

in this particular county, or that some relative

factor ia not expLained by this general atatiatic.
Froa close asaociation with the Geneva employees, the author has
ascertained the fact that these farmer-employees generally will only
accept "ahift work"; i.e. , rotating eight hour shifts, so they may
fara on their off hours.

The apparent error of reading this statietic

ie the indication that tbeaa faraers do not do farming as 100 day• of
off-fara work would indicate.

The fact of the .. tter is that they do

have over tOO daya off-fara labor each year, yet they 1till farm before
or after their shift at the plant.

tion.

This presents a vary unique situa-

A close combination of agriculture and manufacturing side by

aide and eaploying the very same people hal set up what seems to be a
eound, basic economic relationship.
1.

This very factor has made Utah

Walther Mathe1ius. "Remarks by Dr. Walther Mathes ius. President,
Geneva Steel Company, Before the Payson Cbaaber of Commerce and
Other Service Clubs at Payson, Utah. 11 Q£ cit.
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County the number one agricultural county, as well aa the number one
manufacturing county in the atata of Utah.
The following news release ie an indicator of thie faraer-steel
employee rel&tionahip, ae well as bringing out a salient point on the
local, predominant church of the area:
Whereas in 1940 only about 340 faraers in Utah
County were able to find year-round work off the farm,
by 1945 some 1300 farmers in the area were working in
a kind of agriculture-industry partner1hip. In1tead
of an influx of outaidera hurting the status of the
L. D. s. church, the Mormon church population has sore
than doubled in many places, and in Orem there are 16
warda instead of the seven there before the eteel mill
came. . .
And right along with industrial growth has gone
agricultural development, which saw the harvest of
crops in Utah County increase from $2,877,000 in 1940
to $8,165,000 in 1945. (1)
Another effect of Geneva on the agricultural economy of the valley
is reflected in the growth of banking in an area from the period 1940
to 1950.

Of interest and in support of this fact, the following news

releaae from the Salt Lake City Telegram is presented:
PLEASANT GROVE (Special) -- Chanae from an allagricultural economy to a dual industrial-farm setup
in thie area is reflected in a study of Bank of
Pleasant Grove'• a1aeta and depo1its in the past 10
years.
Junius A. Weat, vice president and cashier,
noted that since the advent of Geneva Steel Company,
in this area, its population has doubled and bank
aeaets have quadrupled.
In 1940, he noted, the bank had aeaete of
$490,693 and deposit• of $415,007.
On November 13, 1950, atsets and depoaits were
$2,226,648 and $2,014,675, respectively. (2)

Perhaps the greateat effect the plant has had on the agriculture
of the valley haa been in relation to the fluorine problem.
1.
2.

This is

Salt Lake Telegram (Salt Lake City, Utah), May 28, 1951.
Salt Lake Telegram (Salt Lake City, Utah), December 1, 1950.
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a complete and extensive etudy in itself and at the ti.e of the writing
the cases and

la~uite

involved are in the process of litigation.

Thi1

effect haa been in the area of dollars and centa payments by the company
to the litigants for damage• suffered on livestock and field crop1 in
the county.

It has already evolved into a multi-million dollar program

with a vaat number of cases still on the docket.

The eventual outcome

and final effect the fluorine vill have on the county will constitute
an extensive study in and of itself.

Problem. of Agriculture
The principal problem of agriculture in Utah County, and indeed,
one of the major proble.s of the county, is the inadequate aize of the
farm unit.

Table No. 13 showe that in the last centus prior to 1940,

the . . jority of the farms fell into the 20 acres to 49 acres class.
The largest group today falls into the 1 acre to 9 acres class, with
only a su.ll number of farma (75 farms) falling into that of over 99
acres.

Thus economic efficiency is impaired by the reduced operation&

that auet result, and, consequently, production and income per man

hour epcnt in fanRing pursuits must be reduced.

The greater number of

farm. in the county are much saaller than the unit ••aential to permit
the

fa~

to support hie family from the farm income.

Another problem 11 the decline of the augar industry, once a
major source of income in the county .

Historically, throe of the four

Iugar factories in the county, those at Lehi, Sprinaville, and Payson
have ceaeed operating and preaently the Spanish Pork mill secures leas
than two-thirds of the beat tonnage needed for capacity operation.

The
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1940 Cenaua of .\ griculture shows 966 farm. reporting the production of
sugar beet tonnage, whereas the 1950 census indicates only 271 farms
reporting such production.

Acreage planted in 1940 wat 5,205 acres,

and in 1950 only 1,670 acres.

The yield by tonnage &howe an improvement

per acre aa 60,865 tons were raised on the 5,205 aeres in 1940 and
27,897 tons raised on 1,670 aeres tn 1950.

1

Sugar beets were not only the principal cash crop grown on a
contract basis hut their production and processing gave sumcer and winter
work, sine

~ny

of the farmer• were employed in the mill• during the

late fall nnd early winter.

The low price of susar, cocbined with the

frequent conflicts among the

be~t

raiaera and with the sugar manu·

facturers are the factors, acong others, accounting for the decline of
the industry in Utah County.
In recent years the problem of drastically reduced prices of live·
stock equated against a rieing cost of hay, grain , and feed has been a
serioua problem to the livettock industry in the county.

\Jith an ever·

increaaing population in the etate and intermountain region, raising
these liveatock and liveatock products will be of ever increasing
iapor tance.

Another problem of concern to the liveetock induetry is

that of increaaingly poor range conditions with severe drought.

While

thi1 ie not a problem of Utah County directly. drou&ht has characterized
almoat all of the area south of Utah County and the entire
por tion of the state.

The disturbing factor here is that

west~rn

~ny

of the

Utah County livestock men range their cattle and sheep in areas south
and west of the county.
\aide from the constant and major problem of insect control in the
fruit industry, there is the proclem of a uniform standard of production
1.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Anriculturc, 1940 and 1950.
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from year to year.

Th:s is important to t he canning industry, whic h

vould perhaps like to becoae dependent to some extent upon the fruit,
but the production varies from year to year.

However, the local market

for fruit is really much the most important, supplying, as it does, a
great portion of the demand for these types of fruit for home canning
and for fresh consumption not only for utah County but aloo for the
surrounding counties.

At the &d.me time, there are a nUJ:lber of ot\er

problema associated with the fruit l.ndua try, including the constant
competition wi th other crops for t!1e usc of the land, the constant
pro~lem

being

of marketing recurring ever) year with the supply and the price

majo~

factors froo 9e&son to scaoon.

The greatest problem in agriculture in the valley up until the
time of this writing has been the tl.ro•:ing off of fluorine into the air
by the furna c es a nJ sintering plant at tl.(: Geneva works.

Since feu

facts and figures are available on this pr obLem, it is a difficult one
to approach.

I t has involved multi-mllaons of dollars in suite, with

many of them having already been paid to the individuals.

Many are,

aa of now, still pending.
The problem has been that fluorine from the Geneva plant has
settled on the hay crops and water of the valley,
been tal:en in by the livestock.

1

1.

have, in turn,

Fluorine is a cumulative poison, and

Ions-continued consumption of r elatively
fluorosis in farm animals.

~hi ch

a~ll

quantities causes

Cattle, sheep, and horses develop fluorocis

Fluorosis ala' affects poultry, and to a somcvhat lesser degree,
fruit orchards. Since the life span of poultry is so short, the
~conomic consequ_nces are rather negligibl~.
Th~ fluorine effect
on orchards seems to have been minor to date, bu t it is impossible
to know specifically since thes~ 1-art i cular studies are just getting
underway.
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when they consistently conauae roughage containing 30 or more parts
per million of fluorlne on a dry baais .

1

Research vork by Dr. Delbert

Greenwood of the Utah 3tate Agricultural College staff indicates that
on the first, second and third bay crops in 1951 the fluorine content
averaged from ten parts to several hundred parts per million, depending
on wind drift, a rea of the valley, etc.

The economic effects on

livestock pa stured in the latter area could be rather drastic under
the risht conditions.
In time and vith an overexposure to fluorine, a typical case of
fluorine poisoning in cattle
skin and emaciated

sh~· s

a ppeara ~~e.

a rough, dry hair coat with a tight

The knee, hock, and pastern joints are

greatly enlarged a nd the cannon bones are thickened. 2

Cattle suffering

from advanced s tages of fluorosis show marked wear, mottling, and
staining of the incisor teeth. 3
wear develope in the teeth.

An uneven ta ble surface and excessive

They may eventually become soft and fall

The eventual outcome is that the animal may literally starve to

out.
death.

This problem appears to be on the wa) to a solution.

However,

the economic repercussions will continue to occur for some time since
officlal, final legal decisions have not yet been made.
in a

rec~nt

It was noted

trip to the Geneva plant (December 1955) that giant

precipitators have been installed, and now lese than 1 per cent of
fluorine is released into the air by the r eneva plant .
1.

2.
J.

Utah 3tate Agricultural College , \gricultural :Xperiment Stat i on and
~tension Service.
Circular 130 (June, 1952) Recommended Practices
to Reduce Fluorosis in Livestock and Poultri and Circular 179 (June,
1953~) , The Effect of Fluorides on Plants and \ nioals.
Passim.
Ibid., Circular No. 130. p. 9.
Ibid., Circular No. 130, p. 6.
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Analyaia
An analysis of agricultural growth in Utah County for the period
1940-1950 ahowa that growth and increase are not nearly eo dynamic as
thoae factors pertaining to population growth and labor supply
enumerated in Chapter V.
Statistica from Table No. 11 and 12 indicate that growth of
agriculture in the county is in relation to the average for the state
and to the selected countiea of Box Elder, Cache, and Weber.

The

average value per farm, if ve are to evaluate it moneywiae, indicates
the increase ($5,254 in 1940; $17,071 in 1950) is below the average
for that of the state ($6,074 in 1940, $19,146 in 1950).
is

tr~e

While this

of farm valuea, previous stat istics indicate that in other

fields; i.e., livestock, poultry, etc., Utah County has forged ateadily
ahead.

In general, an analysia would indicate that the county haa held

ita own percantagewise in the realm of agriculture, while manufacturins
haa grown by gigantic leaps and bounds.

The unique thin& is that this

increase in manufacturing has not been at the expense of decreased or
decreasing agriculture.
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CHAPTER IV
MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS ACTIVITY IN UTAH VALLEY
Economics

Historically, manufacturins in Utah Valley began, if only in a
very modest way, shortly after the !.mediate needs and life-sustaining
factors of the pioneer settlers were fulfilled.

Firat ware the simple

manufactures of pioneer life, gradually becoming more complex, and then
developing into a cocplexity that only our contemporary or neo-atomic
ase can begin to comprehend.
Certain factors establiah Utah Valley a s a site wall situated
for thia modern day manufacture with the qualities of land, water,
transportation, raw materials and population being in immediate or
nearby supply.

The land, water and raw material• have been instrumental

in establishing basic industries in the county, and tho consequent
resulting service industries are predicated on the established basic
industries.
Manufacturing, as a basic industry in the county, has determined,
substantially, the population and economic activity.

Patterns for basic

industries vary to sOMe extent by regions and geosraphical locations
within the country.

However, whatever the variation in the proportionate

size of the different aubdivisione, they mutually compensate for each
other

10

that when all are added together they make up virtually the

aa. . relative proportion of the total economic activity of each region.
This ia the same thing as saying that the sum of various basic economic
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activities bears a virtually constant relation to the total service or
secondary industries.

From this we assume the primary economic

relationship of 54 per cent basic industry to 46 per cent service
industry, or an approximate 1:1 ratio. 1
In light of most current thinking on the matter, it is generally
agreed that all producing industries are basic, no matter where its
products are consuaed.

When a basic industry enters a region, such as

when Geneva entered Utah Valley, the service and other industries are
stiaulated to greater activity.

It is estimated that each producing

employee in a basic industry requires one other supportins employee
in the basic industry and two employees in service industries.

2

Thus,

employees in basic industries require an equal amount of employees in
service activities.

Any increase in the basic function is magnified

by a complementary increase in service f eatures.

An understanding of

a basic industry's effects on a community leads to the pattern that
the service field will take.
The following material endeavors to give a survey of the areas of
manufacturing, business and service industries in Utah Valley based on
the relationship between the years 1940 and 1950.

Tables and materials

are often of little value unleaa compared to a preceding and comparable
area of etudy.

This bolda especially true in a survey of growth which

i1 intended to show the tremendous rate of increaae due to the inception

of the Geneva plant in and around the years 1941, 1942 and 1943.
1.
2.

Utah Industrial Exhibit, The Utah Economy- Its Nature and Its
Proapecta. (Pamphlet, Utah Manufactur ers Association : 1948)
Theron J. Nelson. "The Economic Effects of a New Industry on
a Small Utah Community." (Unpublished Masters Thesis, University
of Utah: 1949). p. 15.
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Growth of Manufacturing
Ba1ic or population-growth industries fundamentally determine an
area's economy; it determines to a large extent the population, and
much of the area's service industry is geared to batic industry.

Service

industries are those linea of economic endeavor whose chief function
con1ista in r£ndering services to other.

\mong those engaged in service

industriea are professional workers, governmental employees, domestic
workers, commercial attendants, servants, waitera, aaleapeople and whitecollar workers.

1

Although there may be a small percentage of variance

aaong regiona and areas, the economic relationship• remain comparatively
constant.

Some variance may enter iuto the picture where the line of

demarcation between basic and service industriet is not clear cut.
Mining, manufacturing, and agriculture are considered the primary baaic
industries.
Population-growth jobs are often embodied, however, in some of the
service industries; such as, public utilities, trade, construction, etc.
That is, they support other service industries in the area.
Geneva Steel, as the largest basic industry in Utah County, and
with its large

~ployment

and extensive installations requires a multi-

tude of service industries.

The Geneva plant directly inserts approxi2
m&tely $25 to $30 million annually into the county.
Some interesting

1.
2.

Byrne J. Horton, Dictionary of Modern Economics. (Public \ffairs
Preas: 1948) ~aahinaton, D.C. p. 301.
Soae of this leaka out into Salt Lake County and various adjoining
counties, but by and large Utah County receives the lion'a share
of these expenditures.
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statistics were revealed by former President W. Mathesius of the steel
company in a 1951 speech to the

P~yaon

Cl-.amher of Co:arnerce:

1

.. . Geneva 's present rate of operations requires
approximately 9,000 carloads of inbound and outbound
commodities ?er month, which aeane the daily movement
of 300 loa ded and more than 200 ~pty cars into and
out of the Geneva and Ironton i lants. ~he inbound
shipments include heavy movements of iron or e, coal,
fuel oil, limestone, and dolomite, together with a
larae movement of miscellaneous supplies, all of which
are necessary for the pr oduct ion of our outbound
shipments which conaiet of pig iron, semifinished and
finished hot-rolled steel products, also coke and coke
plant by-products such as coal tar, sulphate of ammonia,
benzol, toluol, xylol, solvent napl,tha and naphthalene.
In addition to this railroad traffic, we are
moving approYtmately SO truckloads of ~oth inbound and
outbound commodities per week, and the outlook indicatee
that truck shipments will continue to increase .... (2)
The inception of manufacturing as new industry will almost invariably
result in an aggregate increase in the income of the community.

The

constant influx of new industry into Utah Valley in particular has
brought a very substantial gain as to the number of establishments and
the increased number of wage earners employed.
34.5 per cent of the employed population of
manufacturing.

Table No. 30 shows that

~tah

County is engaged in

This places Utah County 11C per cent above its nearest

competitor (Salt Lake County) and 1,227 per cent above that county
which is its farthest

comp~titor (Car~on

County).

3

I n keeping with this gain, the number of manufacturing establishmente has increased 31 per cent between 1940 and 1947 (See Table No. 16).
This gain is s ubstantial, rating only secon1 to Salt Lale County tn the
net incruse of manufacturing establishments between 1940 an., 1947 .
Actually, in t his particular case the percentage increase in the number
l.

2.
3.

''Remarks 'before the Payson Chamber of C011Eierce and Other Service
Clube at Payson b)· Or. Waltl er llatheaius, January 25, 1951.' Typed
copy in possession of the writer.
The author ta confident that this tr~cklng figure has at least
doubled aince the period in which the fiaure was released.
This only includea those 11 counties in Utah with over 10,000 in
population.
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of manufacturing establishments is not a good index of

gr~1 th

for the

county in that only one large establishment employs approximately 88
per cent of

t~e

manufacturing employment, yet the establishment is

only given an index weight of one.
A better index of growth is the average number of wage earners
for 1940 to 1947.

The Census of Manufacturers for 1947 shows that

1,256 wage earners were ecployed in Utah County in 1940; whereas, there
were 5,783 wage earn@rs in 1947, a gain of some 360 per cent .

This

compares to a percentage gain of 112 per cent for tl.e state of Utah
for the same period.

Tbe comparative growth within the state for mining,

agriculture and manufacturing for the period 1937-1947 is shown in
Table No. 17.
The unweiahted and relative index of wages for the period in
question shows that Utah County wages increased 1,120 per cent or 159
per cent over the average for the state.

In relation to this,

No. 16 shows that our selected counti es in each case were lower
the average for the state .

:~ble
tl~n

Of course, with Utah County so far out of

line, the average would tend to be generally high rather than toward
a more general mean should this particular county be eliminated from
the statistical run.

The net increase of $14,428,000 poured into a

county of 81,912 as against a ntt figur e of $6,143,000 for a county
comparable in size (Weber - 83,319) tends to show the importance of
Utah County to the state ae a manufacturing center.
Another factor substantiating this place in the sun accorded
Utah County is through the substant ial increase of value added by
manufacturing 1940 to 1947.

During this period, the percentage for

TABLE NO. 16
MANUFACTURING BY SELECTED COUNTIES
(1940-1947)
Utah
Number of eatabliabmente

-1940
-1947

Per cent increase

1940-47

Average nlDDber of wage
earners

-1940
-1947

Per cent increase

1940-47

Wages (dollars)
Per cent increase

-1940
-1947
1940-47

Value added by manufacturing-1940
(dollars)
-1947
Per cent increase
Sources:

1940-47

Box Elder

Weber

Cache

State of Utah

58
76

16
15

27
34

72

560

84

772

3lt

-6'%.

267.

17'4

1,256
5,783
3607.
1,288,469
15, 7l7 ,000
1,120'%.
3,767,967
30,632,000
713'%.

469
581
24'7.
289,320
1,203,000
3167.
1,111,974
2,349,000
111"1.

540
881
637.
471,543
1 ,903,000
303"4
2,340,443
6,902,000
1957.

2,092
3,414
637.

1,890,120
8,033,000
3257.
6,893,076
14,943,000
117'%.

38'%.
11 ,555
24,516
1127.
11,967,762
63,804,000
4337.
43,719,862
128,298,000
193'%.

United States Bureau of the Census, County aod City Data Book, 1952 .
(Washi~gton, 1953).
United States Department of Commerce. County Basic Data Sheet, 1940.
Compiled and published by Market Research Department, Farm Journal, Inc.,
(Philadelphia: 1941).

.....

"'
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the county went up 713 par cent aa compared with 115 per cent for Weber
County and 193 per cent for the state of Utah.
The Bureau of Econoaic and Butiness Reeearch at the University of
Utah eatimated the value added by manufacture in 1947 as $130,000,000.

1

Thia place• Utah County as adding about 23 per cent of the value to the
total for the atate.

Thaae atudies show rather conclueively that the

Geneva plant contributes by far the majority of this 23 per cent and
again reiterates the importance of Utah County to the 1tate ae a
. .nufacturing center.

Of cour1e, a prolonged strike at the Geneva

plant could, and probably would, alter and reverse the trend arrived
at throuBh the use of these statistics.

Growth of Business
Number and Size
Manufacturing, mining and agriculture account for practically all
of the production of cOIIIDodities using the word "production" in the
Chamber of Caa.erce senae.

Production of gooda itself, however,

repraaant1 only a portion of the total etsential economic activities.
Before the goode reach the consumer they are transported; they enter
'

into wholesale trade; their production, transportation and sale are
financed in various waya; telephone and telegraph and power facilities
are

~ployed

in the proceaa of production and distribution; the

service• of thousands of retail stores are used; advertising is
eaployed to make the product or aervice knewn to the public.

All

tbeae activities and othere, such as insurance and amusements,
education and other public services, contribute to the total

1.

Bureau of Busineaa and Economic Research, Utah's Economic Patterns.
(University of Utah, December 1953).
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productivenesa of the economic system.

All these corollary activities

conatitute the service industriee.
For the purposea of this etudy , it has been deemed best to arrive
at a sampled area that would give a comparative index for Utah County.
Aaide from a rando• sampling of selected areas of the county, the city
of Provo baa been chosen as a representative area of Utah County.

This

city is the largest in the county ; it is the county seat ; it is located
in the center of the county and is located six miles from the Geneva
plant.

Samplings from cities and towns adjacent to Provo and the Geneva

plant would indicate that percentagewise Provo City has proceeded in
growth and expansion about equal, or perhaps in certain selected areas
of growth , has proceeded somewhat faster and to a somewhat larger
extent.

Therefore, much of the statistics are for the city of Provo,

but actually portray much of the rise and growth of the county in
general.

1

Provo is the tradins center for Utah County's preaent 90,000 odd
population, although the trade coming into Provo and the northern part
of Utah County is at least partially offset by the voluae of purchasing
done by residents of t he city and county in Salt Lake City, forty-four
miles diatant.

Of the $15,000,000 of retail salca in the county in 1940

-ade by 609 retail outlets, Provo's 212 retail stores accounted for
$9,000,000, or about two-thirds of the total sales of the county .
Agsre~ately,

1.

Provo handled more than half of the business in 1940 , but

I n collecting and analyzing the statistics necessary to support
thia particular section, it was found that by using the ten-year
apan -- 1940 to 1950 -- that the purposes of this study could beat
be aerved. Statistics for previous years were often available and
were often collected for reference, and the same held true for
those years after 1950 on up to the present date. ~~Aever, ln
order to conserve the reader's time, yet illustrate the rate of
srowth as to size and wealth, the statistics in moat Lnatances have
been pared t o the ten-year apan, 1940 to 1950.
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TABLE NO. 17
NUMBER EMPLOYED IN, GROSS MONTHLY INCOME
DERIVED FROM, AND PERCEN~·AcE CHANGE IN GROSS
INCOME FOR MINING, MANUFACTURING, AND AGRICULTURE,

UTAH, 1937-1947

Total Monthly
eros• Income
1937
1947

Per Cent Increase
in Total Gross
Income

Occupation

Numbers Employed
1937
1947

Mining

11.402

12,947

$1,554,206

$3,265,233

110.0

Agriculture

33,000

39,400

4,156,000

10,329,600

148.5

Manufacturing

16,611

23,758

1,789,005

5,042,873

181.8

Source:

Utah Econoaic and Business Review, Measures
of Economic Change in Utah . (University of
Utah, Salt Lake City, 1937-1947).

Notice the percentage increase of the inc~ derived from manufacturing. This figure, 181.8 per cent , proves that manufacturing is
Utah'• fastest growing economic unit. }~nufacturins, therefore,
a position of prime importance in the future of the state.
It is the moat dynamic activity, the one most promising in the future
and the one presenting the most complex problems.

•••uaea
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aa the 1940-1950 apan developed, business ahifted from the clty of
Provo out into the county due to the · inception of the Geneva works.
By 1950 thi1 shift in busineas accounted for Provo showing barely 51
per cent of the retail sales i n relation to those for the county for
that year.

Retail sales for Utah County in 1950 amounted to $68,856,000

and $35,432,000 for the city of Provo.

Table No. 18 shows the gradual

slackening of aales for the city in relat i on to that for the county.
This shifting factor brousht the percentagewise growth of the county
into a more comparable line with that of Provo.
By comparing the year 1943 with that of 1942 we see a rather
dr~tic

Provo.

ju.p in retail sales for both the county and for the city of

Whereas sales for the city were $9,766,000 in 1942 they jumped

to $13,112,000 for a 29.2 per cent increase in eales in the one-year
period.

Residents clalm that the increase in sales in that one-year

period appeared to be more than phenomenal.

Sales were up in all

areas.
\lhile in the early 1940's the sales for Provo City were running
about two-thirds of the total for the county, the county suddenly came
alive and picked up growth with even greater rapidity t han did the
city.

Retail aa les for 1943 showed a gain of 59 per cent over the

aalea for 1942, going frem $13,143,000 in 1942 to $20,871,000 in 1943.
\lith the advent of 1943, salea picked up throughout the county in
ever enlarging proportion.
end

~f

This is made clearer by shifting to the

the decade and comparing sales in the county for 1950 against those

for 1949 and also the increa•e for the city.

In 1949, sales for the

county were $51,273,000 and in 1950 were $68,856,000 for an increase of
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TABLE NO. 18
RETAIL SALES
( 1940-1950)

Year

Provo City

Utah County

1940

$ 9,000,000

$15,000,000

1941

10,037,000

18,444,000

1942

9,766,000

13,143,000

1943

13,112,000

20,871,000

1944

13,866,000

22,515,000

1945

16,173,000

27,059,000

1946

19,755,000

32,068,000

1947

27,435,000

44,537,000

1948

33,584,000

54,986,000

1949

31,432,000

51,273,000

1950

35,432,000

68,856,000

Source:

Sales Management Magazine,
Survey of Buying Power, as
found in the files of the
Provo City Chamber of Cocmerce.
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34 per cent.

During the same period sales in downtown Provo were

$31,584,000 in 1949 and went to $35,432,000 in 1950 for an increase
of 12 per cent.
The aignificance of the shift in growth of the county over the
city percentagewise ia the fact that the population diverged and
diatributed itself over the county proper and more in relation to the
proxU.ity of the Geneva plant.

The significance of the growth in and

of itaelf ia important whether meaaurad by the growth of retail sales
in the city of Provo or by the growth of sales for the county as a
whole.

Any city or county that can increase ita retail sales by from

25 to 40 per cent in any one year has certainly passed over the
thraahold and is in the throa1 of a boom.
Table No. 19 portrays the growth of selected counties as to the
increaeed number of establiahmenta, proprietors, employees, sales and
payroll1.

The percentage increaae of 25.1 per cent in the number of

atorea compared to a minua figure for Cache County shows again, rather
draaatically, the increaeed 1econdary or service units that are
nece11ary to aupport the influx of population brought about by the
inception of Geneva.

The number of full-time employees increased from

1,520 in 1939 to 3,154 in 1948 for a calculated percentage riae of 108
per cent.

In caaparing net aalea for this period we find a 299 per

cent increaae and a 311 per cent increase in payrolls for 1948 over the
year 1939 respectively in Utah County.
In almost all area• of Table No. 19, Utah County stands out wi t h
eub1tantial increaaea.

Tbia picture would, no doubt, have been con-

siderably different without the advent of the Geneva wor ks into the

TABLE NO. 19
RETAIL TRADE FOR SELECTED COUNTIES

1939-1948 and 1940-1950
Utah

Population

263
256

2.n.

342
347
-0.1%

737
662
11.3%

6,840
6,372
7.3%

666
520
28.1%

255
211
20.9%

320
273
17.2%

701
568
23.4%

6,682
5,520
21.1'1.

1948
1939

3,154
1,520
107.5%

678
417
62. 6'i'o

930
80.3%

4.256
2,388
78.21..

31,874
19,562
62.9%

1948
1939

58,286
14,624
298.6%

16,714
4,313
287.57.

27 ,980
8,299
237.17.

75,572
20,127
275.5%

578,767
170,728
239.0"/.

1948
1939

5,616
1,366
311.1%

1,224
307
298. n.

2,955
797
270.87.

8,479
2 ,315
266 .3"4

1948
1939

762
609
25.1%

1948
1939

Per cent increase
Paid employees
(full time}

Per cent increase
Net sales (OOO's}
Per cent increase
Payroll (entire year}
(OOO's)

Per cent increase
Source:

State of Utah

688,862
550,310
25 . 2"!.

Per cent increase
Active proprietora

Weber

83,319
56,714
46.9%

81,912
57,437
42.6%

19,734
18,832
4.8'1.

Cache

33,536
29.797
12.5%

1950
1940

Per cent increase
Number of etorea

Box Elder

1,677

63,034
18,743
236 • Jio

United States Bureau of the Census. City and County Data Book, 1952. ( Washington,
D.C., 1953}. United States Department Ccmnerce. County Basic Data Sheet: 1940.

00
0\

.....
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econoay of Utah Valley.

It would aeem that few areas of the state

depend to such an extent on one industry as is the case of Geneva to
the econcay of Utah County.
Meaeurae of Trade and Economic Growth
For each community, whether it be a emall village, city, state or
nation, certain indicae are available which, to a certain degree, can
be uaed aa yardaticka to measure the comparative incline or decline of
wealth.

Indicet of wealth, such as the number of buildins or con-

etruction permits, gat cetere, water meters, power and light meters,
groea poetal receipts and aotor vehicle registrations 1how an increase
from 1940 through 1950 with the years of 1942 and 1943 showing a
tremendous surge ahead due to the construction and operation of the
Geneva plant.
In order to facilitate this study it is again practical to uee our
repre.entative city of Provo as an index of growth and development aa
well ae integrating statistic• drawn from the county.

While Provo has

grown 60 per cent in the period 1940-1950, Pleasant Grove has grown
64 per cant and American Fork 54 per cent respectively, showing the

average growth at approxtm.tely 60 per cent, of which Provo is
repreaenta t ive.
Since houaing ia one of the primary indices of wealth, one •ust
nota fro. Table No. 20 the
in 1943.

1

tr~ndous

spurt in building permits allotted

There i& a percentage jump of 469 per cent in the dollar

value of building permits when, in the middle of the war, housing was a
critical item and certaiuly in short supply.

1.

The other jump we note ie

It thould be kept in mind in analyzing the atatiatica and statistical
tablea the place Geneva plays in each of them. In moat of the indices
of wealth a larse cleavage comes between 1942 and 1943. The only
attributable factor available for this cleavage, since it was the center
of a war period, it the inception of and production at the Geneva works.
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TABLE NO. 20

TABLE NO. 21

Building Permite•
(Provo City)

Poata1 Receipts b
(Provo City)

1940

483,230

1940

$ 84,962.60

1941

470,424

1941

87,360 . 79

1942

599 ,270

1942

112,635.66

1943

3,408,265

1943

159,744.45

1944

211,95.5

1944

160,708.63

1945

396,405

194.5

154,067.58

1946

2,198 ,872

1946

144,423.55

1947

2,097,350

1947

154,172.06

1948

3,102,679

1948

176 ,682.02

1949

2,318 '195

1949

195,800.11

1950

4,189,060

1950

205,074 . 22

$

Sourcea:

a.

Monthly Report of Provo
City Engineer.

b.

Annual Report of Provo

City Poetmaster.
Courteay Chaaber of
C~ce, Provo City,
Utah.
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after the close of the war, but is not pertinent to this particular
study.

This

p~st•war

period boom in the area of

~ouatng,

however,

tended towards normalcy with the housing boom and housing starts upped
tremendously tt.roughout the nat i.on.
With regard to the utilities, Table No. 22 gives a resume of
changes with respect to telephones, gas, light and water meter1.
should go

wit~out

It

aention that with the 1943 spurt in housing, t he

utilities must show a correlation, to a larg e extent, with the units
of construction.

Of the utilities group, the number of li&ht meters

would prove to be the best index.

In the

buildin~

years of late 1942

and 1943 the tab le shows an increase of 305 light caters over 1941,
and in 1943 an increase of 429 over 1942.
Gaa meters show an increase of 192 metero in 1942 over 1941 and

191 =eters in 1943 over 1942.

Gas meters do not give a complete

picture, however, as many homes prefer coal to gas heat or electric
hot water heating to that of gaa.

Not in conjunction with this Geneva

study, but of interest in passing, is the fact that in 1949 there were
over 1,000 gas meters suddenly in use over 1948.

This was due to the

fact that the Mountain Statea Fuel Supply Company completed a new line
into the Orem-Provo area.
····..

Telephone installations shaw an interruption in the normal trend
in that 1943 only shows an increase of 283 telephones over 1942; whereas,

1942 shows an increase of 828 telephone connections over 1941.

Thie

va st increase in a year previous to the extensive surge of construction
ia due to the fact that the Geneva plant is on the Provo line and the

TABLE NO. 22
PUBLIC UTILITIES
(Provo City)

Telephones

a

Gas Heters

b

Light Meters

c

Nucber
c
Power Const.mers

Water Meters

1940

2,821

1,367

4,900

*

3,321

1941

2,987

1,400

5,150

4,985

3,596

1942

3,815

l ,592

5,455

5,356

*

1943

4,098

1,783

5,8ti4

5,771

*

1944

4,567

2.123

6,335

6,122

4,267

1945

4. 748

2,661

6,755

6,332

*

1946

5,616

2.796

7,299

6,826

4,901

1947

7,637

2,800

8,199

7,130

5,476

1948

7 ,8ll

3,108

8,287

7,524

5,583

1949

8,655

4,188

7,711

1950

9,309

4,260

*
*

*
*

Source:

a.

b.
c.
d.

*

7,941

d

District Manager, Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company, Provo.
General Manager, Mountain Fuel Supply Company, Provo.
Office Manager, Departaent of Utilitie•, Provo.
Courtesy of Chuaber of COI!IIlerce, Provo, Utah. Supplied by Provo City Engineer.
No t available

"'0
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majority of telephone connections for that particular year went to the
Geneva plant .
Gross postal receipts form an index of a measure of uealth in the
aense that many forma of mail are a luxury rather than a necessity, and
also that it is an index of business in the a rea.

Poat office officials

believe that a surprisingly large part of daily mail is gifts, and in
the war years this was especially true.

Also, with the inception of

Geneva came a multi-thousand dollar postal increaae in the area as the
company handles vast amounts of mail daily and carries its own aubatation poatoffice.

However, in apite of the many ra•ificationa, Table

No. 21 on gross postal receipts shows a 42 per cent increase in 1943
over 1942.
School population is, of course, an i ndex of population growth,
which, in turn, may be produc tive of econooic

gr~~th .

Between 1941 and

1942, the District School Census counted 5,224 students in 1941 and
6,027 in 1942 --a 15.4 per cent increase-- and 1943 shows 6,837 student•
for a 13.4 per cent increas e over 1942.
Table No. 23
years.

sho~

The other years represented in

about a 2 per cent or less increase over the remainins

The significance in theGe figures lies in the fact that in 1942

construction at Geneva was at ita high point with some 10,000 workers
involved, but from the following year on, as production began, the
nu.ber of employees was cut in half.

The number of school children,

however, was not cut in half a• the remaining
part, were family men.

e~loyaes,

for the most

The construction workers, t o a large extent, were

itinerate workers without families, a nd moving from job to job.
Presenting some of the factors just cited and expanding other
related statistics ie a news release from a Utah County daily newspaper:

TABLE NO. 23
PROVO CITY SCHOOLS 1 CENSUS AND ENROLLMENT
School Census

a

a
City Schoo l Attendance

Brigham Young Universityb

1940

5, 014

4,165

2,715

1941

5,224

4,243

2,131

1942

6,027

4,405

1,687

1943

6,837

5,130

1,155

1944

7,152

5,926

1,508

1945

7 ,197

6,199

3,446

1946

7 ,247

6,331

4,350

1947

7,005

6,034

5,082

1948

6,888

5,821

5,441

1949

6,918

5,728

5,652

1950

*

5,865

5,904

*Not available
Source:

a.
b.

Provo City School District, Superintendent's Office.
Brigham Young University, Office of the Registrar. It
must be pointed out that the growth of Brigham Young
University does not represent any corre lation to t his
study. Tn fact, the particular period in question shows
a n invers e relationship which can be attributed to t he war.

\0
N
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An increase of 803 children of school ase was
revealed in 1942 cenaus enumeration fisurea for the Provo
achool district releaaed today by Dr. J, C. Moffitt,
euperintendcnt of schoola.
Aa of October, date of the ceneua completion, there
were 6,027 children 6 to 18 years of age in the city,
coapared with 5,224 for last year, the nUQber showed.
Thia included 3,055 boya and 2,972 girls, while last
year there were 2,631 boys and 2,593 girls.
Especially sianificant is the fact that the increase
in students thie year is 1reater by 505 students than any
previous year's increase on record, Dr. Moffitt said. In
193!, the next hishest year, the increa1e was only 298
etudents.
The census beara out the belief that Provo's population has grown by several thousand people since the Geneva
Steel project started last spring .•.. (1)
Another measure of wealth and perhaps more in the luxury class
than any of the previously mentioned items is that of motor vehicle
rasistrations in the county.

The surge in 1943 autocobile registrations

ia due prt.arily in the influx of construction and personnel for the
plant.

At the particular time of construction between 1942 a nd 1943

there waa about a 9 per cent increase in registrations while moat areas
of the country were losing resistrations due to the war.

That this

particular high percentase hat been duplicated in the post-war period
(1950) tends to substantiate the fact that much has been added to the
county coffer• through automobil e registration fees and personal
property taxea (on automobiles), and also in revenue to the automobile
eervice indu.tries.

Althou&h a sreater part of this revenue results

from the Geneva payrolla, it ia Lapossible with the informetion
avaiLable to show what the correlation would be.
1.

The Herald (Provo, Utah), November 19, 1942.

Table No. 24 covers
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TABLE NO. 24
MOTOR VEHICLE REGIST~\TI ON M{D VALUATION
UTA:d COtn 'TY, 1940- 19..:: 5

!.!!!:

Nwaber of
Registrat i ons

Total Au ess ed
Va lua t ion

Uo . of Vehicle
Regiatra t l ons
for Geneva
St ee l Company

Tota l Assess ed
Valuati on

1940

4,710

1941

4, 766

760,293

1942

4,880

843,055

1943

5,428

929 ,552

1944

5,673

979,725

1945

5,381

921 , 212

1946

15,48 1

2 ,492 ,4 79

1947

17,273

3 ,1 22 ,554

1948

18,991

3 ,694 ,684

1949

20 ,585

4,924,265

35

$16 ,040

1950

22 ,608

5 ,598,871

67

34,420

1951

24,350

7 ,351 ,46 2

63

31,830

1952

26 , 304

7 ,960,559

69

27, 520

19 53

26,635

7 ,639 . 768

53

21,100

1954

27,941

7,650 ,080

77

23,880

78

21, ?90

1955

Source:

$

709,923

Ta x As ses s or's Office, City
and County BulldLng, Provo ,
Utah.
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the increased registration and valuation by years and also the
regi1tration of the steel company's cars for the past five years.
Thia analysis of certain measures of economic wealth a nd growth
above rather dramatically the rise in income concurrent with the
inception of the Geneva plant.

The dramatic break comes, in most

instances, in the 1942-1943 area during the construction and early
operational phases of the plant.

The 469 per cent increase in the

dollar value of building peraits in this 1942-43 area is especially
not.vorthy, since building is a basic index of any community growth.
Financial Measures of Growth
Table No. 25 shows a representative bank in Utah County as to
savinsa and demand depoeita.

1

While savings deposits may be an

indicator of good incomes, they are not necessarily a good index of
business activity.

Demand deposits, or those deposits popular ly

known ae checking accounts, are a more exact indicator of business
activity in a community.
It must be noted that in the deposits for representative bank X
(See Table No. 25) the cleavage is again in 1942·1943.

Demand deposits

for December 31, 1942 are shown as $2,060,943, against $803,389 on
Deceaber 31, 1941 , for this bank.

Percentagewise t l is amounts to 157

per cent increase as compared to 22 per cent for 1941 over 1940.
Should this be developed back into the 1930's the corresponding
for those years would be much

s~ller

lncre~se

in view of the Great Depression.

Goins forward, however, into the 1942-43 period one finds an increase
of $1,173,820 or a 57 per cent increase, or to take 1943 over 1941, the

1.

Research on this section of banking included three representative
banks located in Utah County. In eac h case the particular bank
officials asked that the name of the bank be withheld although the
fiaures themselves could be used ~ toto.
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TABLE NO . 25

SAVINGS AND DEMAND DEPOSITS
BANK X

( In rounded dollars )
Demand

Date

.!!!!:

Savinas

3-26

1940

$ 571,526

$ 656,034

4-4

1941

616,269

748.77 3

6-30

1941

632,348

858,472

12-31

1941

660,620

803,389

12-31

1942

917,944

2,060,943

12-31

1943

1,334,450

3,234,762

12-30

1944

1,706,545

2,962,281

12-31

1945

2,181,943

3,399,026

12-31

1946

2,363,017

3,398,192

12-31

1947

2,298,368

3,175,026

12-31

1948

2 ,183,193

3, 286,143

12-31

1949

2,166,753

3,450,223

12-30

1950

1,968,218

3,826,653

Source:

Data obtained personally from
Bank X, Utah County, Utah .
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increase is somewhat over 300 per cent.

The follouing years level

off with a generally small but staady rise .
A aecond representative bank, Bank Y, is in t he

sa~e

relative

poeition as bank X in relation to increases of demand deposits.

1

The

dopoeit1 of bank Y indica t e that it is a smaller bank in relation to
bank X.

Demand deposits for the year ending 1941 shm1 an increase of

$3.53,635 or an increase of 17 per cent over 1940.

The construction

year of 1942 shows an increase of $2,097,389 or 86 per cent over 1941 .
The following year of 1943 where construction and prim.ry plant
operation• were carried on the depoaits increased $5,134,810 or 114
per cent over 1942.

The following years follow the trend of banking

in general.
Bank Z, the smallest of the three banks in relation to deposita,
ahowe much the 1ame trend, but on a somewhat reduced acale.

2

Demand

depo1ite on December 31, 1941 increased over 1940 by $414,859 or 15
per cent.

The year 1942 shows an increase in depoaits of $1,855,127

over 1941 or an increase of 59 per cent.

Finally, 1943 shows an

increaae of $5,092,852 over the previous year of 1942 for an increase
of 102 per cent.

Again,in the following years, Bank Z shows the

normal trend of banking.
It muet be noted that the trend of bank X deviates to an extent
froa bank Y and Z in that the apectacular increase in the deposits of
bank X came in the year 1942 (152 per cent); whereas the increase for
bank Y (114 per cent) and Z (102 per cent) came in 1943.
about for two main reasons.
l.
2.

This comes

(One should keep io mind that bank X is

See Table No. VII, Appendix.
See Table No. IX, Appendix.
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the largest of the three banks in this survey, banks Y and Z being
amaller ca.munity, state-resulated banks.)

Firat ie the fact that

Bank X was peculiarly situated eo as to draw almost exclusively upon
the deposit creation of the construct ion of the plant.

Construction

began in March 1942 and carried on through a greater part of 1943 with
this bank absorbing the personal deposits of the construction employees.
Second, this bank was located ao as to hold on deposit a percentage of
the operating capital needed by the Geneva plant in construct ion.

The

capital needed for payment of local materials, payrolls, etc., contributed to a considerable extent in this increase of demand depoaite.
Bank Y and Z, as noted, surged forward the followins year; i.e.,
in 1943.

These banks represented smaller holdings in smaller communitiea,

and as 1943 progresaed and Geneva entered into the operational phases
of prodvction the peraAnent employees began to eettle down, build and
rent h. .ee.
these

f~ily

These es.ller community banks absorbed the deposits of
groups that settled in the community to work at Geneva .

I t mey be further noted that bank Z increaaed by 31 per cent in the
year 1944, whereas bank Y increaoed only

1~

per cant.

This is explained

by tho fact that the former bank is a greater distance from Geneva than
the latter and as the plant assumed full operation the perimeter
in:reaaed as to living quarters, and the employees that commenced
employaent with full operations in 1944 found they had to secure housin!
at sreater distances fro. the plant.
Underlying

the measures of wealth previously enuaerated and

general growth of Utah County there can be no doubt aa to the influence
of the gr.wth of the county on bankin! and financ e.

And, with the

respective increases of 1S2 per cent, 114 per cent and 102 per cent in
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the operating capital of any com=unity, the round of prosperity must
beain to spiral.

The repereuaeions in this particular caae were

aamewhat modified by the advant of World War II and the general
proeperity of the nation during the period.
Analysis
An analysis has been made of some of the factor• involved in the
growth of Utah Valley.

Manufacturing baa shown a tremendous increase

with the inception of the Geneva plant into the county with approximately
35 per cent of the employee population engaged in manufacturing.

This

aupports the fact that Geneva adds 23 per cent of the total value added
by manufacturing to the state's $130,000,000 (1947).

Utah County has

eaerged into the fore pcrcentagewise as the number one manufacturing
county in the state of Utah.
Buainesa and the service industries, on the other hand, have also
increaeed more than proportionately to that of the state in the number
of atorea, number of active proprietors, number of paid employees, net

aalea and payrolla.

Again, in closer scrutiny, it is revealed that the

largeat percentage of this vaat increase came in the area of 1941 and

1942, or the area of construction and primary operational phases of
the Geneva plant.
In making an analyais of the preceding material, it must be kept
in •ind that the field of research ia not limited to the measures of
wealth and growth that have been employed.

Certainly other indexes,

auch as wholesale trade and professional services,could be used to
show tbi1 development.

It would seem obvious that almost any index

named or uaed would point
develo~nt

dr~tically

to the fact that grovth and

surged ahead tremendously at the very time of the

inception of the Geneva plant ioto Utah Valley.
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CHAPTER V
POPULATION, EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR

Labor Supply

The inception of the Geneva plant in Utah County heralded the

dawning of a new manufacturing era.

With this dawning came an ever-

increasing call for an expanded labor force.

Acquirin& a labor and

construction force to build Geneva wae a m&jor problem in itself as
it was a war-time period with manpower being utilized to maximum effort.
Orisioally in 1941 and early 1942 key officials and technician•
from Columbia and other United States Steel subsidiaries looked over
the site and paved the uay for construction.

The problem of enticing

construction workers into the area then presented itself .

Construction

workers were drawn primarily from the immediate surrounding Mountain
Statee.
Ground wae broken in
employed on the project.

~~rch,

1942; by August 5,500 workers were

By the besinning of 1943 this total was up

to the . .ximum of somewhere in the neishborhood of 10,000 workers.
The shortage of labor becaae somewhat critical at the heisht of
conatruction.
The first few years durins early construction and operation& eaw
frequent shortages froc ttmc to time.

It is assumed that this shortage

would have been much more acute had there not been a carry-over of
unemployment from the 1930's.

In 1940, at the tiae of the Cenaua, the

percentage of the total population over 14 years of aae in the labor
force was smaller in the I ntermountain West than in any other Census
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Division in the country.

Yet the Mountain Statea had the highest

percentage of unemployed workers of any region and, also, the highest
percentage of per sons employed on emergency public work.
In 1940, while only 4.8 per cent of the population of the United
States waa employed on emergency public work, there was 7.1 per cent
in the Intermountain West.

While 9.6 per cent were seeking work in the

United States, 10.2 per cent were seeking work in the Mountain .Jest.

1

Clearly, unemployment was a serious problem in the Intermountain ilest
in the early 1940's.
A considerable number of the conatruction group stayed in Utah
County after commencement of operations and became permanent employees
of the Geneva plant.

The largest percentage of employees, however,

came fro. the original population of the Valley -- principally froa
the fara-labor group.
cbaoge their vocations.

Workers of the area were ready and willing to
Naturally, the wage rates at Geneva were

much aore lucrative than those for farm hands .and there was a mass
exodus from farming to the Genova mills.

This waa also true for

other farm areas of the state that lost people to this new industry.
At the height of construction a serious shortage of conaon labor
developed.

Residents point out that this was partially alleviated

by the fact that a vast number of high school students were used and
that a partial day was instituted in some schools and also the fact
that shift work was a vailable for these people.

The following dispatch

is an example of the pressin& need for labor at the hei1ht of construction:
Provo - Utah County'e moat critical shortage is of
ca.mon labor rather than skilled workers, W. Leslie Mildenhall,

1.

Horria E. Garnsey.

~

cit., p. 97.
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diTector of t he Provo eap loyaent office of the united
States Eaployaent SeTvice, said Wednesday, announcin&
the area has been p laced on t he war man power list
wher e labor shortages a re ' critical. ''
Farmers of this area, vto have completed their
fall wor k and \o1ould like t o wor k in J.ndustr l& 1 plc~.nts
until next s prlng are urged to advi s e the Provo
e~loyment of fl ce, Mr . hi ldenhall d c l4red.
'Theac
farmers wi ll be given a clearance or def erral a nd wi ll
not be frozen on t he ir jobs when they wish to r e turn
to their farms, " he said. ( 1)
When the Geneva plant went int o operation skilled labor shortages
developed a1 well as shortages far unskilled laborers.

The following

news item from a Utah Valley newapaper tends to show t he particular
needa of the Geneva plant after it had been in production for several
months .

W. L. Mildenha ll, manager of tre Provo Uni t ed
Statee Raployment Service, ie1ued a call thie week for
laborers, machinists , millwrights and other worker& t o
bTina the ~eneva project up to full production.
There are now 4,000 conatruction wor keTe and 2,500
operation employee• and the company will require 2,000
additional wor ~ers in the next five mon t hs f or production jobs. The director said women also can be used on
many jobs. ( 2)
Today Geneva has a large percentage of far.-ovn1ng and farmoperating employeee on the payroll.

The general three-shift r otating

achedule ( '21 turn schedule) in effect at Geneva adapts itself rather
well to f arming.

Not only has t he plant drawn employees from the faraa,

but the farms are still being operated by the saae peop le.

Statiatics

do 1how that farms have been r educed in size since the inception of the
plant.
These farmer-employee• have &enerally made good eaployeea and have
been found dependable and efficient by company JD&nagement.
1.
2.

Salt Lake Tribune.
Orea·Geneva Times.

One

Salt La ke City, Utah. DecembeT 10, 1942.
Orem, Utah. April 6, 1944. Page 1.
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peee~istic

ment,

note has been injected by the Industrial Relations Depart-

h~ever,

in that the independence of this farmer-employee

population often makes collective bargaining sa.ewhat difficult.

With

other sources of incOile on hand "holding out" for greater gains is
poaeible,
Generally, Utah County faraers now find there is an opportunity
at hoee for earnings which tDOre than support a reasonable standard of
living.

The farmer-steelman is a prevalent type in the ranks of Geneva

S\ eel Company's employees today, and he is finding individually what the
county and etate are finding collectively; that industry and agriculture
provide the beat result• while working together.
Population
Concurrent with the inception of the Geneva plant in Utah Valley,
there waa a vaet and perceptible shift in popuLation.

One of the out-

etanding characteristic& of Geneva coaing into the Valloy was this
sharp rise in population.

The U. S. Census of I:opulation shows that

in 1940 the population for Utah County was 57,437 and in 1950 Jumped
to 81,912; an increase of 42.6 per cent over the 1940 census.

This

rate of increase is aLmost double that of the state and three ttmes the
national rate.

The Labor Market Analyst for the

u. s.

Department of

Employment Security, Utah County, estimated the 1954 population as
90,000, an increase of 9.9 per cent above the 1950 census count.
The point of importance ie t he 42.6 per cent increase in ten years;
attributable primarily to the inception of tbe Geneva plant.

7he . righam

Young University and the small steel fabricators surrounding Geneva are
at the preaent

ti~

other major sources of population growt h , otber than

TABLE NO. 27
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the natural reproduction rate, in Utah County.

1

This increase of

42,6 per cent is by far the hishest rate of 1ncrea1e for Utah County
in t hil century.

Table !\o. V i n the \ppendix ia a statistical analysi1

of population trends froo 1860-1950 f:>r Utah County, Utah S t1te, the
~~ estern

States and the United States.

Table No. 27 portrays population

changes by areas for 19/•0 to 1950.
An dnalysis of the three counties

~ith

a greater percentage rise

in population for this peri od ; i.e . , Davts, 95.6 per cent; Tooele, 60.3
per cent and Weber, 46.9 per cent, reveals that heavy government
installations in the area have contr ibut ed extensively to this

sro~th.

Salt Lake County a pproximates the average for the state of 'Jtat .

2

''tah

County is the only county in the state of Utah that can attribute an
extensive population increase principally to manufacturing.

Table No.

30 showa that the percentage of population engaged in m£nufacturing in

Utah County is more than double the nearest competing county.

Utah

County, much the same ao othor count ies in the state, baa a somewh&f
unique population pattern in relation to much of the nat•.on duo to
religious and conse quent sociological influence .

When categor i ?.ed,

these influences ah0\1 one of the highest birth rates in the

~tion;

one

of the lowest death rates in the nation; usually the highest natural
increase; one of the highest average years of school completed by the
adult population and the highest percentage of population attondtng
college.

1.
2.

Agriculture must ~e ruled out as the farm population is on the
decrease due in the past few ye.1rs, among other t'lings, to the high
coat-low price ?roblem of agricult~re and aloo tc mechanization.
For a rather comprehen1ive study of the Ump&ce of a large government
installation on weoer and Davie County, consult the study made by
John D. ,•c:::onahay. Tho ...:cono-..1ic Impact of Uill Air ~ ~ ~
the Ogden~· ( unpublished Hasters Thesis, Utah State Agricultural
College: 1955).
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TABLE NO. 28
OF UTA!' COUNTY
189) - 1950

POPULATI01~

1910

1920

1930

l94J

1950

32,456a 37 ,942

40,792

49,021

57 ,437

81,012

1 6. 9 ,~

7.57.

29.27.

17.21.

42.6'{.

1900

1890
Population

23,678

Par Cent
Increase in

36.6%

Decade
4

A portion of Sunpete County was annexed to Utah
County during the period l u9J to 1900.

Source:

Cnited States ~ureau of the Census,
PoEulation Various years.

TABLE NO. 29
POPULATION OF tiTAH COmiTY
C~parcd with State and
Other Countieo of 10, 000 or more Population
1940 - 1950

Population
1940

Per Cent Tncreas e
1930-1940

Population
1950

Per Cent I ncrease
1940-1950

Utah
Box Elder
Cache
Carbon
Davia

57,437
18,816
29,789
18 ,418
15,371

17.2
5.6
8.6
3.5
9.6

81,912
19,734
33,536
24,901
30,867

42.6
4 .8
12.5
34.9
95 . 6

Salt Lake
Sanpete
Sevier
Weber

211,552
16,051
12,103
56,717

9.0
0.002
8.1
8.7

274,895
13 ,891
12,072
83,319

29.9
-13.5
- 0.3
46.9

State of Utah

549,254

8.1

688,862

County

Source:

United States '3ureau of Census.
PoEu1ation 1940 and 1950.

25.24
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TABLE NO. 30

COUNTY POPULATIONS AND PER CBNT OF WORKING FORCE ENGAGED IN MANUFACTURING
1950

Per Cent I ncrease
1940- 1950

Per Cent of
Working Force
Engaged in
M.anufacturina

274,895

29.9

16.4

Weber

83,319

46.9b

11.2

Utah

s 1, 912

42.7

34.5

Cache

33,536

12.5

9.3

Davis

30,867

95.6b

9.0

Box Elder

19,734

4.8

5.5

Carbon

24,901

34.9c

2.6

Sanpete

13,891

-13.5

5.7

Sevier

12,072

- 0.3

8.2

Tooele

14,636

60 . 3b

15.2

Uintah

10,300

4.1

4.2

688 ,862

25.2

12.2

Population &

County
Salt Lake County

State of Utah
a

b
c

Includes only tboae eleven count ies over 10,000 population.
Denotes heavy aovernment installationa in the area.
Denotes that this county is tied to the Utah County economy
as this county euppliea the co~ing coal to the Geneva and
Ironton plants in Utah County.

Source:

U.

s.

Bureau of the Census.

Populat ion.

1950.
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The people of Utah Valley tend to be two yeara younaer than the
etate averase and seven years younger than the national average.

Utah

Valley'• aedian aae for 1950 was 22.9 years, compared with 25.1 for the
etate and 30.2 for the entire country.
Utah County boast& of a relatively young population with a median
ase of only 23 years.

Only 5.4 per cent are 65 years of age or older .

It has a predominantly native white population.

Only 0.4 per cent are

non-white, compared to 1.7 per cent for Salt La ke City and 2.8 per cent
for Ogden and are composed aLmoet entirely of Japaneee, Chineee and
I ndians.

The population ie composed almost entirely of those born ' in

the United States.

Only 2.5 per cent are foreign born.

Those of

foreign-born parentage are moetly of Anglo-Saxon or Scandinavian origin .
Utah County has thirteen incorporated cities.

When the population

percentage increaeea for the larger cities is taken, we find the rate
of percentage decreases directly to the increased diatancea from the
Geneva plant.

Thia factor ie significant not only because it started

the author on this

parti~ular

study, but becauee of this hi&h correlation

of growth in relation to distances fro= the plant shows beyond a doubt
that the Geneva plant is a deciding factor in the econooics of Utah
County.
Table No. 33 showe the percentage of increase from 1940 to 1950
and the dietances from the Geneva plant.

The only disreeaion in the

direct decrease is at Sprinsville where the Ironton plant is located.
It must be noted that the outer perimeter of population increas es stop
at a convenient driving distance; i.e., Spanish Fork (22 miles).

Were

a acale of concentric rings to be drawn with Geneva as the common
center. we would find Spanieh Fork lying on the outer ring.

At this
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point the percentage population growth of 25.5 per cent for Spanish Fork
approximately equals the state average for the same period of 24.6
per cent.
Each c i ty in Table No. 32 shows a rise in population over the tenyear period 1940-1950 which is due primarily to the inception of the
Geneva plant.

An analysis would not be complete, however, without a

more detailed study of some examplatory cities.

One of particular

significance to the author in that he resided there for five years
while ecployed at Geneva is American Fork -- ''The Steel City. "

We note

from Table No. 32 that population for this particular city increased
some 54 per cent in the 1940-50 period.

In 1940 there were 3,333

people living there and in 1950 a population of 5,124.

In the field

of houaing between 1943 and 1950 the city experienced a 68 per cent
increase in the number of dwellings erected.

In 1943 there were 789

houses in the community and in 1950 there were 1,328, an increase of
539 dwelling units.

During the first ten-year period, up to 1950,

that the plant was in the valley the number of business eetabliahments
in this city increased from 117 to 139.

1

Considering professional

facilities for this aa.e period, the people of

~rican

Fork were

endowed with the services on one more doctor and two .are dentists.
but the number of lawyers remained exactly the s&8e which may attest
to the law-abiding quelitiea of tho American Fork citizens .
I n 1949 a report was prepared for interested Chamber of Commerce
groups by the Bureau of Economic and Business Research of the
University of Utah, of which Or. Elroy Nelson waa then director.
1.

walther l-1atheaius. "Remarks by Dr. ~dther Mathes ius, President,
Geneva Steel Co.pany at an Appreciation Dinner Sponsored by American
Fork Service Clubs at American Fork, Utah.' December 8, 1950.
Typed copy in possession of the writer.
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In this report it uas revealed that nearly one and one-half
millions in wages and salaries were paid annually to 402

Americ~n

Fork employees of the Geneva Steel Company .

Springv.l~e

Only Provo,

and Orem exceeded American Fork in the number of employee• and total
income.

Wage payments by Geneva ''ere approximately equal to three-

fourths of the total cash farm income in Utah County the report
showed.
The company at that time had an annual payroll in Utah of
$22,000,000, of vhlch $15,315,000 went to 4,307 residents in Utah
County.
The 402 employee3 from American Fork had an average of 3.3
dependents.
The impact of the Geneva Steel Company on the economy of t he
cities and counties of the state is aasayed in the followins table:
TABLE NO . 31
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AND WAGES PniD BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE!
Place of
Residence
Total
Utah County
Alpine
American Fork
Lehi
Or em
Payson
Pleasant Grove
Provo
Salem
Santaquin
Spanish Fork
Springville
Other
Salt Lake County
Salt Lake City
Murray
Other
Wasatch County
Other Counties
l.

No. of Employoea
and Dependents

No. of EllpJ.oyees

15 ,056
14.461
116
1.353
821
1,645
563
~.~23

5,864
125
234
764
1,772
81
399
244
28
127
139
57

Allerican Fork Citizen.

June 16. 1949.

4,500
4,307
34
402
232
453
166
343
1,834
32
70
227
492
22

136
84
10
42
41
16

Wages and
Salaries Paid
$ 16.000,000
15,315.000
121,000
1,432,000
824,000
1 ,012 ,000
589.000
1,219,000
6,520,000
115,000
249,000
806,000
1,750,000
78,000
482 ,000
298,000
35,000
149,000
146,000
57,000

lll

TABLE NO. 32
UTAH COUNTY POPULATION FOR CITI ES OVER 2,500

City

Per cent increase
1940-1950

1920

1930

1940

1950

AIHrican Pork

2,763

3,047

3,333

5,126

53.80

Lehi

3,078

2,826

2,733

3,617

32.71

Oraa

1 ,915

**

2,914

8,351

186.58

Payson

3,031

3,045

3,591

3,998

11.33

Pleaeant Grove

1,682

1,754

1,941

3,195

64.61

10,303

14,766

18,071

28,937

60.13

Spanish Pork

4,036

3,727

4,167

5,230

25.51

Spr1np11le

3,010

3,748

4,796

6,475

35.00

Provo

**

Returned Separately.

Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Cen.ue.
Popul&tion. Various yean.
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The c i ty of Pleasant Grove ,located five miles
plant, is another example of growth dOd
of Geneva.

develo~ent

fr~

tue

Gen~va

due to the inception

The population of Pleasant Grove in 1940 was 1,941 and in

1950 was 3,195 -- an increase of some 65 i>er cent.
Chamber of Commerce of Plea8ant
ments in 1942.

~ rove,

According to the

there were 24 business establish-

By 1950, the number had increased to 35.

estimated by the

c~~mber

that annual

pay~olls

It is also

from these business

concerns in Pleasant Grove rose from $250, COO in 1942 to approximately
$450,000 in 1950 .
in Pleasant

~rove

In this sam2 pertod, the number of
i ncreased by over 35 per cent.

The largest city in Central Utah. Provo, is
the Geneva plant.

m~elling

units

l
~ome

seven miles from

This is t he t hird largest city in the State of utah.

The population of Provo in 1940 was 13,071 and in 1950 rose to a height
of 28,937 --an increase of

SOI!lu

60 per ce nt.

Of particular pride to

the people of Provo is that according to the Bureau of Census figures.
housing conditions saw a bigger
United States.

improve~ent

than in moet parts of the

The figures shaw that Provo expanded 68 per cent during

the period in number of dwelling units, compared with the national
increase of 23.6 per cent and the 32.5 per cent recorded in the Mountain
States.

Housins throughout Utah as a whole went ahead 36.6 per cent.

In 1950, there were 7,757 dwelling units in Provo as compared against

4,618 counted in 1940.

Of significance is the

bal~nce

in favor of

improved living cond:tions as shown by the fact that the 68 per cent
increase in dwellings compared with 60 per cent increase in population.
1.

"Remarks by Dr. Walther Mathes ius Before the Pleaeant Grove Lions
Club Meeting at Pleasant Grove, Utah, May 17, 1950." Typed copy
in posaes•ion of the writer.

ll4

In 1950, there were 270 livins quarters available for every 1,000
residents, as compared with the 255 per 1,000 in 1940.

1

Education
True to the pervadins cultural and sociological influences of the
region, Utah Valley has, in most instances, a somewhat higheT educational baae than does the state of Utah as a whole.

Table No. 34

analyzes and compares Utah County and the state of Utah.
The average resident of both Utah and Utah Valley, 25 years of
age and over, has completed 12.1 years of schooling.
equals this record.

No other state

In the nation as a vbole, the average school

attendance completed by a mature person was 9.3 years.
cent of the population in the

v~lley

Nearly 47 per

between 14 and 29 years of age

are enrolled in school.
School attendance, as illuatrated in Table No. 34, is especially
hi&h for the age brackets between eighteen to twenty-four years, which
is undoubtedly accounted for to a large extent by the location of
Brig~

Young University in a centralized position in the county.

It is interesting to note that school groups came from as far
east as Missouri and fra. the neighboriQ8 states of Montana, ColoTado,
Idaho, and Arizona to visit the Geneva plant.

Hundreds of Utahna in

school groups and community gToupa also viewed the huge facilities.
In relation to education and to public relations, the Geneva
plant spODSored the first "Faaily Day" on September 17th, 1955, and
had in excess of 20,000 visitors.
1.

U.S. Bureau of the Census.

The two days preceding, on the 15th

Housina.

1940 and 1950.

TABLE NO. 34
SCHOOL ATIENDANCE FOR UTAH COUNTY AND UTAH STATE
1950

UTAH COUNTY

UTAH STATE

Total

Enrolled
in School

Per cent
Attending School

Per cent
Attending School

7 to 13 years

11,675

11,295

96.7

97.1

14 and 15 years

3,210

3,115

97.0

96.9

16 and 17 years

2,945

2,610

88.6

88.3

18 and 19 years

3,665

1,990

54.3

42.9

20 to 24 years

7,620

2,435

32.0

19.3

25 to 29 years

6,185

855

13.8

10.3

A.ge Groups

Source:

u.s.

Bureau of the Census.

Population.

1950.

.....

.....
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and 16th. press. county, city, state and steel company officials were
given special tours.
Visitors froa as far north as Ogden and as far south
as Cedar City were still in the plant at 11 p.a. Friday
nisht. More than 100 sirla served as baby sitters for the
2,500 children who stayed behind while their parents toured
the plant. Fifteen aeo were called out to help in the
children's recreation area, a big tent erected adjacent to
the Geneva Recreation center.
The 16 ,078 counted visitors who went through on Friday,
conaumed 38,000 hot dogs, 15,000 cartons of ~lk, 24,000
cups of punch, 12,000 cups of coffee, 35,000 ice cream cups
and 40,000 cookies. Fifty buaes shuttled people around the
plant. Original plana were for 30. One bus clocked up 110
mil.. during the day just driving around the plant.
There was keen interest aaons the vast crowds and the
but of feelins continued even when long waits for buses
were necessary. The 20 ,000 persona who went through the
plant now have a fairly good knowledge of the workings of
Geneva and happy attitudu toward the plant personnel. ( 1)

.

Records show that

~e

than 5,000 visitors took advantage of the

opportunity to tour the Geneva plant in 1950.

Officially, there were

5,075 in 1950; 5,717 in 1951; 3,984 in 1952; 6,697 in 1953 and 5,860
in 1954.

Individual visitors came from all over the world to view

Geneva Steel 'a operations.

Visitors during 1950 represented France,

England, Australia, Austria. Gera&ny, Pakistan, I ndia. Afsbanistan
and other nations.
Although it baa been impossible to date to acquire figures for
Utah County or the Provo area on tourist spending, we do know that the
tour through Geneva takes fro. two to three hours, which would JDean the
average tourist would have at least one meal in the county.

A l arge

number of the tourists visiting Geneva lodge overnight take the morning
tour.

Based on these general suppositions, it must be concluded that

tourists leave several tbousanda of dollars in Utah county each year,
1.

American Fork Citizen.

September 22, 1955.
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most of whom would pr obab ly not have stopped had it not been for a
tour of the Geneva uor ks.

Employment
Since 1942, Utah County bas experienced an industrial deve lopment
and expanaion program of substantial size.

With this development and

expansion came an era of growth and prosperity. marked by a tremendous
growth in employment.

This has not always been the case. however.

In

Utah durins the twenty year prewar period, between 1920 and 1940, the
population in Utah increased 101,000 while employment in basic industry
actually declined, leadins to an unbalanced economy.

As a result, only

267 out of each 1.000 persona were employed in this area of basic
industry in 1940, compared with the national averaae of 344 per thousand.
This was also the case in Utah County.
The period following 1940 created a vast surge of employment in
Utah Valley due partly to the war effort, but particularly to the
construction of the Geneva plant .
~loyaent

According to the Department of

Security for the State of Utah, in the year 1940 there were

1.229 persona employed in industrial and manufacturing plants in Utah
County.

Ten years later , in 1950, the number e.ployed in industria 1

and aanufacturing operatioaa bad risen to 6,210 .

Statistics from this

same source indicate that this fiaure jumped to 7,274 in 1955.
Department of Employment

Se~ity

atatiatics for 1955 indicate

an average employment total for all industries in Utah County as 14,282 .
In relation to this fiaure , there are approxtmately an average of 5,545
employed by the Colu.bia-Geneva Steel Division of the United States
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Steel Corporation.

1

This would indicate that approximately one-third

of those workers covered by the Utah Employment Security Act a re
employed by the Geneva plant.
A fair degree of comparison as to employment figures in manufacturing can be drawn up against random representative counties. auch
as Cache County, Salt Lake County and San Juan County.

~berea&

Utah

County bas 50.93 per cent of its employees in manufacturing, Cache
County hal 21.83 per cent, Salt Lake County bas 18.71 per cent, and
San Juan County only 00.57 per cent.
Department of Employment Security statistics show over 50 per cent
of the eligible covered employees are in manufacturing in the county.
This industry, to a large extent, therefore, determines the volume of
wholesale and retail trade; the nature and extent of tranaportation,
comgunication, power, fuel and other services; the amount of construetion; the total of amusement facilities; the nature of the financial
servic.. and, generally speaking, the character of the business, social
and cultural activities of the ca.munity.
Another facet of the factor of employment by Geneva ia that without
the Geneva plant and thia high percentage of employment, many satellite
induatriea, such as Coneolidated-Woatern Steel Company, Intermountain
1.

Although the Company would not releaae employment fisuree for any
period to the Depar~nt of ~loy.ent Security, the author baa
accaaa to daily emplo,..ot breakout abeeta while eaployed by the
Company and averaged a six-week (3 pay periods) period in September
and October of 1953. Emplo,..ent conditions have been relatively
stable as to numbers for some ti.e before and after this figure and
sheulcl not vary to any great extent under nonaal conditions. This
fipre inc ludea the Geneva plant, Ironton plant, and Keigley Quarry.

..

Iron and Steel Company, General American Transportation Company, and
others would not now be located in the Valley.
Assuming a primary economic relationship of 54 per cent baaic
industry to 46 per cent service industry,

1

and ueing the figures

m&Dtioned above, it can clearly be concluded that without the Geneva
plant the wheels of general business in Utah Valley would grind much
more slowly.

As the Labor Marke t Analyst for the Department of

E1nployment Security located in Provo remarked:

"As Geneva goes, so

goes Utah County."
Eaployment in basic industries requires a considerable investment.
This investment provides the necessary tools and equipment.

I n fact,

it baa been estimated that it requires an average investment of about
$8,000 to provide oue new job in Utah manufacturing industries.

The

steel industry requires considerably 1110re than the average -- about
$20,000 per new job.
Geneva provides manufacturing employment for over 50 per cent of
the eligible working force aa ascertained by statistic• from the
Deparc.ent of e.plo,.ent Security.
the county economy.

In ao doing, it virtually controls

Statts tics are again revealing as to bow emp lo-,.ent

within the Company is allocated.

2

On March 31, 1950 (the date of the 1950 Census of
Population), employment at the Utah facilities at the Geneva
Steel Company in Carbon, Iron and Utah Counties totaled
l.
2.

The Utah EconO!Iy -- Its Natua and !!!. Prospects. Q£ .£!.!.
J-ea Marshall Roe, Sa.. l!fortant !~~pacts of Geneva Steel ~ the
Utah Economy. (Unpublished Maaters Thesia, University of Utah:

1953)

p. 178.

The
The
The
The
The
The

Geneva Plant
Geneva !-line
lroaton Plant
Colu.bia Mine
Coluabia troo Miaing Co.
Keigley Quarry

*

4,512
751
347

304
205
46
6,16S

73.2't*

12.24

s.n•

4.94

3.31.
0. 7'1.*

lOO.Qt

79.6'1. of the total is located directly in
Utah County. (Author's aateri•ka)
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6, 165 , of which 4,859 were employe d i n manufa ctuTing and
1,306 in mining. Thia employment was virtua l ly nonexistent pr i or to 1940, with the exception of 825 per sons
eiiPloyed in manufactUTing and minins t o produce pig iron
and coke at Ironton. The 1950 employment of 6,165 persons
by Geneva represen~ an annual payroll of approxi.Jaatel y
$24,000 ,000. The annual state and local taxa paid are
also aubstantial, although auch figurea are not diaclosed. (1)
Abo, the fact that Geneva aervea as a aagnet for additional
aatellite enterpriaes of .etal product• plants ia particular l y
aignificant.

The influx of fabricating plants has developed tremen-

doualy aiDce the inception of Geneva .

Steel plates, coils, sheeta .

and atructural shapea -n.ufactured at Geneva are raw -teriah to the
local fabricatiq industries.

~

others, a pTime

exa~~ple

of this

ia tbe new pipe plant of the Conaolidated-Western Steel Company erected
juat NOTth and acroaa the road frc:a Geneva at the coat of $7,500,000 .
In analyzing the relatiOD8hip of certain induatriea to a particular
locality, a atatistical newa rel. . ae in 1952 by the Utah Manufacturing
Aaaociation baa become

a~t

of a basic media for analysis of t h is

type:
A basic industry regularly employing 400 persons
weuld eventually create 600 additional jobs, or a total
of 1,000 (a ratio of 1.5). Theae 1,000 workera,with their
famliea, could eatabliah a ccaatnlty of 3,000, la which
there would be 750 ho.ea, 30 retail eatabliab.ents, sales
aocl service for 600 auto.obilea, 32 achoolroo.a, and 75
professional men and women . There would also be a poet
office, a bank, a library, .otioo picture theaters,
churebea, and varioua other fac i litie s for trade, repair.
aaaa-.at and eulture. The basic industry payrolls would
create local buaineaa volu.e to the extent of 3 and l/2
t~ the ~t of theee payrolls . (2)
In keeping with the data outlined above and uains the previous
1.
2.

Theae include an ad-valorem property tax, a aa l ea tax and uae
tax, a franchise tax, and the state inca.e tax .
Salt Lake Deaaret !!.!!!,·TelearUt. Decembu 17, 19.52. Section 1 ,

P· 4.
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employment figure of 5,545,
ve find the employment thus

1

and uain& a payroll of some $25,000,000,

arri~ed

2

at would eventually create 8,318

additional jobs, or a total of 13,863 jobs.

These workers, together

with their families, could establish a community of 41,589 population.
This would theoretically approximate a little leas than one-half of
the present population in Utah County.

In this particular hypothetical

community there would be 10,400 homes, 462 retail eatabliabmenta, sales
and service for 8,318 automobiles, 444 scboolraa.., 1,040 professional
men and women.

There would also be a main post office, a library, an

undetenained number of banb, motion picture theaters, churches and

•

various other facilities for trade, repair, amusement and culture.
$87,500,000 which

wou~d

The

not inc lude such volume ae misht be directly

generated by the purchase of various goods and services, or indirectly
through the payment of state and local taxes.

A note of peastmisa must be introduced at this point, however, in
that in going back to the point that "As Geneva goes, ao goea Utah
County," we 11lU8t note that at different periods of time work stoppages
at the Geneva worka has had its effect on Utah County employment.
Fisure No. 26 shows that in the interim period when Geneva was being
turned over to the United States Steel Corporation by the government
that esployment in the county was almost cut in half.

Had this par-

ticular situation c:.cmtinued and should the plant have been completely
l.

Thi.a calculation ca.ea from the writer's footnote on page 118.
Thia figure was arrived at e.pirically while eaployed at Geneva.
Another approach ia to take the figures cited previeusly for

J. M. Rov'e •tudy of Sot and apply it to the latest general
2.

figure releaaed by the company of 7 ,000. Eighty per cent of
7,000 would be 5,600.
Thia figure va• arrive4 at baaed on the l&teet releaeed fi~re
of $30 ,000 ,000. The figuTe ueed is soaaewbat over the 804 used
previously and should be becauae Sot is an employment figure.
Parcentagewi•e, Geneva, et. al., would receive .ore through
incentive application plana than would tbe other ae~nts of the
employment table.
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closed down, the whole multiplier effect would have gone into reverse
and things right on down the line would have been in serious difficulties.

United

St~tea St~el

did reopen the plant and employment went

on to unparalleled heighta.
Again in June, 1952, a nation-wide steel atrike by the United
Steelworkers of America closed the plant down coe1pletely.

The drop in

employment was again extremely significant.

~gain

dra.atically points this fact out.
eapl~nt

Figure No. 26

Although we are interested in

in Utah County, we muat recognize the fact that when Geneva

shuts clown it means the quarry, coal ainea, and iron mines must also
shut clovo.

When theae areas are taken in agrq&te, we realize there

ia a loaa to the atate in general, and to the Intermountain West for
that •tter, in emplo,.eot and wasu.

Union

Devel~t

at Geneva

The developeent of a union at Geneva is aignificant to a atudy of
this type because of the factors involvecl that pertain to the county
and community.

That ia, throuch collective baraainin& certain gain8

ara made by workers that not only influence their atandard of living,
but that of the community aa a whole.

The average person is prone to

take into consideration only the direct effects of a vase increase,
which, to a large extent, is the cost important, but other factora do
enter into collective bargaining that ar e of sisnificant value to the
cODmUnity; e.g., insurance, pensions, hospitalization and surgical
benefits, etc.

Theae iteae are basic t o the growth of certain service

ioduatriea and the

~·nity

in general.

Since the Geneva plant 1a caaparatively new in relation to other
plants of the corporation and the area, eollectiva barsaining at the
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Geneva plant has a rather short history.

With the inception of the

plant came a multitude of craft unions affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor and which was mor e or less congealed into a l oose
federation as a "Hetal Trades Union. "

This group took in the local

affiliates of the pipefitter's union, carpenter's union. e lectrician's
union, and so forth.

Thia pattern followed through for several years

after the plant went into production -- not, however, without ita
cecaequencea of juriedictiooal diaputea and strikes.

Thia continued

pretty auch through the early hiatory of the plant without benefit of
the unifying feature of a ai.Qgle union to do the barpinin& for the
group.

Tbb pattern of . ..rly unioni• at Geneva could be and would be

a atudy iu itself.
The prt... .odifyin& feature during thia perio4 of the early 1940'•

waa the pursuit of World war II.

With the exception of •-11 juris-

dictional diaputea and wildcat atrikes throughout this period, the fact
that a "oo-atrike"

a~phfn'e

c•llectiva barpinin& pattern.

pervadc!d tended to IIIIOdify the u.ual
Cont-porary unioo representatives feel

tbat organizing the plant at tb&t particular pcn-iod would have bad
little effect on wage or working conditions due to these modifyina
iafluencea.

Due to the war and the " frozen" rates of the tt.es, there

waa little chance for any . . jor wage increases.

There was also the

fact that this fanaer-eteel worker group of employeu could be couaidered.
rather indolent as to the practical and emotiooal appeals of orsanized
labor.

Th. .e wue not a cosmopolitan people nor a cosaopolitan area

ami eoo.aequently not wiae to the so-called ways of the labor world.

As

the yura passed, however , so passed this era, and as the facts wi 11
b•r out, a more or leas ncn-.1 pattern of unioo development baa set in.
It w.a not until after the war that organized labor really stepped
into the picture at the Geneva plant .

I n 1946, qitatioo besan to
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develop to institute one of the major labor organizations.

Through

the leavening influence of the war LAbor Board an election vas called
for and was held on February 13 and 14, 1947, to ascertain whether the
American Federation of Labor or the Consresa of I ndustrial Organization
abould reign supreme.

Needless to go into the campaisn of the time

with its rather close vote, but the United Steel Workers of America,
affiliated with the C.I.O., emerged victorious.

1

It was not until

March 21, 1947, that the union was actually certified, however.
Effective with this certification, bargainins between the union •nd
management immediately ooved foruard.

With the

post-~r

inflation in

progress at this time, wage rates and increases were of paranount
importance.

This area of wage rates and increases is developed in a

succeeding section more fully.
During the war years the steel industry, including Geneva, had over
40,000 different rates of pay. 2

Consequently, there were over 15,000

grievances filed on rates of pay for United States Steel alone.
was no basic wage rate for each job or position.

3

There

People workiO! side

by side all may have received different rates of pay.

tlhim or fancy

seemed to be the keynote in advancing emp l oyee wages.

This led to a

1.

2.
3.

The United Steel Workers of America as a union wae officially formed
on June 3, 1936, by a merser of the Amalgama,ed \ saociation of I ron,
Steel and Tin Workers and the Committee for I ndustrial Organization.
Actually , the Amalgdlated joined the C. 1.0. ./ithin that group, the
Steel workers' Organizins Committee was created. The S.W.O.C. was
to conduct an organizina campaign i n steel and was to have sole
charge of the campaign except for the issuance of charters, and the
Amalgamated was in charse of the execution of trade agreeaents. This
agre. .ent averted a "dual" union in the steel industry. I t must be
r~bered , however, that at that time those unione affiliated with
the C. I .O. were still in the A. F. of L. as opposed to the present
separation.
These figures were cited to the author by Ron 3. Billa, Staff Representative of the United Steel 4or ~ ers Union at the Geneva plant.
Interview at union headquarters, Orem, Utah: January 24, 1956.
Ibid.
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series of job classifications conducted and paid for by the company,
but only through union agitation, until there was ul timate ly only 32
job clasaea uithin the stee l industry.

This bas been, among others,

one of the modern maj or contribut i ons to collective bargaining in the
steel industry.
Succeaa of Local Collective Bargaining

If number• could bespeak success, then contemporary collective
bargaining at the Geneva plant ahould be considered successful (by the
Union) as it baa been
the plant has been

that 95, and possibly 98, per cent of

est~ted

organiz~.

Union-management relations have, in

general, been conaidered rather successful by both a ides .

Up until

1955, relations were, on the general average, harmonious.

In 1955 and

into 1956, considerable unreat and agitation, which the union has been
unable to arrest, bas developed concerning the operation of so-called
"indirect incentive" plans.

I ncentive plans had been previously

instituted on the .ajority of production jobs at t he pant, but "indirect incentive•· baa not (with the exception of snaintenance workers,
vho were placed on incentive at the end of 1955) been generally applied;
i.e., for janitors, clerks, etc.
"standards"

1

Company spokesmen contend that

for these plana are being pushed to the limit of engineering

capacity, but the employees contend that it is not fast enough.

The

probl.- runa deep at Geneva.
Unique to collective bargaining at the Geneva plant ia the sociological feature that the e.ployeea are of a farmer-steel worker type .
They labor on their farms aa well as produce steel at the Geneva works . 2
1.

2.

"Standard•" in this aenae is an engineerina term used to depict
those basic numerical factors that go into aetting up an incentive
plan.
Thi• particular factor ia developed .ore fully in a previous
chapter on agriculture.
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Both union and management feela this baa both positive and negative
aapecta -- in some caaa. it is a help and in some casea presents a
hindrance.
Through the high educational standards achieved by Utahns that
has been previously cited (aection on Education) . the fact emerges
that higher education promote• higher production per worker and per
man hour.

To cite an

exa~la

of this increasingly higher production,

union officials are prone to point to the fact that prior to 1949 with
9 open -hearth furnaces in production there was an average "up time" on
the furnaces of 7.2, with a production figure of 19.5 tons per furnace.
Contemporarily, there are 10 furnaces with a 9.3 average per furnace
and a production figure of 23.5 tons per furnace.

The salient point

here ia that this production increase has been accompliahed without a
correaponding increase in employ.ent, nor has there been any
significant technological cbanges. 1
On

the other hand, due to their option of farming or working a t

Geneva, there is an atmosphere of independence that baa caused some
rather discordant notes aa well aa higher production.

These workers

have been known to call wildcat strikes during spring plowing , harvest
time, and deer season.

The peculiar nature of this combination farmer-

steel worker does not make each employee completely dependent upon
eaployment at Geneva. aa it doea at Pittsburgh. Gary, etc . , where the
only means of a livelihood is at the local steel plant.
The number of grievance• filed can usually be considered as an
index of good or poor labor-management relations.

Since it is not

posaible to obtain figures on srievancea , it is difficult to ascertain
1.

Ron

s.

Bills.

Q2 cit.
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what the r e lations are from t hi s factor .

However , in the wr iter's

exper i ence at the plant , empi r i ca l evi dence would poi nt to t he fa c t
that the uni on usually wina in the primary or lower stages o f gri evances
(those not in writ i ng) due to the fact that it is i r oned out on t he
spot , whereas , management usua l ly wins the grievance when it goes into
written steps 2, 3 , and 4 of the grievance pr ocedure l is ted in the
Stee lworker's contract .

I f , however , the part i es have still not been

satisfi ed, the grievance may be carried to the Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration where a final verdict is then banded down .

Since 1947,

on l y 54 cases at the Geneva plant have gone to arbitration , which is a
figure that may be considered about average for the nation .

1

Appraisal
Secur i ng an appraisal of collective barga ining at the Geneva plant
i• difficult in that it should have been pointed out previously that
the United States Steel Corporation prohibits any releasing of information on the area of labor-management relations .

It is therefore

difficult to obtain a full and well -rounded picture of labor-management
relations at Geneva.
However, it has been found that the trend of collective bargaining
has been comparatively smooth until t he latter months of 1955 and on
into 1956, where incentive application plans for the so-called or
supporting non-production employees has become an issue.

Aside from

this factor, the general philosophy of labor-management relations has
not been to fight it or just co-exist with it, but whenever possible,
to co -operate with it.

Labor-management relations, when all is said

and done, is still the basic process of human relations , and consequently,
1.

I bid.
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with diverging personalities existing in both the ranks of un i on and
supervision there will always be some little contention on i ssues.

Wage Rates at Geneva
Wage rates are naturally as old as the Geneva plant and the
aggregate of these wages paid to the employees has been a tremendous
stimulus to the valley.

These payrolls pouring into the va lley month

a fter month and year after year has been a basic factor for growth of
the secondary and service industries, as well aa for population.
Historically, when the plant went into operation, wages were set
up on a ''Wage Inequity Program. "
"frozen" due to the war period.

This plan was necessary a s rates were
This program was an average of wages

..

throughout the industry and was aet on three basic rates as follows:
(l) standard hourly rate, (2) a guaranteed and occupational rate, and
(3) an expected occupational rate.

1

Since no incentive rates of pa y

could be put into operation due to the lack of an experience factor, a
specified rate was added into the base rates to compensate, to a degree ,
for incentive earnings.

These basic rates were kept through the war

and it waa not until January 1946 that a request was made by the local
A. F. of L. affiliates at Geneva for a wage increase.

The company

offered a 15 cent per hour increase, the union requested 25 cents.

A

22-day strike ensued with the War Labor Board recommending a 18 .5 cents
per hour increase which was accepted by both parties.

This was the

first of several post-war wage disputes and negotiations .
In the following year of 1947 , rates of pay were increased 12 . 5
cents per hour , effective April 8, 1947, and put i nt o e ffect on May 7,
1.

Ibid.
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1947 .

This was the first wage increase after the i nception of the

Steelworker's Union at Geneva .

This was primarily an agreement to

elLDinate previous wage inequities.

Under this program of alleviat ing

inequities, the highest rate increas e was for 43 cents in the coke oven
department and the lowest was zero in some areas .
averaged a 10 to 15 cent per hour increase.

Maintenance employees

In 1948, there was a 12.5

cents per hour increase.
In 1949, there was no increase but a pension and social insurance
program was instituted, with the company and employees each contributing
2.5 cents toward this plan for life and hospitalization insurance.
1~50,

In

it was found that there was money over in the insurance fund

program and the surgical allotment was increased.

A $100 per month

pension plan for those retiring employees with 25 years of service was
set up at this time, which the company was to bear the entire cost of .
Also in 1950, a straight across-the-board increase of 9.5 cents per
hour was granted.

ln 1951, there was no increase.

I n 1952, the year of the nationwide steel strike arrived .
... In ninety days that /nationwide steel strike/ strike
coat Aaerica and the free world 18,000,000 tons of steel.
This steel is gone forever. It can never be regained for
our economy. Its loss was a staggering national blow.
Workers lost more than $150,000,000 -- an average per man of
sa.ething over $650 .•.• (1)
The cause of this particularly costly strike?
tbe union shop clause was reaponeible.

The company contends

The union contends that the

cmapauy wished to be able to change job descriptions at any time and to
r-.ove restrictive hours of work.
1.

The union contends the un i on shop

Alden G. Roach. "Steel and Related I ndustriea in the Economy of
the Wqt." Presented by J .B. Du Prau, Vice-Pruident of Adminiatration, for Mr. Roach, before the f ourth annual community-industry
conference at Joseph Smith Memorial Building, Brigham Young University ,
Provo, Utah. October 15, 1952.
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was called for after the strike was called.

The final settlement

called for a 12.5 cent per hour Lncreasc plus one-half cent per job
class.

This was an average settlement of 16 cents per hour increase,

which was about equal to what had been agreed on before the final
deadline of the strike.
It is interesting to note at this point some of the effects this
first strike of any duration bad on the economy of the valley .

Figure

No. 26 shows the violent dip in employment where nearly one-hal f of
the employed population was without work.

In polling representative

banks in the valley, it was found that savings accounts were not substantially impaired although checking accounts did become somewhat
depleted.

The area most noticeable was that of mortgages due -- there

was an increase in mortgage delinquency.
On this matter, union reports show a comparatively small with-

drawal upon the strike relief fund.

Figures cited by Ron

s.

Bill,

Staff Representative of the Steelworker's Union, show that a sister
company of Geneva and of comparable size at San Francisco withdrew
$100,000 during this period for the strike relief fund , whereas
locally only $2,000 was withdrawn.
concept

c~

Again , this farmer-steelworker

into the picture where these employees were able to

devote more time to farming.

Had the strike been prolonged beyond the

10-veek period, the complexion of personal finances and the economy of
the valley would, no doubt, have undergone a more considerable change.
In 1953, a straight across-the-board increase of 8.5 cents per
hour was incorporated into the contract, and in 1954, there was an
0.5

c~nt

increase plus one-half cent increase per job class.

In the
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brief 2.5 hour strike of July 1, 1955, the Steelworkers gained a 11.5
cent increase plus one-half cent per job class.
Table No. XI in the Appendix is representative of the increases
over the period 1947 to 1955.

As a representative sample within these

wage rate groups, we could take job class 0-1 (janitors) and find that
over this span of time there was a 54.6 per cent increase in wages .
This increase taken on down the tables for all 32 job classes indicates
an extensive input of money into the Utah County economy.

The direct

effect is difficult to attain in a dollars and cents figure, but the
overall effects are readily evident throughout the valley.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In developing the economic UDpact of the Geneva

pl~nt

on Utah

Valley it has been interesting to note why , as well as how , the
development came about in this particular valley among so many in the
state, and of the consequences involved after the establishment of
this plant in the valley.
The factors determining the location of the plant were naturally
predicated on the economic determinants of land, labor and capital,
plus certain sociological intangibles that are unique to this particular area.

All the basic factors were present.

Water , so vital,

but so often lacking, was in sufficient abundance to operate a plant
the magnitude of Geneva as well as satellite industries coming in the
wake of Geneva.

Raw materials of iron ore, coal, limestone and dolomite

were located within a comparatively short radius of the plant and were
in such abundance as to make it economically feasible to operate.
Tranaportation was provided by two main rail linea through the valley ,
the Rio Grande Western and Union Pacific, as well as a network of
highways radiating in each direction of the compass.

These linea

brought in the raw materials and transported the finished products to
the principal markets of the Northwest, Weat and Southwest.

One of

the unique features of the valley was the type and supply of labor
available.

The predominantly Mormon sociological influence on educa-

tion had produced a worker more highly educated than the average steel
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worker and with a consequently higher rate of production.

The labor

supply bas typically been a shift of farmers to industry, but without
a alackening or shift in farm products output.

These vital factors

formed a setting for the location of the Geneva plant in Utah County.
Historically, agriculture has been the basic, predominant factor
in the life of Utah Valley.

For more than ninety years before the

Geneva plant came into the valley, agriculture was the main source of
wealth.

Since 1849 and the first settling of the valley, Utah County

has risen to agricultural prominence, ranking first agriculturally
among the 29 counties of the state.

However, for some years before

World War II and the inception of Geneva, there was a noticeable
aigration out of the area and out of agriculture.

Since 1940, becauae

of the war and the inception of Geneva, agriculture and farming have
taken on a new complexion.
While employment at Geneva has boosted the need for agricultural
products, the plant itself has created some problema for the community.
It has brought in personnel that have added a new and cosmopolitan
atmosphere to the community that,while resented by some, has been a
leavening influence on the valley.

An economic problem of significance

ha• been the liberation of fluorine gas into the

sintering plant and furnaces at Geneva.

a~sphere

from the

This had bad economic reper-

cussions on the livestock and crops of the county.

Litigation is now

in proce•s to determine the rights, responsibilities and losses under
this fluorine problem.

Research is now beginning on fluorine poisoning

and effects on fruit orchards in the area.

This may be a long-range

problem.
The interesting thing to note has been that while almost 50 per
cent of the farmers in the valley have turned to employment at Geneva,
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farming has not declined, nor have new farmers coce into the area or
has new land been opened up with the exception of soce marginal areas
devoted to agriculture during the war years.

In spite of this, Utah

County h&s prospered and become of first rank agriculturally in the
state, among the top 100 counties of the 3,070 counties in the United
States and alao ranks near the top in the entire Rocky Mountain region .
Bow has this been accomplished?

This again is a unique structural

situation of this particular community.
simply do both.

In essence, the farmers

They accept only "shift work" at the plant and do

their farming before or after shift.

Since the vast majority of farms

are now mechanized and the farms are comparatively small, this is not
a problem and those farmers working at Geneva also can receive bagged
fertilizer (sulphate of ammonia) at approximately half price for use
on their farms .
Historically, manufacturing has not been extensive and has been,
in fact, rather negligible in Utah County as has been the case in
almost all counties in the state.

However, the certain vital factors

previously enumerated in this summary were present in Utah Valley and
thia steel industry waa established in 1942 and 1943.

What have been

the resu 1 ts?
The real point of this study has been concerned with the effect
and r ..ults steel manufacturing has had on the area.

There can be no

doubt that Geneva has been a prtme, motivating force in establishing
basic and re5ulting secondary or service industries.

The numerous

indices of growth and development and the increased number of manufacturing establishments have unequivocally established the place in
the sun accorded to Geneva.

Other manufacturing industries have
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sprung up in the area prepared to use tbe products from t he Geneva
rollin~

mills and by-products plant.

I n turn, the service industr i es

have likewise had the fire of life breathed into them and have come
alive.
Provo City hat served admirably well as a sample area and as a
comparative index of Utah County.

The various indices of retai l sales,

building permits, postal receipts, automobile registrations, public
utilities and banking in Provo show a remarkable and rather dramatic
increase in the 1942-1943 area when Geneva was in the process of
construction and in the primary stages of operation.

The intrinsic

nature of how and why this increase came a bout with the inception of
the Geneva plant is the very heart of this study.
Sinc e ours is a rather techni cal money economy and the inherent
processes of consumption and investment are contingent upon t he flow
of aoney, the survey of representative banks in Utah County gives a
rather clear-cut picture of community expansion.

There is an extremely

noticeable cleavage in the 1942-43 area where demand deposits increased
by as much as 152 per cent in one year.

The sa.e study is relatively

true for each of the representative banks in Utah County that have been
examined .

With the extensive percentage increases of operating capital

within the community due to the establishment of the plant, there was
a tremendous spiral of pr osperity that has more or less kept up into
this contemporary period.

Of course, t h is general prosperity, while

basically attributed to the Geneva plant, was partially due to the
advent of World War II and the rising national economy.
Employment ha• shown a very perceptible shift in the valley from
the year 1940 to 1950.

Principally, this has been due to the inception

'
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of the Geneva plant.

Previous to 1940, employment in basic industry

was noticeably below the national average in Utah County, but again
with the eatablisbment of the plant industry and manufacturing
employment in the valley has risen by almost 500 per cent.
What have been the consequences of this shift in employment
patterns ?

The range of consequences has been enormous.

The capital

poured into the valley through payrolls and direct buying by Geneva
baa set into motion vast patterns of consumption and investment which,
in turn, have determined much of the range of secondary and service
industries.

This is the general pattern followed when heavy industry

mov.. into an area, but in this particular location it becomes somewhat
more profound.

The community is

OCIW

geared to this industry, whereas

in other areas there is generally other industry with varying degrees
of influence entailed .
Because it has been somewhat unique, at least in the early stages,
there bas not been the

coamopoli~n

atmosphere of contemporary unionism,

but rather a provincial atmosphere rather unique to collective bargaining .
Unionia. developed slowly , due in part to the histGrical aspects of the
local community and fa rm life, and partly to the war years involved at
the inception of the plant.

Union-management relatione have been

rather cordial in the past and up until 1955, but the past months of
late 1955 and early 1956 have brought some discontent due to the nonexistence of incentive plane f or nonproduction employees .

With time,

this will be cleared up and there is little doubt that eventually every
individual employee at Geneva vill fall under some type of incentive
or bonus plan.
If collective bargaining ia considered the only

caus~

for wage

rate increaaes, then the prosperity of the valley owes much to
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unionism.

In any event, wages have risen steadily year after year

since the inception of the plant with the community absorbing these
increases and prospering accordingly .
What does the future bold?

It is rather difficult to predict the

future in view of the vagaries of the business cycle, but it is the
current belief that with the constant influx of satellite fabricating
plants using the materials provided by Geneva that industry will
continue to prosper and grow.

Not only will the fabricating plants

grow, but the Geneva plant is constantly expanding with a new multimillion dollar ammonia plant now in the process of construction, and
the future looks bright for a wire, rod, nail, etc., division.
New industry creates new jobs and with an estimated present (1956)
population for Utah County in the 90,000's, which amounts to an
approximate 13 per cent increase over 1950, the future looks bright as
to population growth.

Population growth per

for supporting groups in the service areas.

~

accelerates the need

Jobs should continue to

expand, foregoing an inverse national cyclical trend , and smaller
firms should continue to flow into the valley.
The largest area of hindrance to future expanaion of the val l ey is
that of

l~ited

suppliea of water available.

Under present conditions

there is not enough water available for continued
expansion.

unl~ited

industrial

A saving factor in this area, however, is the possible fate

of the Colorado River Project and the stores of water that would be
made available to Central Utah Valley.
In whatever light the future is noted there is a definite trend
toward a "Greater Utah Valley" and the prediction of the first page of
thia study that the future of the Far West looks bright aeema fully
juatified.
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APPENDIX

TABLE I
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA - trl'AB VALLEYl
!Lower American
Fork
Power House

Provo
Airport

Normal

Nonaal

Utah Lake
Spanish Fork
Power Ho~e

Salt Lake City Airport 2

Lehi

Normal

Normal

Normal

Days with
.01 in. 01
more precipitatiot

1. of

10
10
10
9
8

7
7
11

46
50
58
67
70
78
80
78
78
69
58
46

16.11

92

65

76

76

64

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Temp. Precip.
28.4
1.69
34.2
1.57
41.0
1.63
50.1
1. 78
59 . 1
1. 70
63.1
.95
. 74
76.1
74.6
1.05
65.8
.96
54.0
1.60
40.0
1.33
31.6
1.63

Temp. Precip .
26.1
1.52
32.0
1.54
40.5
1.55
48.9
1.38
56.8
1.48
64.5
.74
72.4
.62
70.4
.84
61.1
.88
50 .l
1.43
38.7
1. 20
29.1
1.44

Temp. Precip.
28 .l
1. 74
33.7
1.53
41.7
1.97
50 . 9
1.93
59.2
1.61
68.5
.95
.82
76.2
74 . 3
.91
65.4
.96
54.0
1. 74
41.0
1.62
31.1
1.77

Te.p. Precip .
24.8
1.12
31.3
1.22
39.2
1.12
48.0
1.15
56.3
1.23
64.5
.66
72 .4
.77
70.0
.97
60.6
.84
49.6
1.17
37.1
.85
28.2
1.15

Teap . Preeip..
29.1
1.35
34.0
1.44
41.8
1.95
50.2
1.98
1.88
58.6
67.8
.88
76.8
. 56
75.0
.85
64.9
.87
53.1
1.54
40 .9
1.43
32.2
1.38

Annual

51.9

49.2

52.0

48.5

52.0

Years of Record

37

Elevation
1.

2.

16.73
38
5063

-------

14.62

57

62
4448

- - - - - - --

-- - - - -

17.55

42

42
4711

12.25

42

47
4497

76
-----

5

4
6
5

pos sible
sun-

shine

4222

Source: Climatological Data -Utah Annual Suuaary 1951, Vol. LUI, No . 13, u. s .
DeparbDent of Commerce.
Data from Salt Lake Airport Station is presented as a source of additional detailed
information not available for any of the Utah Valley Weather Stations. This station
ia located 40 miles to the north of Utah Valley, being very nearly the same with
re•pect to elevation and cltmate.
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TABLE NO. II
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~~-@~f?!IM
UTAH OPERATIONS- GENEVA. UTAH
l . F. BLACK
G£N[ItAL SU,IJIINTENDlNT

October 28, 1954

MAILIN G AODAt $5 :

GENEV A WORKS

Burton H. Adams
Utah County Commissioner
City and County Building
Provo, Utah

Mt-.

Dear Commissioner Adams:
It has always been my conviction that the most outstanding
product of any community is its people. Their attitude , ability,
ambition, thrift, and faith can spell success or failure to any
industry, plant, or business concern.
It was this important factor of people and their ability
to succeed, along with the natural resources of this area and i ts
strategic location, that caused the government and later the United
States Steel Corporation to establish the Geneva Horks in Utah
Va:2ey.
In building our organization to its present position as
the major steel producer in the ~·Jest, we have been constantly aware
of the capabilities of the labor !!l3.rket in this area. Hith a bare
nucleus of employees Hith previous steel mill experience, we have
developed a highly efficient worki ng force, i n spite o~ the fact
that ~ny of our present employees had little or no industrial experience before accepting employment at Geneva Works.
I can enthusiastically recommend the people of Utah Valley
as t he chief ingredient to t he success of any industry that con~emplates
locating here.
Yours

very~ ~ly,

~r~~.c.
L. F . Black
General Superintendent
Geneva \~orks
ef

•

P. 0 . Box 510, PROVO, UTAH
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TABLE NO. IV
PRODUCTS OF GENEVA STRUCTURAL MILL

Product Ra nge of 32"--26" Structural Mill
Product to be rolled

Customer use

Standard beams 6" to 15"
Standard channels , 6" to 15"
H-beams , 4" to 6 '
Equal angles , 3" to 8"
Unequal angles 4" x 3" to 9 " x 4"
Flats and bars 4" to 18" wide
Finished rounds 2 " to 6''
Piling 15" & 16 " small flat web
Ship channels 6" to 13"
Bulb angles , 4 ' to 10"
Zee bars , 3" to 6"
Tees, 3 " to 6"

Fabrication of ships , buildings,
bridgea, machinery , electrical
equipment , road and harbor
equipment, miscella neous steel
structures.

Semi-finished blooms, 6" to 10"
Semi-fioiehed forg i ng rounds , 4" to 10"
Semi- finiahed billets, 2" to 6"

For re-rolling or forging into
finished steal products.

Skelp, 6" to 15 "

For pi pe manufacture.

Special sections, 6" to 15 '

For automotive and various
other industries .

Tie platea , 8" to 18"
Croaa ties, for 45 lb. to 100 lb. rails
Splice bars , for 45 lb. to 100 1~ rails
Draw bars, 6" to 15"

Railroad conatruction and
maintenance .
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TABLE NO. V
POPULATION TRENDS
1860- 1950
UTAH COUNTY

UTAH STATE

Increase
Population

No .

I ncrease

!

Population

No.

7!

1860

8,248

1870

12,203

3,955

48.0

86,786

46,513

115 .s

1880

17 ,97 3

5,770

47.3

143,963

57,177

65.9

1890

23,768

5,795

32.2

210 '779

66,816

46.4

1900

32,456

8,688

36.6

276,749

65,970

31.3

1910

37,942

5,486

16.9

373 , 351

96,602

34 . 9

1920

40.792

2,850

7 .5

449,396

76,045

20.4

1930

49,021

8,229

20.2

507,847

58,451

13.0

1940

57,437

8,416

17 . 2

553,010

45,163

8.9

1950

81,912

24,475

42.6

688,862

135 ,853

24.6

1952

83,200

704,000

15,138

Source:

40,273

U. S. Census of the Census.
Population. Various years.

( Coatinued)
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TABLE NO. V (CONTINUED)
POPULATION TRENDS
1860-1950

WESTERN STATES

UNITED STATES

Increase
Population

No.

Increase
~

Population

No.

.;

1860

618,976

31,443,321

1870

990,510

371,534

60.4

39,818,449

8,375,128

26 . 6

1880

1,767,697

777,187

78.5

50,155,783

10,337,334

26.0

1890

2,402,269

634,572

35.9

62,947,714

12,791,931

25.5

1900

4,091,349 1p89,080

70.3

75,994,575

13,046,861

20.7

1910

6 ,825,821 2,734,472

66.8

91,972,266

15 ,977 ,691

21.0

1920

8,902,972 2,077,151

30.4

105,710,620

13,738,354

14.9

1930

11 ,896,222 2.993,250

33.6

122,777 ,046

17,064,426

16.1

1940

13,883,265

1~87,043

16.7

131,669,275

8,894,229

7. 2

1950

19 ,561 ,525 5,678 ,260

40.9

150,697 ,361

19,028,086

14.5

1952

1.58,216,000

Source:

U. S. Census of the Census.
Population. Various years.
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TABLE NO. VI
UTAH COUNTY LABOR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT BY
INDUSTRY, OCCUPATION, AGE AND SEX
APRIL 1950 (1)
Total

Male

Female

81,912

41,345

40,567

36,476
24,818
14,002
6,619

18,613
12 ,416
7 , 162
3 t 154

17,860
12,402
6,840
3,465

Labor Force (Civilian)
Eaployed
Unemployed

25,601
24,057
1,544

20,197
18,993
1,204

5,404
5,064
340

Not in Labor Force 14 years and over

29,456

7,238

22, 218

Employed by Occupation
Professional & Technical
Farmer• and Farm Labor
Managers and Proprietors
Clerical & Kindred Workers
Sales
Crafts-en
Operatives
Service and Domestics
Laborers and Occupations, NEC

24,057
2,395
2,943
1,938
2,301
1,671
4,591
3,668
2,235
2,315

18,993
1,632
2,793
1,735
855
1,072
4,528
3,287
913
2,178

5,064
763
150
203
1,446
599
63
381
1 ,322
137

by Industry
A&riculture
Min ins
.Cons true t ion
Manufacturing
Trans. Comm., & Utilities
Wholesale & Retail Trade
Fiuance, Ins. & Real Estate
Service and Other, NEC
Public Adm. and Schools

24,057
3,018
282
2,296
6,170

18,993
2,861
274
2,265
5,682
1,494
2,730
339
2,148
1,200

5,064
157

Median School years ca.apleted

12.1

Population all ages
Under 20
20-39
40-59
60 and over

~loyed

1 ,771

4,138
528
3,897
1,957

Median inca.e 1949

$3,130

Nu.ber of households

20,559

Population per houaehold

3.8

Number of non-wbitee

315

1.

Source:

u.

S. Censua of Population, 1950

a

31
488
277

1,408
189
1,749
757

TABLE NO. VII
DEMAND DEPOSITS
BANK Y
Month

1940

January
February
March
April
May
June
J u ly
Ausu•t
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

$ 265,743
135.774
138 ,317
164,186
146,918
143 ,369 .
140,997
143,919
267,330
165,334
181,289
179 1648
$2,072,825
1946

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

$1,170,633
1,287,341
1,137,279
1,102,154
1,113,061
1,102,563
1,028,543
1,024,311
1,409 ,691
1,259 , 292
1,193,516
121551920
$13,984,303

* Not

1,41
$ 139.,635
134,589
154,434
163,230
177,858
282,667
181,847
279,593
221,047
222,042
225,355
2441163
$2,426,460

1942
$ 184,151
184,232
217,210
286,024
314,557
349,511
398,465
349,747
440,486
553,415
609,209
636,841
$4,523,848

1947
$ 935,530
968,284
995,413
886,250
870,298
1,026,670
910,258
905 ,452
1,046,467
971 ,434
1,013,627
1 1022l405
$11,552,088

1948
900,143
944,769
974,133
866,831
840,478
798,646
890,204
1,045,161
1,103,673
1,119 ,913
1,259 ,013
11047,144
$11 •790 ,108
$

1943
$ 603,908
588,027
594,282
621,549
679,527
778,360
811,055
887,723
998,411
950,999
1,110,266
1,034,551
$9,658,658

1944
$ 944,695
989,623
786,615
829,284
843,019
812,479
6S4,028
821,118
898,799
950,628
941,880
946,254
$10,618,424

1949
$1,040,170
1,034,919
943,652
926,033
984,692
939,834
976,635
961,022
1,015,576
988 ,299*
1,045,246
1,006,800
$11,862,877

1945
$ 908,214
864,699
966,412
933,358
1,000,660
936,925
906,924
998,269
1,102,754
1,217,632
1,169,382
1,175,448
$12,180,677

1950
$

950,107
931,239
920,359
870,791
946,206
895,531
890,542
973,848
958,094
1,000,181
1,025,909
977,887
$11,340,695

available -- two precedina aonths average taken.
Source: Data obtained per1onally from Bank Y, Utah County, Utah.
Note:
Coluane have been added in detail but do net necessarily reflect on exact
total due to roundins.
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TAB4= NO. VIII
SAVINGS - DEPOSITS
BANK y

Month
J anuary
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
Septeaber
October
Noveaber
December
Total

1940
$ 149,824
265,883
262,194
257,756
2S7 ,224
260,539
267,240
268,381
147,680
270,832
272,978
281 ,907
$2,962 .438
1946

J a nuary
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

1941
$ 280,712

276,501
273,010
271 ,129
272,562
179,558
278 ,lS4
183,121
281 ,977
294,080
295,927
302,276
$3,189,006
1947

1942
$ 296,390
300,685
301,103
317.190
334,954
345,186
352.345
375,206
395,473
414.248
421 .334
445,125
$4,299,240
1948

1943
$ 460.374
473,862
485,114
503.741
526,034
557,347
596 ,933
604,906
623,339
682.111
717,815
741,438
$6,973,013

1949

1944
$ 742.638

742.038*
755,732
786.652
810,879
822,304
808,002
837,799
860,387
887,260
912,623
899,942*
$9,866,256

1945
$ 958.744
986,856
1,031,300
1,069,508
1,079,858
1,034,162
1,108,402
1,129,119
1,153,571
1,176,422
1,193.753
1,211,491
$13,133.186

1950

$ 998,672
$1,196,533
$1 ,115,420
$1,069,812
$1,042.297
1,150,640
1,104 ,430
1,066.051
1,035,148
989.479
1,137,651
1,093,589
1,052.951
1,038,635
981,398
1,125,332
1,092,969
1,018.038
1,033,301
969.718
1,114,142
965,818
1,081,150
997.879
1,028,895
1 ,012.,551
1,090,131
1,115,792
1,041,294
974.250
1 ,116 ,847
1,057,296
1,012,522
1,026,445
977.567
1,037,352
1,119,833
1,015,223
985,381
965,553
1,026,596
948,238
1,130,603
1,041,359
990,599
1,120,395
1,018 ,408
1,044.092
987,990
960.419
1,105,213
1,034,932
1.075 ,158
981,489
978,472
1,097 ,777
1,067,255
1,051,398
1,008,366
1,oo5;n1
$13,530,757
$12,900.202
$12,376.363
$12,197,246
$12,716,632
* Not available -- two precedins months average taken .
Source: Data obtained personally from Bank Y, Utah County, Utah.
Note:
Columns have been added in detail but do not necessarily reflect on exact total
due to rounding.
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TABLE NO. IX
DEMAND DEPOSITS
BAN ~

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Noveaber
Deceaber
TOTAL

1940
196,060
205,468
205,773
1,9,678
221,346
212,862
237,434
215,178
249,655
%45,472
249,720
272,571
$2,711,215
$

1!46
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

$ 1,472,265
1,510,316
1,495,094
1,499 ,463
1,4.57,068
1,357,118
1,358,787
1,328,785
1,456,750
1,459,292
1,463,405
1,404,907
$17,263,2.51

1941

$ 230,035
233,554
238,740
243,653
239,554
251,432
256,471
256,716
272,641
286,282
308,676
308,321
$3,126,074
1947
$ 1 ,251 ,838
1,185,558
1,223,127
1,168,074
1,202,632
1,208 ,436
1,220,206
1,209,924
1,378,100
1,446,600
1,511 ,093
1,541,471
$15,547,059

Z

1942
$

284,158
281,447
300,705
318,535
340,505
354,370
382,179
406,146
479,460
529,058
607,380
697,259
$4,981,201
1948
$1,344,123
1,417,716
1,376,119
1,239,408
1,222,466
1,243,220
1,297,915
1,196,713
1,304,950
1,393,665
1,393,217
1A255,948
$15,685,459

1943

$ 674,221
686,146
660,012
717 ,553
763,368
788,414
844,227
912,489
936,627
962,246
1,028,114
1,100,635
$10,074,053
1,49

1944
$1,088,162
1,176,348
1,061,807
1,012,179
1,013,108
1,039 ,901
1,097,554
1,097,100
1,123,576
1,092,937
1 '199 ,397
1,206,944
$13,209,015

1945
$1,140,676
1,15.5,284
1,098,300
1,056,173
1 '113 ,238
1,211,446
1,255,980
1,248,311
1,367,747
1,486,447
1,577,479
1,586,916
$15,298,058

1950

$ i ,224,971

$ 1,195,483

1,221,327
1,175,254
1,166,601
1,191,235
1,155,746
1,094,665
1,129,610
1,119,972
1,256,789
1,302,423
1,298,640
$14,337,231

1, 234 , 163
1,222,977
1 '182 ,187
1,187,580
1,153,370
1,163,319
1,173,458
1,289,204
1,423,009
1,403,784
1,338,124
$14,966,657

,...
1:0)

Source:
Note:

Data obtained personally from Bank Z, Utah County, Utah.
Columns have been added in detail but do not necesaarily reflect an exact
total due to roundins .
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TABLE NO. X
SAVINGS DEPOSITS

'

BANK Z

a4o

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Ausust
September
October
Noveaber
December
TOTAL

$

195,927
194.489
210,724
195,960
196,669
201,965
217,603
200,043
207,209
204,895
204,146
207,115
$2,436,744
1946

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

$

203,949
200,855
200,907
203,567
201,485
204,981
204,582
208,761
210,631
206,746
211,011
213,764
$2,471,239
1947

$1,083,507
1,083,232
1 ,064,216
1,082,690
1,081,040
1,071,939
1,078,799
1,081,978
1,067,241
1,074,395
1,071,164
1,051,752
$12,891 ,954
Source:
Note:

1g42

1941

$1,064,957
1,063,037
1,038,826
1,020,221
1 ,011 t 181
1,034,100
1,030,269
1,018,005
1 ,005,430
1,008,008
1,000,285
998,604
$12,292,924

$

206,982
209,820
218,443
216,443
214,930
230,083
233,760
247,182
262,614
297,739
313,101
340,945
$2,992,042
1948
$1,000,594
1,006 ,419
998,782
993,863
999,501
1,002,740
978,649
973,414
971,631
975,392
982,131
976,129
$11,859 ,244

1944

1943
364,362
380,439
403,761
431,705
456,781
466,876
478,134
499,294
507,849
529,194
558,272
587,903
$5,664,571

$

1949
$ 970,017
998,156
991,353
982,743
967,998
973,530
978,084
973,416
992,925
963,326
947,921
964,629
$11 , 704 t 099

619,328
638,323
645,193
662,226
682,475
711,014
727,549
743,903
773,492
803,358
830,088
858,461
$8,695,410
$

1945
883,586
910,557
937,399
962,845
981,010
1 ,011,344
1,025,498
1,040,984
1,065,535
1 ,078,213
1,085,819
1,084,450
$12,067,240
$

1950
$ 952,640
957,009
944,750
932,961
950,783
964,301
918,990
909,478
909,315
908,993
929,964
918,488
$11,197,672

Data obtained peraona11y from Bank Z, Utah County, Utah.
Columns have been added in detail but do not neceseari1y reflect an exact
total due to roundins.
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TABLE NO. XI
WAGE RATES AT GENEVA
AGREEMENTS BETWEEN GENEVA STEEL CC!1PANY AND THE UNITED STEELWORKERS OF
AMERICA

AGREEMENT of May 7, 1947 - Geneva Plant, Geneva, Utah

Job Claaa
0-1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16

Standard
Hourly Wage
Rate
1.09
1.13
1.17
1.21
1.25
1.29
1.33
1.37
1.41
1.45
1.49
1.53
1.57
1.61
1.65
1.69

Job C1asa
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
ll

32

Standard
Hourly Wage
Rate
1.73
1.77
1.81
1.85
1.89
1.93
1.97
2.01
2 .05
2 .09
2.13
2.17
2.21
2.25
2.29
2.33

AGREKMBNT of Augua t 15 , 1952 - Pittaburgb, Penu.aylvania

Job

eta..
0-1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Standard
Hourly Wage
Rate
1.435
1.49
1 . 545
1.60
1.655
1.71

1.765
1.82
1.875
1.93
1.985
2.04
2.095
2.15
2.205
2.26

Job Claaa
l7

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Standard
Hourly Wage
Rate
2.315
2.37
2.425
2.48
2.535
2.59
2.645
2.70
2.755
2.81
2.865
2.92
2.975
3.03
3.085
3.14
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T\BLE NO. XI
(CONT INUED)
AGREEMENT OF July 1, 1954 - San Franci sco, Ca li fornia
Standard
Hourly Wage
Job Clau

Rate

0-1

1.57
1.625
1.68
1.735
l. 79
1.845
1.90
1.955
2.01
2.065
2.12
2.175
2.23
2.285
2.34
2.395

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Standard
Hourly Wage
Job Cla11
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Rate

2.45
2.505
2.56
2.615
2.67
2. 725
2.78
2.835
2.89
2.945
3.00
3 . 055
3.11
3.165
3.22
3.275

AG!EEMKMT of July 1, 1955 - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Job Claaa
0-1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Standard
Hourly WAge
Rate

Job Class

Standard
Hour l y W
age
Rate

1.685
l. 745
1.805
1.865
1.925
1.985
2.045
2.105
2.165
2.225
2.285
2.345
2 . 405
2.465
2.525
2.585

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

2 .645
2.705
2.765
2 . 825
2 . 885
2.945
3.005
3.065
3 . 125
3.185
3.245
3 .305
3.365
3.425
3.485
3.545
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